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Overview
The main objective of this Ph.D. Thesis is to study the occurring phenomena in em-
bedded resolution of singularities over algebraically closed fields of positive charac-
teristic. Within this investigation two goals were strived for:
(A) A new, systematic approach to embedded surface resolution in positive charac-
teristic, which is so natural that it has at least the chance to be generalized to
higher dimensions, should be given. Within this context, the behavior of resolu-
tion invariants from characteristic zero under blowups in positive characteristic
should be explored. This knowledge should then be used, to modify the measures
in order to get strictly decreasing resolution invariants for surface resolution in
positive characteristic. Moreover the termination of the resolution algorithm in
finitely many blowups should be proven.
(B) New ideas and attempts for the problem of resolution of varieties with dimension
larger than two, especially threefolds, should be given. It was clear from the be-
ginning, that a complete answer to this question would be too ambitious for a
Ph.D. Thesis since many experts in the field have been trying to solve this prob-
lem for a long period of time. One approach which should be examined within
this thesis is to extend the results from (A) to the case of threefolds. Further,
those situations where the classical resolution invariant from characteristic zero
increases when used in positive characteristic should be studied. Moreover new
possible resolution invariants – both for characteristic zero and positive charac-
teristic – should be investigated.
This Ph.D. Thesis is divided into the following chapters:
Chapter 1 – Surface resolution in positive characteristic
This chapter forms the mathematical core of this Ph.D. Thesis. It presents a new
and systematic approach to embedded resolution of surface singularities defined
over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic. For this purpose two
new resolution invariants are defined and investigated. Both are modifications of
characteristic zero invariants and are so natural that they might be generalizable
to higher dimensions.
iv
The subsequent chapters 2 – 4 are all devoted to the study of resolution of threefolds
and higher dimensional varieties over algebraically closed fields, especially of posi-
tive characteristic. Some attempts, new ideas and partial results for this problem are
offered:
Chapter 2 – Threefold resolution in positive characteristic
In a first step to generalize the proof of surface resolution of chapter 1 to the
threefold case, the effect of point blowups on the variety and its corresponding
Newton polyhedron is studied. Several natural measures for the complexity of
the singularities are defined and investigated. Further, some partial results, as
for instance that the resolution invariant which is usually used in characteristic
0, may increase when used in positive characteristic, but at most by 1, are given.
Moreover it is shown that this measure can’t increase twice in two successive
blowups.
Chapter 3 – Oblique Polynomials
In this chapter different characterization of oblique polynomials, i.e., those poly-
nomials where the classical resolution invariant from characteristic 0 increases
when used in positive characteristic, are given.
Chapter 4 – On Compact Facets and Normal Vectors of Newton
Polyhedra
In this chapter a new measure for the complexity of the singularities of an al-
gebraic hypersurface (both for characteristic zero and positive characteristic) –
normal vectors of its corresponding Newton polyhedron – is examined. One goal
is to study its behavior under the simple polyhedron game, originally introduced
by Hironaka to describe the combinatorial part of the resolution problem. There
it turns out that the main difficulties lie in Newton polyhedra without compact
facets. In order to show that all Newton polyhedra can be transformed by finitely
many point blowups into Newton polyhedra without compact facets, the second
part of this chapter is devoted to the study of the locus of points on a hypersurface
where the corresponding Newton polyhedron has a compact facet with respect
to all possibly choices of local coordinates.
The last chapter addresses some basic constructions using étale neighborhoods. They
can for instance be used to show that the resolution algorithm presented in chapter 1
terminates after a finite number of blowups.
Chapter 5 – Constructions using étale neighborhoods
In this chapter étale neighborhoods are used to show that the normal crossing
locus of a variety over an algebraically closed field (of arbitrary characteristic) is
Zariski-open. Similar questions are treated for other geometric notions.
v

Chapter 1
Surface resolution in positive
characteristic
This chapter forms the mathematical core of the present Ph.D. Thesis. It presents a new
approach, especially novel invariants, for the embedded surface resolution in positive
characteristic. The content of this chapter will be submitted for publication soon.
Abstract
We introduce two new invariants for the inductive proof of the resolution of sur-
faces in positive characteristic by a sequence of blowups. The invariants are more
systematic than the existing ones, and yield a quite transparent reasoning. This
may facilitate to study the still unsolved case of the embedded resolution of three-
folds in positive characteristic.
1.1 Introduction
In this chapter, two new invariants for the embedded resolution of two-dimensional
hypersurface singularities in arbitrary characteristic are constructed. The first invariant
is built on the now classical invariant from characteristic zero, consisting of a string
of integers given by the local order of the defining equation and of the orders of the
subsequent coefficient ideals (deleted by the exceptional factor). As hypersurfaces of
maximal contact need not exist in positive characteristic, these orders have to be de-
fined in a different way to make them intrinsic. The correct choice is the maximum of
the order of the coefficient ideal over all choices of local regular hypersurfaces. The
orders are thus well defined, i.e., independent of any choices.
By examples of Moh it is known that this invariant may increase under blowup with
respect to the lexicographical order [38, 39]. Actually, its second component, the or-
der of the first coefficient ideal, may increase at points where the first component has
remained constant. The increase occurs at so called kangaroo points (in Hauser’s ter-
minology; they are called metastatic points by Hironaka). Moh was able to bound the
possible increase from above, and Hauser gave a complete classification of kangaroo
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points [20, 19].
Based on these results, we show in the present chapter (for purely inseparable two-
dimensional hypersurfaces of order equal to the characteristic) that the sporadic in-
crease of the invariant is dominated by larger decreases before or after the critical
blowup. It thus decreases in the long run. Actually, to smooth the argument and to
avoid considering packages of blowups, we subtract from the second component of the
invariant in very specific situations a bonus (a rational number taking values 0, ε, δ or
1 + δ with 0 < ε < δ < 1). This bonus is modeled so that the modified invariant
decreases under every blowup (see theorem 1). It thus interpolates the “graph” of the
original characteristic zero invariant by a monotonously decreasing function (see figure
1.1).
2inv
k
Figure 1.1: Modification of the classical invariant (solid line) by the bonus (dashed);
vertically the 2nd component of the invariant, horizontally the number of blowups.
Our second invariant is built on a different measure, the height. This is a natural num-
ber which counts in an asymmetric way the distance of a hypersurface singularity from
being a normal crossings divisor. The symmetry is broken by the consideration of lo-
cal flags which accompany the resolution process. They allow to restrict the necessary
coordinate changes to a “Borel” subgroup of the local formal automorphism group of
the ambient scheme: the changes are triangular in a precise sense. This, in turn, allows
to define the height as a minimum over all coordinate choices subordinate to the flag.
Moreover, the local blowups given by choosing an arbitrary point in the exceptional
divisor can be made monomial after applying at the base point below a suitable linear
triangular coordinate change belonging to the subgroup. Combining these techniques
one obtains an explicit control on the behavior of the height under blowup.
Experimentation shows that the height may also increase under blowup, as was the
case for the order of the coefficient ideal. But Moh’s bound applies again. In fact, the
bonus which has to be subtracted to make the resulting invariant always drop is now
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much easier to define than before. It is 0, ε or 1 + δ according to the situation, with
0 < ε < δ < 1. As a consequence we can show quite directly that the vector of
(modified) heights (of the subsequent coefficient ideals) drops lexicographically under
blowup (again in the case of purely inseparable two-dimensional hypersurface singu-
larities of order equal to the characteristic).
Both types of invariants as well as the respective definitions of the bonus provide a quite
concise approach to the resolution of surface singularities. They thus form a substitute
for Hironaka’s invariant from the Bowdoin lectures [24], which is central in the recent
works in positive characteristic of Cossart-Jannsen-Saito [10] on the embedded reso-
lution of surfaces of arbitrary codimension and of Cutkosky [13] and Cossart-Piltant
[11, 12] on the non-embedded resolution of three-dimensional varieties. All these re-
sults rely on Hironaka’s invariant for surfaces.
It is appropriate to compare the new invariants with Hironaka’s. All three can be de-
fined through the Newton polyhedron of the singularity. They are made intrinsic by
very subtle choices of local coordinates, and thus serve as genuine measures of the
complexity of the singularity, not depending on any casual instance or choice.
Advantages of the new invariants: (1) They are very natural and easy to handle. (2)
Their construction is systematic. This permits to investigate possible extensions to
higher dimensions (though there are then various options of how to design them). (3)
They do not increase even if the center was chosen too small (i.e., a point instead of
a curve). This is not the case with Hironaka’s invariant which requires to blow up in
a center of maximal possible dimension. In contrast, for our invariants, the centers of
blowup will always be a collection of isolated points, except if the first coefficient ideal
is a monomial (the ν-quasi-ordinary case; this is a purely combinatorial situation). (4)
The symmetry break in the definition of the second invariant may result fertile in the
future. The proofs show that this is an efficient way to control blowups. It is built
on the asymmetric decomposition of projective space (typically, the exceptional divi-
sor of a point blowup) by affine spaces of decreasing dimensions. We thus partition
the exceptional divisor by locally closed subsets instead of covering it by open affine
subsets. The flags take into account this decomposition. (5) The bonus is based on a
detailed analysis of the kangaroo phenomenon. The increase of the not yet modified
invariant à la Moh under blowup can be shown to come along with a complementary
improvement of the Newton polyhedron: It approaches a coordinate axis. Exploiting
this incidence, first observed by Dominik Zeillinger in his thesis [50], the definition of
the bonus comes quite automatically. (6) The proofs that the (modified) invariant drops
are completely straight forward and thus – at least in principle – extendable to higher
dimension.
Drawbacks of the new invariant: (7) The maximal order of the coefficient ideal over
all coordinate changes, called here the shade of the singularity (which coincides in the
purely inseparable case with the residual order of Hironaka), is not upper-semicontinuous
when considering non-closed points. Hironaka calls this phenomenon generic going
up. It causes technical complications in higher dimensions. These, however, seem not
to be obstructive. (8) The introduction of the bonus is not completely satisfactory. It
ensures that the modified invariant drops after each blowup, but its definition could be
more conceptual (e.g., using differential operators). (9) The arguments of the present
paper do not cover the case where the local order of the singularity is a p-th power pk
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with k ≥ 2. In this case Moh’s result bounds the maximal increase of the order of the
coefficient ideal by pk−1, which is much more delicate to recover by decreases when
k = 2 or larger. (10) The extension of the results and techniques to the embedded
resolution of threefolds – this is known to be the critical case for positive characteristic
– is not obvious. There seem to appear additional complications which are not entirely
understood.
The study of alternative invariants as for instance the two proposed in this paper will
gradually deepen our understanding of resolution in positive characteristic. In this
attempt one has to switch permanently between a close analysis of the specific phe-
nomena and a remote perspective capturing the overall argument. In this spirit, our
exposition is elementary and concrete while being as systematic and conceptual as
possible.
1.2 Context
Hironaka’s proof of resolution of singularities in characteristic zero in [28] is built on
induction on the dimension of the ambient space. This descent in dimension persists as
the key argument also in the later simplifications of Hironaka’s proof by Villamayor,
Bierstone-Milman, Encinas-Hauser, Bravo-Encinas-Villamayor, Włodarczyk, Kollár
[47, 48, 6, 14, 7, 49, 33]: To an ideal sheaf I in an n-dimensional, smooth ambient
scheme W one associates locally at each point a of W (or at least at each point of a
suitable stratum of I in W , usually the top locus top(I) of I consisting of those points
where the local order of I attains its maximal value) a smooth hypersurface V of W
through a and an ideal sheaf J in V , the coefficient ideal of I in V at a, which translates
the resolution problem for I in W at a into a resolution problem of J in V . Once J is
resolved – this can be assumed to be feasable by induction on the dimenson n – there
is a relatively simple combinatorial procedure to also resolve I.
Let us recall here that there exist various proofs for (embedded, respectively non-
embedded) resolution of surfaces in arbitrary characteristic. Abhyankar’s thesis [1]
from 1956, Lipman’s proof in [35] via pseudo-rational singularities for arbitrary 2-
dimensional excellent schemes (but dispensing of embeddedness), and Hironaka’s proof
from his Bowdoin lectures [24], where an invariant is constructed from the Newton
polyhedron of a hypersurface. This proof is used in in the recent work of Cossart-
Jannsen-Saito [10] on embedded resolution of surfaces which are not hypersurfaces,
Cutkosky’s compact writeup [13] of Abhyankar’s scattered proof of non-embedded
resolution for threefolds in positive characteristic > 5 (hypersurface case), and the pa-
pers [11, 12] of Cossart and Piltant for the non-hypersurface case, where the result
is established with considerably more effort for arbitrary reduced three-dimensional
schemes defined over a field of positive characteristic which is differentially finite over
a perfect subfield.
Moreover lately there have been new developments in the area of resolution of singu-
larities of algebraic varieties of any dimension over fields of positive characteristic. For
instance, several promising new approaches and programs have been presented during
the conference “On the Resolution of Singularities” at RIMS Kyoto in December 2008:
In [30, 25, 27] Hironaka studies differential operators in arbitrary characteristic in order
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to construct generalizations of hypersurfaces of maximal contact. The main difficulty
is thus reduced to the purely inseparable case and kangaroo/metastatic points. Hiron-
aka then asserts that this type of singularities can be resolved directly [26]. There is no
written proof of this available yet. Further Kawanoue and Matsuki have announced a
program for arbitrary dimension and characteristic, which is partly already published
[31, 32]. Again differential operators are used to define a suitable resolution invariant.
The termination of the resulting algorithm seems not to be ensured yet. Additionally
there is a novel approach to resolution by Villamayor and his collaborators Benito,
Bravo and Encinas [15, 8, 5]. It is based on projections instead of restrictions for the
descent in dimension. A substitute for coefficient ideals is constructed via Rees alge-
bras and differential operators, called elimination algebras. It provides a new resolution
invariant for characteristic p (which coincides with the classical one in characteristic
zero). This allows to reduce to a so called monomial case (which, however, seems to
be still unsolved, and could be much more involved than the classical monomial case).
In the course of Hironaka’s reasoning of resolution of singularities in characteristic zero
it is crucial that the local descent in dimension commutes with blowups in admissible
centers (= smooth centers contained in top(I)) at all points of the exceptional divisor Y ′
where the local order of I has remained constant. More explicitly, this signifies that the
coefficient ideal of the weak transform Ig of I at a point a′ of Y ′ where the order of I
has remained constant equals the (controlled) transform of the coefficient ideal of I at a
(for the involved notions of coefficient ideal, weak and controlled transforms, see [14]).
The commutativity of the local descent to coefficient ideals with blowups allows to
prove – always in characteristic zero – that the order of the coefficient ideal J of I does
not increase at points where the order of I has remained constant. (It is easy to see,
using that the center is contained in top(I), that the order of I itself cannot increase.)
Therefore the pair (orda(I), orda(J)) does not increase under blowup when considered
with respect to the lexicographic order.
The clue for this to work is the existence of hypersurfaces of maximal contact in char-
acteristic zero. They are special choices of hypersurfaces V containing locally top(I)
at a and ensuring that the strict transform V st of V contains again the top locus of
the weak transform Ig of I, provided the maximum value of the local orders of I has
remained constant. Moreover, it is required that this property persists for Ig and V st
under any further admissible blowup. In particular, the various transforms of V contain
all equiconstant points, i.e., points of the subsequent exceptional loci where the local
order of the transforms has remained constant (at the other points, induction on the
order applies).
This argument fails in positive characteristic. There are ideals in characteristic p > 0
(first given by Narasimhan in [42] and [43], then also studied by Mulay [40]), whose
top locus is not locally contained in any smooth hypersurface. Consequently, when
just taking any smooth hypersurface through the point a, its transforms under blowups
eventually lose the equiconstant points of I (see [20] for the reason for this and a se-
lection of examples). Hence the induction on the dimension breaks down in a first
instance, because the descent in dimension does no longer commute with blowups in
the above way.
In an attempt to overcome this flaw, one could choose after each blowup locally at
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equiconstant points a′ of the exceptional locus Y ′ a new local hypersurface V ′ (instead
of the transform V st of V ) and try to compare the resulting coefficient ideal with the
one below in V . In trying to do this, one has to choose carefully the hypersurfaces V
and V ′. The first should have transform V st containing all equiconstant points a′ in
Y ′ (for reasons not apparent at the moment), so that only a local automorphism at a′ is
necessary to obtain V ′ from V st. Moreover, V ′ should have the same property as V –
but again only for the next blowup, not for all subsequent ones.
Additionally, a second condition is imposed on V . It is related to the construction
of the resolution invariant. Usually, this invariant is a vector whose entries are the local
orders of certain ideals: The first component is the order of I at a, the second the order
of the coefficient ideal J of I at a in V (after having factored from it possible excep-
tional components). But this second order may depend on the choice of V , and we are
better led to choose only such V for which the order of the coefficient ideal takes an
intrinsic value.
In characteristic zero, another coincidence occurs. Hypersurfaces of maximal contact
maximize the order of the coefficient ideal over all choices of local, smooth hyper-
surfaces. Thus, this order is intrinsic. In [49], Włodarczyk introduced a version of
coefficient ideal whose analytic isomorphism class does not depend on V , so that its
local order is automatically intrinsic. The maximality leads naturally to the notion of
weak maximal contact, which was introduced in [14]: The local, smooth hypersurace
V through a has weak maximal contact with I if the order of the coefficient ideal J
of I in V is maximized over all smooth local hypersurfaces. This notion depends, of
course, on the selected definition of coefficient ideal.
Maximality of orders can be traced back in many papers, and was especially for Ab-
hyankar a decisive requirement [2]. He achieved it in characteristic zero by so called
Tschirnhaus transformations, an algebraic construction of local coordinate changes
yielding hypersurfaces slightly stronger than hypersurfaces of maximal contact (the
resulting hypersurfaces are called osculating in [14]).
1.3 Results
The present chapter originates from all observations indicated in section 1.2. It ex-
hibits, still for surfaces, but with the perspective of application to higher dimensional
schemes, a characteristic free approach to hypersurfaces of weak maximal contact and
their related coefficient ideals. It was observed by Moh in [38] and [39] that the order
of the coefficient ideal of an ideal sheaf in a hypersurface of weak maximal contact
may indeed increase in characteristic p > 0 – this was probably already clear to Ab-
hyankar and Hironaka – but in addition he was able to bound the increase. And in fact,
the increase is small. If I is a principal ideal of order p (the characteristic) at a given
point, the increase of the order of the coefficient ideal is at most 1 (always considered
at equiconstant points of I in Y ′, the only points of interest). This is not too bad, but,
conversely, sufficient to destroy any kind of naive induction.
In the present chapter we investigate this increase closer in the case of surfaces. It
is known from Hauser’s work that an increase can occur only sporadically [20]. The
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situations where an increase happens can be completely characterized. However, it
cannot be excluded that the increase repeats an infinite number of times. This would
not rule out the existence of resolution in positive characteristic, but it would show that
the now classical characteristic zero resolution invariant formed by the orders of the
successive coefficient ideals cannot be used directly in characteristic p.
The point is that, at least for surfaces, the same resolution invariant as in characteristic
zero can be used also in characteristic p. It suffices to modify it slightly in some very
specific circumstances to make it work again. The trick lies in subtracting occasionally
a bonus from the invariant. This is a correction term (taking values 1 + δ, δ, ε or 0 for
once chosen constants 0 < ε < δ < 1) which makes the modified invariant drop lex-
icographically after each blowup (with a few exceptions, so called quasi-monomials,
where a direct resolution of the ideal sheaf can be given).
The classical resolution invariant – consisting of orders of successive coefficient ideals
– and its modification will be treated in section 1.9 of this chapter. Instead we will
define and work primarily with a new resolution invariant which was constructed in the
thesis [50] of Zeillinger. As in the case of the classical characteristic zero resolution
invariant, its components are related to the successive coefficient ideals. But instead
of measuring the respective orders, we will associate to each of these ideals a certain
“height”. It measures in an asymmetric manner the distance of a hypersurface singu-
larity from being a normal crossings divisor. We prefer this new resolution invariant
because its correction term is easier to define and the induction argument becomes sim-
pler.
The tough case in both Abhyankar’s and Hironaka’s approach is the purely inseparable
equation
G = xp + F (y, z)
with ord(G) = p. The present chapter, therefore, concentrates on this situation. This
eases the exposition, leaving mostly technical complications if one wants to extend the
argument to arbitrary equations of surfaces (one would have to work with coefficient
ideals as defined in [14], cf. also [13]). Coefficient ideals correspond geometrically
to the projection of the Newton polyhedron of G from the point xord(G) onto the yz-
coordinate plane (for more details we refer to [38, 20] and remark 4 in section 1.4) and
yields a resolution problem which has exactly the same features as the purely insepa-
rable equation.
The surfaces we are considering are embedded in a smooth three-dimensional alge-
braic variety over an algebraically closed field K. In general this variety does not
allow a covering by open subsets isomorphic to open subsets of A3K . To simplify the
situation we are working in the completion of the local rings. This makes the construc-
tion of invariants easier and allows to restrict to the case that the completion of the local
ring at a point is the quotient of a formal power series ring in three variables modulo
a principal ideal. For simplicity of notation we will assume that this ideal is generated
by a polynomial, i.e., that the surface is locally embedded in A3K . The constructions in
the general case are similar.
Therefore we will restrict to the case that F and G are elements of a polynomial ring
R over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic. Coordinate changes of
the form x→ x+ a(y, z) allow to eliminate p-th powers from the polynomial F with-
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out changing, up to isomorphism, the geometry of the algebraic variety defined by G.
Therefore it is natural to work in the quotient Q = R/Rp of R by the subring Rp of
p-th powers, so that Q = R/Rp consists of the equivalence classes of polynomials
modulo p-th powers. Especially, resolution of G boils down to the monomialization
of F modulo Rp. It appears to be very hard to extract substantial information on the
complexity of the singularities ofG from the knowledge of F up to p-th powers. In par-
ticular, any measure of complexity should not increase under blowup in smooth centers.
The invariant constructed by Hironaka in his Bowdoin lectures [24] is built on coordi-
nate independent data extracted from the Newton polyhedron associated to the defining
equation in local coordinates. It has the drawback that its improvement under blowup
relies on the choice of an admissible center of maximal possible dimension. Said dif-
ferently, when a smooth curve can be chosen as center (because it lies in the top locus),
it has to be chosen, otherwise the invariant may go up under blowup. It is precisely this
restriction which makes it very hard, if not impossible, to generalize the invariant and
the induction argument of Hironaka to threefolds.
The new resolution invariants will also be constructed from the Newton polyhedron in
a coordinate independent manner. The first is primarily based on the measure “height”,
which reflects in an asymmetric way the distance of the Newton polygon from being a
quadrant. The second builds on the characteristic zero invariant. In very specific situa-
tions – according to special positions of the Newton polygon in the positive quadrant –
these invariants are adjusted by subtracting a “bonus”.
We shall give a precise formulation and a systematic proof of the following statement
(cf. Theorem 2 in section 1.5, and section 1.6).
Theorem 1. Let X be a singular surface in A3, defined over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p > 0 by a purely inseparable equation of the form
G(x, y, z) = xp + F (y, z)
with ord0(F ) ≥ p. Let τ : A˜3 → A3 be the point blowup of A3 with center the origin,
and let pi : A˜2 → A2 be the induced blowup of A2 = 0 × A2 with exceptional divisor
E. Let f be the residue class of F modulo p-th powers and assume that f is not a
quasi-monomial at a = 0.
(i) There exists a local invariant ia(f) such that for any closed point a′ in E one has
ia′(f ′) < ia(f),
where F ′ denotes the transform of F in A˜2.
(ii) Finitely many point blowups transform f in any point of the exceptional divisor
into a monomial or make ord(G) drop.
In section 1.7 it will be shown that the set of closed points a ∈ A2K in which f ∈ Q =
R/Rp is not monomial consists of at most finitely many points. Once f is monomial,
there exists a simple combinatorial method to decrease the order of G by finitely many
further point- and curve blowups (see section 1.8). Note that in contrast to Hironaka’s
invariant, which requires to choose in every step of the resolution algorithm a center of
maximal possible dimension, we always blowup in a point until f is monomial. Only
in this situation curve blowups are possibly needed in order to lower the order of G.
Hence we achieve a new proof of the following result:
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Corollary 1. Finitely many blowups of points and smooth curves allow to decrease the
order of any purely inseparable singular two-dimensional hypersurface whose maxi-
mum of local orders is less or equal to the characteristic of the ground field.
It is known that the singularities of an arbitrary surface X = V (G) in A3K with
ord(G) < p can be resolved using the usual resolution algorithm from characteristic
zero. Therefore, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 imply (together with remark 9 in section
1.8) the following statement:
Corollary 2. Finitely many blowups of points and smooth curves allow to construct an
embedded resolution of a purely inseparable two-dimensional hypersurface X whose
maximum of local orders is less or equal to the characteristic of the ground field (i.e.,
the total transform has become a normal crossings divisor.)
1.4 The resolution invariant
In the last section we already indicated why resolution of the purely inseparable surface
G = xp + F (y, z) with ord(G) = p boils down to the monomialization of F modulo
Rp, where R denotes the coordinate ring of the affine plane A2K (polynomial ring in
two variables) and Rp its subring of p-th powers. Therefore we will in the sequel re-
strict to the study of polynomials F (y, z) modulo p-th powers.
Denote by Ra the localization of R at a closed point a of A2 and R̂a its comple-
tion with respect to the maximal ideal. A regular parameter system (y, z) of R̂a will
be called local coordinates of R at a. Any choice of local coordinates (y, z) induces
an isomorphism of R̂a with the formal power series ring K[[y, z]] corresponding to
the Taylor expansion of elements of R at a with respect to y and z. Therefore, for
any residue class f ∈ R/Rp, there is a unique expansion F = ∑αβ cαβyαzβ of f in
K[[y, z]] with (α, β) ∈ N2 \ p · N2. This corresponds to considering N2 with “holes”
at the points of p · N2. We shall always distinguish carefully between elements f in
R/Rp and their representatives F as expansions F (y, z) in K[[y, z]] without any p-th
powers. The dependence of F on the coordinates y and z is always tacitly assumed
without extra notation. The passage to the completion is necessary to dispose of a flex-
ible notion of isomorphism.
A local flag F in A2 at a is a regular element h of R̂a (cf. [22]). Coordinates (y, z)
are called subordinate to the flag if z and h generate the same ideal in K[[y, z]]. We
denote by C = CF the group of subordinate local coordinates. Subordinate coordinate
changes are automorphisms of K[[y, z]] of the form (y, z)→ (y + a(y, z), z · u(y, z))
with series a(y, z), u(y, z) ∈ K[[y, z]] satisfying ∂ya(y, 0) 6= −1 and u(0, 0) 6= 0.
We will first define measures which reflect the distance of the expansion F (y, z) of
f ∈ R/Rp with respect to fixed subordinate coordinates (y, z) from being a monomial
up to units inK[[y, z]]∗. Afterwards they will be made coordinate independent in order
to establish a resolution invariant ia(f) for residue classes f ∈ R/Rp.
The Newton polygon N = N(F ) of an element F ∈ K[[y, z]] is the positive convex
hull conv(supp(F ) + R2+) of the support supp(F ) = {(α, β) ∈ N2 \ p · N2; cαβ 6= 0}
of F . Newton polygons will be depicted in the positive quadrant of the real plane R2,
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Figure 1.2: Newton polygon N(F ) for an element F ∈ K[[y, z]]/K[[y, z]]p with
p = 5. The elements of K[[y, z]]p are indicated by “holes” ◦ at the points p · N2.
the y-axis chosen vertically, the z-axis to the right (see figure 1.2).
Let A ⊂ N2 \ p · N2 be the set of vertices of the Newton polygon N of F , i.e., the
minimal set such that N = conv(A+ R2+). Then the order of F is defined as
ord(F ) = min
(α,β)∈A
α+ β,
i.e., as the order of F as a power series. Note that ord(F ) takes the same value for all
coordinates (y, z) ∈ C, it thus depends only on f and a. It will be called the order of
f ∈ R/Rp, denoted by orda(f). The initial form fd of f at a is the residue class of f
modulo md+1, where d = orda(f) and m denotes the maximal ideal of R at a. Given
y and z it is induced by the homogeneous form Fd of lowest degree d of the expansion
F of f , say F = Fd + Fd+1 + . . ., with Fd 6= 0. Furthermore denote by
ordy(F ) = min
(α,β)∈A
α, degy(F ) = max
(α,β)∈A
α,
the order and the degree of F with respect to y.
Remark 1. Let (α, β) be the vertex of N whose first component has the largest value
among all vertices of A. Then the series H(y, z) := z−β · F (y, z) ∈ K[[y, z]] is
regular of order α with respect to the variable y. Due to the Weierstrass’ Preparation
Theorem one can hence assume thatH(y, z) is up to multiplication by a unit U(y, z) ∈
K[[y, z]]∗ a distinguished polynomial P ∈ K[[z]][y] of degree α with respect to the
variable y, i.e., P (y, z) = U(y, z) · H(y, z), where P = yα + c1(z)yα−1 + . . . +
cα(z), ci ∈ K[[z]], denotes a polynomial of order α with respect to y. Hence, up
to multiplication by a unit in K[[y, z]]∗, also F (y, z) = zβ · H(y, z) = U(y, z)−1 ·
zβ · P (y, z) is a polynomial of degree α with respect to the variable y. Therefore it is
justified to call α the degree of F with respect to y.
We define the height of F as
height(F ) = degy(F )− ordy(F ).
This value clearly depends on the coordinates. It describes the vertical extension of
the bounded edges of the Newton polygon (see figure 1.3) and will constitute (up to a
correction term) the first component of our resolution invariant.
Analogously, we define the width of F as
width(F ) = degz(F )− ordz(F ),
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Figure 1.3: degy(F ), ordy(F ) and height(F ) of F .
where degz(F ) = max(α,β)∈A β and ordz(F ) = min(α,β)∈A β.
IfN is a quadrant, we set the slope of F equal to slope(F ) =∞. Otherwise, we define
it as
slope(F ) =
α1
α1 − α2 · (β2 − β1),
where (α1, β1) and (α2, β2) denote those elements of A whose first component have
the highest respectively second highest value among all vertices of A (see figure 1.4).
It is thus −α1 times the usual slope of the segment connecting the two points (α1, β1)
and (α2, β2). It will be the second component of our resolution invariant.
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Figure 1.4: slope(F ) of F .
As we will see in section 1.6.1, especially in Lemma 3 and in the example given in
remark 8, the height can increase under blowup in some special situations. To correct
this drawback, we will have to consider the position of the Newton polygon: Call F
adjacent if ordy(F ) = 0, close if ordy(F ) = 1, and distant if ordy(F ) ≥ 2. The bonus
of F is set equal to
bonus(F ) =
 1 + δ if F adjacent,ε if F close,0 if F distant,
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where δ and ε denote arbitrary constants 0 < ε < δ < 1. Note that all these definitions
break the symmetry between y and z.
Then we define the intricacy of F as
intricacy(F ) = height(F )− bonus(F ).
We now associate these items in a coordinate independent way to residue classes f in
R/Rp. For any choice of local coordinates (y, z) at a ∈ A2, take the unique expansion
F =
∑
αβ cαβy
αzβ of f in K[[y, z]] with (α, β) ∈ N2 \ p · N2. Let F be a local flag
at a fixed throughout, and C = CF the set of subordinate local coordinates (y, z) in
R at a. Note that the highest vertex c = (α, β) of N = N(F ) does not depend on
the choice of the subordinate coordinates, i.e., that any coordinate change subordinate
to the flag F leaves this vertex invariant. Hence degy(F ) takes the same value for all
subordinate coordinates. For f ∈ R/Rp with expansion F = F (y, z) at a with respect
to (y, z) ∈ C we set
heighta(f) = min{height(F ); (y, z) ∈ C}
= degy(F )−max{ordy(F ); (y, z) ∈ C}
and call it the height of f at a. This number only depends on f , the point a and the
chosen flag F.
We say that f is monomial at a if there exists a (not necessarily subordinate) coor-
dinate change transforming F into a monomial yαzβ times a unit in K[[y, z]]. Note
that this is in particular the case if heighta(f) = 0 (whereas the converse is not true).
Remark 2. A simple computation shows the following statement: If f is adjacent and
not monomial at a, then heighta(f) is at least equal to 2.
By definition, bonus(F ) takes the same value, bonusa(f), for all coordinates realizing
heighta(f), because ordy(F ) does. We conclude that
intricacya(f) := heighta(f)− bonusa(f)
= min{height(F )− bonus(F ); (y, z) ∈ C}
only depends on f ∈ R/Rp, the point a and the chosen flag F. This will be the
first component of our local resolution invariant. It belongs to the well ordered set
Nδ,ε = N − δ · {0, 1} − ε · {0, 1}. As we mostly consider fixed points we omit the
reference to a and simply write
intricacy(f) = height(f)− bonus(f).
The second component of our local resolution invariant is given by
slopea(f) := max{slope(F ); (y, z) ∈ C with height(F ) = heighta(f)}.
It is called the slope of f and also only depends on f ∈ R/Rp, the point a and the
chosen flag F. Again we omit the reference to a and simply write slope(f).
The local resolution invariant of f ∈ R/Rp at a with respect to the chosen flag F is
defined as
ia(f) = (intricacya(f), slopea(f)).
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We consider this pair with respect to the lexicographic order with (0, 1) < (1, 0), and
call it the adjusted height vector invariant of f at a. Sometimes we shall write ia(f,F)
in order to emphasize the dependence on the flag.
Remark 3. Note that heighta(f) and slopea(f), which are the main ingredients of our
local resolution invariant, and the primary measure ordb(G) are all of the same type (see
figure 1.5): The order of G(x, y, z) at a point b equals in the purely inseparable case
G = xp + F (y, z) with ord(F ) ≥ p the height of the Newton polyhedron N(G) ⊂ N3
with respect to the variable x. Furthermore the coefficient ideal of G(x, y, z) with
respect to x = 0 is generated by the polynomial F (y, z). And height(f) exactly mea-
sures the (minimal) height of the Newton polygon N(F ) ⊂ N2 of the polynomial F
with respect to the variable y. Finally the slope of F can be thought of as a certain
height of the Newton polygon in N of the coefficient ideal of F in y = 0.
(p,0,0)
x
y
z
ord(G)
slope(F)
height(F)
Figure 1.5: The measures ordb(G), height(F ) and slope(F ).
Remark 4. The expert reader will notice a similarity to the invariant of Hironaka, which
we roughly describe now (for more details we refer to [24], see also [21]): Let g be
an element of the coordinate ring S of A3 and G =
∑
i ci(y, z)x
i be the expansion of
g with respect to any regular parameter system (x, y, z) of Ŝb (where Ŝb denotes the
completion of the localization of S at the point b ∈ A3). Let d be the order of g at
b. After a generic linear coordinate change we may assume that cd(0, 0) 6= 0. Due to
the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem there exists an invertible power series u(x, y, z)
such that u · g = xd + ∑i<d c′i(y, z)xi. Now let Nyz(G) ⊆ Q2+ be the projection
with center (d, 0, 0) of the Newton polyhedron N(G) onto the yz-plane. Note that
this projection allows to work with arbitrary surface equations and their associated first
coefficient ideal instead of dealing only with purely inseparable surface equations. Let
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α = (αy, αz) and β = (βy, βz) denote those vertices of Nyz(G) whose y-components
have the largest respectively second largest value among all vertices ofNyz(G) (in case
that G is not monomial). Furthermore let sαβ =
αy−βy
αz−βz ∈ Q− be the usual slope of
the segment from α to β. Then Hironaka defines the following measure
Jb,(x,y,z)(G) = (orda(g), αy, sαβ , αy + αz).
To obtain a coordinate free definition, choose subordinate coordinates for the chosen
flag, which maximize the vector (αz, αy, sαβ , αy + αz) ∈ Q4 with respect to the
lexicographic order on Q4. Now the resolution invariant is given as ib = ib,(x,y,z) =
(orda(g), αy, sαβ , αy+αz), where (x, y, z) denote such maximizing subordinate coor-
dinates. Additionally to the difference in the definition of the invariants in the approach
of Hironaka and ours, another crucial distinction lies in the choice of admissible cen-
ters. More precisely, whereas we always blow up in a point until G is of the form
G = xp + ymznA(y, z) with A(0, 0) 6= 0 (and then also allow smooth curves as cen-
ters) or until ord(G) has dropped, Hironaka has to distinguish in each step whether the
top locus of g contains a smooth curve or just consists of isolated points. In order to
show the decrease of the invariant, he then has to choose the largest possible smooth
center. This restriction makes it very difficult, to generalize the method and the invari-
ant to higher dimensions.
1.5 Logical structure of proof of Theorem 1
We sketch in this section the reasons for the decrease of the adjusted height vector un-
der point blowup, i.e., the proof of Theorem 1 (the details come in the next section).
Due to the definition of the invariant, this will immediately imply the local monomial-
ization of F (y, z) modulo p-th powers, from which there is an easy combinatorial way
to decrease the order of the purely inseparable surface equation G = xp + F (y, z) by
finitely many further point and curve blowups (section 1.8). Together with the study of
the non-monomial locus in section 1.7, this will also establish Corollary 1.
Before explaining the overall strategy we specify the statement of Theorem 1. Let
a be a closed point of A2 and let F be a fixed local flag in A2 at a. Let pi : A˜2 → A2 be
the blowup with center a and exceptional divisor E = pi−1(a). The flag F at a induces
in a natural way a flag G at any closed point a′ of E by setting
G =
{
F′ if a′ ∈ E ∩ F′,
E if a′ /∈ E ∩ F′,
where F′ denotes the strict transform of F under pi (for more details see [22]).
Denote by R′ the respective Rees algebra of the coordinate ring R of A2, say R′ =
⊕k≥0 mk, where m denotes the maximal ideal ofR defining a. Denote by f ′ ∈ R′/R′p
the strict transform of f under pi, defined as the equivalence class of the strict transform
F ′ of a representative F of f . It is a simple task to check that f ′ is well defined, i.e.,
does not depend on the various choices. Thus we dispose of the adjusted height vector
ia′(f ′,F′) of f ′ at all points a′ of E. Theorem 1 then reads as follows.
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Theorem 2. (i) Let F be a polynomial in two variables y, z over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p > 0. Denote by f be the residue class of F modulo
p-th powers and assume that f is not a quasi-monomial at a given closed point a of
A2. Fix a local flag F in A2 at a. Let τ : A˜2 → A2 be the point blowup with center a
and exceptional divisor E = pi−1(a). For any closed point a′ in E, denoting by f ′ and
G the transforms of f and F in A˜2, the adjusted height vector ia(f,F) of f at a with
respect to F satisfies
ia′(f ′,G) < ia(f,F).
(ii) LetX be a reduced two-dimensional closed subscheme of a smooth three-dimensional
ambient scheme W of finite type over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0. Let b be a singular closed point of X of order p. Assume that X is defined in
local coordinates of W at b by a purely inseparable equation of the form
G(x, y, z) = xp + F (y, z).
Finitely many point blowups transform X into a scheme which, locally at any point of
order p above b, can be defined by an equation G(x, y, z) = xp + F (y, z) with F a
monomial.
Remark 5. It is easy to see that it doesn’t make any difference in proving Theo-
rem 1 if we work with the strict transform f∗ or the total transform f ′ of f under
the point blowup pi, because their Newton polygons differ just in a displacement by
p units in either the y- or the z-direction (depending on the point a′ of E). The
measure height is hence the same for both transforms. Moreover such a displace-
ment may only increase the adjacency and consequently decreases the intricacy, i.e.,
intricacy(f ′) ≤ intricacy(f∗). Furthermore the measure slope is, as we will see, only
needed in the horizontal move (see below) and in this situation slope(f ′) = slope(f∗)
holds. And since computations are simpler when using the total transform f∗, we will
show that ia′(f∗) < ia(f), which then immediately implies ia′(f ′) < ia(f).
Remark 6. The transformation of the equation of our original surface G(x, y, z) =
xp + F (y, z) under blowup of A3K in a point b = (b1, a), fulfilling ordb(G) = p,
can be read off from the transformation rule of the point blowup pi of A2K in a as
follows: Let (y, z) and (x, y, z) be regular parameter systems of the rings R̂a and Ŝb.
Furthermore let F (y, z) respectively G(x, y, z) be the expansions of f ∈ R/Rp and
g ∈ S with respect to the chosen local coordinates. With g∗ and g′ ∈ S′ we denote the
total respectively strict transform of g ∈ S, where S′ denotes the Rees-algebra of S
corresponding to the blowup of A3K in b. The chart-expressions for the total transform
of G under the blowup τ : A˜3K → A3K with center b = 0 look as follows:
x-chart: G∗(x, y, z) = xp · (1 + x−pF (xy, xz)),
y-chart: G∗(x, y, z) = yp · (xp + y−pF (y, yz)),
z-chart: G∗(x, y, z) = zp · (xp + z−pF (yz, z)).
The x-chart is not relevant since ordb(G) = p. In the y-chart (and symmetrically in the
z-chart) either ord(g′) < ord(g) = p and we are done, or ord(g′) = ord(g) = p, say
ord(y−pF (y, yz)) ≥ p, henceG′(x, y, z) = xp+y−pF (y, yz) is of the same type asG.
Since multiplying F (y, yz) by y−p again has only the effect of a displacement when re-
garding the corresponding Newton polygons, it is sufficient to study the total transform
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of F under the blowup pi of A2K with the two chart expressions F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz)
and F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z).
Fix subordinate coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF at the closed point a ∈ A2K realizing the
height of f , i.e., satisfying
height(F ) = height(f),
where F (y, z) denotes the expansion of f ∈ R with respect to y and z. Let a′ ∈
E = pi−1(Z) be a point above a. There then exists a unique constant t ∈ K such that
the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′ is given either by (y, z) → (yz + tz, z) or (y, z) → (y, yz).
Accordingly, and distinguishing between t = 0 or not, f∗ has expansion F ∗ in R̂′a′ ∼=
K[[y, z]], where (y, z) now denote local coordinates subordinate to the induced flag G
at a′, given by the following formulas:
(A) Translational move: F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z), t ∈ K∗,
(B) Horizontal move: F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z),
(C) Vertical move: F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz).
The naming of the moves (B) and (C) stems from the corresponding transformations
of the Newton polygons. Note that there could be several different subordinate co-
ordinates in CF realizing the height of f . If possible, we will choose among all these
minimizing subordinate coordinates a pair (y, z) ∈ CF in which the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′
is monomial (moves (B) and (C)).
The subtlety of the proof that the adjusted height vector drops under blowup for all
points a′ ∈ E is due to the fact that the three moves change the Newton polygon
in pretty different ways. The invariant has to drop lexicographically under all these
moves. The key ingredients for this are the following:
Under translational moves, the height can at most increase by 1 (by Moh’s bound),
and if it does, the Newton polygon was not adjacent before the blowup (by Hauser’s
kangaroo description), but must be adjacent afterwards (by the definition of the height).
Under horizontal moves, the height cannot increase (because the vertices of the New-
ton polygon move horizontally), the adjacency remains the same (for the same reason).
Moreover, in a sequence of horizontal moves, the height must eventually drop (be-
cause the slope decreases in each move for which the height remains the same). Under
vertical moves, the height decreases at least by 2 (by a simple computation, with the
exception of quasi-monomials), and the polygon may quit being adjacent or close.
From these observations it is straightforward how to define the bonus (in function of the
adjacency) so that one obtains a decrease of the adjusted invariant under each blowup:
Take value 0 for f distant, ε for f close, 1 + δ for f adjacent, with ε < δ. This choice
yields an adjusted height vector that interpolates the “graph” of the original height vec-
tor over a sequence of blowups by a strictly decreasing function. Induction applies!
Let us see this argument in more detail. Let a and a′ be fixed. If there don’t exist
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subordinate coordinates at a realizing the height of f and so that the blowup is mono-
mial (i.e., the translational move (A) is forced), then one always has
intricacy(f∗) < intricacy(f),
where f∗ denotes the equivalence class of the transform F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z)
with t 6= 0 and where the intricacy of an element f ∈ R is defined as the difference
intricacy(f) = height(f)− bonus(f) (see section 1.4).
Next assume that one can choose subordinate coordinates (y, z) at a realizing the height
of f such that a′ is one of the two origins of A˜2, say cases (B) or (C) given by monomial
substitutions occur.
intricacy(f∗) = height(f∗)− bonus(f∗) ≤ height(F ∗)− bonus(F ∗)
≤ height(F )− bonus(F )
= intricacy(f),
except for very special situations where f is a quasi-monomial (these can be resolved
directly, see section 1.6.1). Moreover, excluding these exceptions, the inequality is
strict for move (C). In case of equality
intricacy(f∗) = intricacy(f)
when applying move (B), we use the second component of the invariant and show first
that
slope(F ∗) < slope(F ) ≤ slope(f).
Realizing slope(f∗) is by definition done by maximizing slope(F ∗) over all coordinate
choices subordinate to the flag G at a′. It has to be shown that the necessary coordinate
change ϕ′ at a′ stems from a coordinate change ϕ at a subordinate to F (see section
1.6.2). Or said differently, one has to prove that the following diagram commutes,
where (y, z) denote local subordinate coordinates at a and where the blowup pi : R̂a →
R̂′a′ is given by (y, z) → (yz, z) (inducing subordinate local coordinates to the flag G
at a′ on R′a′ )
R̂′a′
ϕ′−−−−→ R̂′a′
pi
x pix
R̂a
ϕ−−−−→ R̂a
and ϕ′(y, z) = (y +A(z), z), ϕ(y, z) = (y +A(z) · z, z) with A ∈ K[[z]].
The general behavior of the height is illustrated in figure 1.6: it may increase in one
step (but only under translational moves), but decreases in the long run of the resolu-
tion process.
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h
k
Figure 1.6: Possible behavior of the height under blowups (h denotes height(f), k the
number of blowups); an increase can only occur under translational moves.
1.6 Proof of Theorem 1
We show in section 1.6.1 that the first component of the adjusted height vector ia(f) =
(intricacy(f), slope(f)) does not increase under point blowup (except for quasi-monomials).
In section 1.6.2 it is shown that if the intricacy remains the same, the second component
of ia(f) decreases.
1.6.1 Non-increase of the intricacy
The key argument in proving Theorem 1 is the following:
Proposition 1. Let f be an element of Q = R/Rp, which is not a quasi-monomial at
a given closed point a of A2. Fix a local flag F in A2 at a and denote by G the induced
flag at a′ ∈ E. Let F ∈ K[[y, z]] be the expansion of f with respect to subordinate
coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF realizing the height of f . Furthermore let F ∗(y, z) be one of
the transformations F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z), with t ∈ K, or F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz)
and f∗ the corresponding element in R′/R′p. Then
intricacy(f∗) ≤ intricacy(f).
Moreover, if either the translational move (A) is forced, or there exist subordinate co-
ordinates realizing the height of f such that the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′ is given by move
(C), then
intricacy(f∗) < intricacy(f),
where F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z) with t 6= 0 respectively F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz).
Adjacent series F with width(F ) = 1 are called quasi-monomials. Quasi-monomials
are not resolved directly, but if F is such, the order of G is decreased by line blowups.
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Note that by the minimality of the height, there is no need to realize the height of f∗
in R′/R′p. The proof of Proposition 1 falls naturally into three parts corresponding to
the three different moves (A), (B) and (C) defined in section 1.5.
(A) Translational moves
The goal of this paragraph is to show Proposition 1 for the translational moveF ∗(y, z) =
F (yz+tz, z) with t ∈ K∗. In particular we prove: the intricacy decreases if there don’t
exist minimizing subordinate coordinates such that a′ ∈ E is one of the origins of the
two charts of the blowup. Since situations where a translational move is required are
the most delicate ones, this section provides the main arguments for proving Theorem
1.
In the following d = ord(f) denotes the order of f in a and fd its initial form. Further-
more the parity par(d) of d is set as 1 if d ≡ 0 mod p, and 0 otherwise.
In the sequel it will be assumed throughout that there don’t exist subordinate coordi-
nates at a realizing the height of f such that the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′ is monomial. Or
said differently, there don’t exist minimizing subordinate coordinates such that a′ ∈ E
is one of the origins of the two charts of the blowup. In this situation the total trans-
form f∗ of f under the blowup pi is given as the equivalence class of the transform
F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z), where t ∈ K∗, of a representative F (y, z) of f with
height(F ) = height(f). Fix such minimizing subordinate coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF
and denote by F (y, z) in the sequel always the expansion of f with respect to these
chosen coordinates.
Remark 7. It can be easily verified that the situation ordy(F ∗) > ordy(F ) cannot oc-
cur. This is due to the fact that the transformation (y, z) → (yz + tz, z) with t 6= 0
can be decomposed into a linear subordinate coordinate change (y, z) → (y + tz, z)
followed by a horizontal move (y, z) → (yz, z). Due to the minimality of height(F ),
the first one does not increase the order with respect to the variable y. The second
transformation clearly preserves it (see also section 1.6.1).
Moreover, in the case that ordy(F ∗) = ordy(F ) the same argumentation shows that
there exist subordinate coordinates realizing the height of f such that the blowup can
be rendered monomial. By the assumption at the beginning of this section, one would
thus choose these new minimizing coordinates and would hence be left with the exam-
ination of a horizontal move (see section 1.6.1).
Altogether this shows that for the study of translational moves it suffices to investigate
the situations where ordy(F ∗) < ordy(F ).
The proof of Proposition 1 in the case of translational moves is divided into a series of
lemmata. Define the adjacency adj(F ) of F as 2, 1 or 0 according to F being adjacent,
ordy(F ) = 0, close, ordy(F ) = 1, or distant, ordy(F ) ≥ 2. By definition, adj(F )
takes the same value, adj(f), for all coordinates realizing height(f), because ordy(F )
does.
Lemma 1. Every f ∈ Q = R/Rp satisfies
height(f) ≤ degy(F )− 2 + adj(f).
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Proof. This follows easily from the definition of the height of f , the adjacency of f
and the degree of F with respect to y.
The next result is due to Moh (cf. Proposition 2, p. 989 in [38], or Theorem 3 in [20]):
Lemma 2. Let Fd be homogenous of degree d. Set F+d (y, z) = Fd(y + tz, z) with
t 6= 0. Then
ordy(F+d ) ≤ height(Fd) + par(d).
Proof. (a) First we consider the case par(d) = 1. Let Fd have height(Fd) = k and
represent it as
Fd(y, z) =
k∑
i=0
ciy
m−izn+i
with ci ∈ K, c0, ck 6= 0, k,m, n ∈ N, k ≤ m and m+ n = d. Set v = ordy(F+d ).
First observation: The term ym−kzn divides Fd, hence F+d ∈ zn〈y + tz〉m−k. By
assumption m+ n ∈ p ·N and (m− k, n+ k) /∈ p ·N2, which implies m− k /∈ p ·N.
Therefore
∂yF
+
d ∈ zn〈y + tz〉m−k−1.
Second observation: There exists a polynomial R with R(0, z) 6= 0 and
F+d (y, z) = y
v ·R(y, z).
Since v /∈ p · N (otherwise the monomial yvzd−v occurring in the expansion of F+d
would be a p-th power and thus ordy(F+d ) > v), it follows that
∂yF
+
d = vy
v−1R(y, z) + yv∂yR(y, z) 6= 0,
and therefore
∂yF
+
d ∈ 〈y〉v−1.
Combining these two observations leads to
∂yF
+
d ∈ zn〈y + tz〉m−k−1 ∩ 〈y〉v−1.
But t 6= 0 and thus
∂yF
+
d ∈ zn〈y + tz〉m−k−1 · 〈y〉v−1.
Because of ord(F+d ) = m+ n and ∂yF
+
d 6= 0 it follows that
n+m− k − 1 + v − 1 ≤ m+ n− 1.
Hence v ≤ k + 1 as required.
(b) In the same manner as in (a) one can see that in the case par(d) = 0 one gets
F+d ∈ zn〈y + tz〉m−k and F+d ∈ 〈y〉v . Combining this and using t 6= 0 results in
F+d ∈ zn〈y + tz〉m−k · 〈y〉v.
From this it follows that v ≤ k.
Lemma 3. Let F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z) with t 6= 0 and d = ord(F ). Then
degy(F
∗) ≤ height(Fd) + par(d).
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Proof. Write F as F (y, z) = Fd(y, z) +H(y, z) with H ∈ K[[y, z]] and ord(H) > d.
Furthermore represent Fd as in the proof of Lemma 2. Since t 6= 0 one gets for F ∗
F ∗(y, z) =
k∑
i=0
ci(yz + tz)m−izn+i +H(yz + tz, z)
= zd ·
m∑
j=0
c′jy
j
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A(y,z)
+H(yz + tz, z).︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:B(y,z)
It is obvious that ord(A) ≥ d = m + n and ordz(B) > d. Moreover the last lemma
implies ordy(A) ≤ height(Fd) + par(d) = k + par(d). Therefore there exists an
integer j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k + par(d)} such that c′j 6= 0. Let l be the smallest. Then A can
be written as A(y, z) = zd
∑m
j=l c
′
jy
j . It follows that
degy(F
∗) = l ≤ k + par(F ) = height(Fd) + par(d).
Remark 8. The inequality of the previous lemma is sharp! Take for example p = 2
and F (y, z) = y5z + y3z3 + y3z8. Then we have height(Fd) = 2 and F ∗(y, z) =
F (yz + 1 · z, z) with degy(F ∗) = 3 (see figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7: F (y, z) = y5z + y3z3 + y3z8 with height(F ) = 2 and F ∗(y, z) =
F (yz + 1 · z, z) with degy(F ∗) = 3.
Proposition 2. Let f be an element of R/Rp. Suppose there don’t exist subordinate
coordinates realizing height(f) such that the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′ is monomial (say
F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z) with t 6= 0). Then
intricacya′(f
∗) < intricacya(f).
Proof. Due to remark 7 it is sufficient to show the result for the following situations:
F F ∗
distant → distant
distant → close
distant → adjacent
close → adjacent
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Combining Lemmata 1 and 3 gives
intricacy(f∗) ≤ height(F ∗)− bonus(F ∗)
≤ (degy(F ∗)− 2 + adj(F ∗))− bonus(F ∗)
≤ (height(Fd) + par(d))− 2 + adj(F ∗)− bonus(F ∗)
≤ height(F )− (2− adj(F ∗) + bonus(F ∗)− par(d)) =: (4).
Since by assumption ε < δ, one can deduce that in the four situations described above
(4) ≤ height(F )− bonus(F )
holds. Consider for instance the situation where F is close and F ∗ is adjacent. In this
case (4) = height(F )− (1 + δ−par(d)) < height(F )− ε = intricacy(f). Altogether
this proves the proposition.
(B) Horizontal moves
The goal of this section is to prove that the intricacy does not increase for the horizontal
transform F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z).
Throughout this section it will be assumed that (y, z) ∈ CF are chosen in a way such
that height(F ) = height(f), where F (y, z) ∈ K[[y, z]] denotes the expansion of f
with respect to y and z, and such that the total transform f∗ of f under the blowup pi
has expansion F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z) in R̂′a′ ∼= K[[y, z]]. It is obvious that
height(F ∗) ≤ height(F )
(with height(F ∗) < height(F ) if N(F ) contains an edge whose angle with the hor-
izontal line is bigger or equal than 45◦). And, clearly, by moving horizontally the
adjacency and hence the bonus remain the same. This immediately implies that
intricacy(f∗) = height(f∗)− bonus(f∗) ≤ height(F ∗)− bonus(F ∗)
≤ height(F )− bonus(F ) = intricacy(f)
is fulfilled for all f ∈ Q.
(C) Vertical moves
In this section it will be shown that under vertical moves the non-monomial elements
f ∈ Q = R/Rp satisfy intricacy(f ′) < intricacy(f). Assume that the subordinate
coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF are chosen so that height(F ) = height(f), where F (y, z) ∈
K[[y, z]] denotes the expansion of f . We may further assume that our reference point
a′ ∈ E above a is the origin of the y-chart of the blowup. The total transform f∗ of
f is given as the equivalence class of the transform F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz) of F . As the
intricacy is a minimum it suffices to show that
intricacy(F ∗) < intricacy(F ).
Since F is non-monomial we know that height(F ) > 0, from which a one-line compu-
tation yields
height(F ∗) ≤ height(F )− 1.
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By the definition of the bonus it follows that intricacy(F ∗) < intricacy(F ) except pos-
sibly if F is adjacent and height(F ∗) = height(F ) − 1. This equality only occurs if
the width of F , i.e., width(F ) = degz(F )− ordz(F ), equals 1. Recall that such series
are named quasi-monomials. They also appear in Hironaka’s program of resolution of
singularities in characteristic p > 0 and any dimension [25].
In the case of width 1, we may assume, by prior line blowups with center the z-axis,
that ordz(F ) < p. This combined with width(F ) = 1 and F adjacent implies that
F has a pure y-monomial ym with m ≤ p (cf. fig. 8). But m = p is not possible
because F has its exponents in N2 \ p ·N2, and m < p implies that the order of f (and
hence G) has dropped below p. So quasi-monomials are handled by applying suitable
line blowups. We conclude that under vertical moves either the order of G drops or
intricacy(f ′) < intricacy(f).
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Figure 1.8: Configuration where the intricacy increases under blowup.
1.6.2 Decrease of the invariant
In order to prove Theorem 1 it remains, due to Proposition 2 of paragraph (A) in section
1.6.1, to show that all f ∈ Q = R/Rp that are not quasi-monomials (which can be
resolved directly, see paragraph (C) of section 1.6.1) fulfill
(intricacy(f∗), slope(f∗)) <lex (intricacy(f), slope(f)), ()
where f∗ is given as the equivalence class of one of the transformsF ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z)
or F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz) of a representative F (y, z) of f with height(F ) = height(f).
For the purpose of proving (), fix throughout this section subordinate coordinates
(y, z) at a realizing the height of f such that a′ ∈ E is one of the origins of the two
charts of the blowup pi. Then the total transform f∗ of f under pi is determined by one
of the transforms F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z) or F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz) of F (y, z).
Due to Proposition 1 of section 1.6.1, all elements f ∈ Qwhich are not quasi-monomials
satisfy intricacy(f∗) ≤ intricacy(f). Hence one is left with the case that
intricacy(f∗) = intricacy(f). (∇)
Since the situation (∇) doesn’t occur when applying translational or vertical moves, it
suffices to consider the horizontal transform F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z). It is obvious that
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(∇) can only happen if the Newton polygon N(F ) of F consists just of edges whose
angle with the horizontal line is smaller than 45◦. But in this case the vertices of N(F )
with the highest respectively second highest first component transform into vertices of
the Newton polygon N(F ∗) of F ∗ with the same property. Moreover, then
slope(F ∗) = slope(F )− α1 < slope(F ),
where (α1, β1) denotes the vertex ofN(F ) whose first component has the highest value
among all vertices of A. Now assume that slope(f∗) > slope(F ∗). Then there exists a
coordinate change ϕ′ which is subordinate to the flag G at a′ such that
height(ϕ′(F ∗)) = height(F ∗) and slope(ϕ′(F ∗)) > slope(F ∗).
One can assume that ϕ′ is of the form
ϕ′ : (y, z)→ (y +A(z), z)
with A ∈ K[[z]], ord(A) ≥ 1. Let ϕ be the coordinate change subordinate to the flag
F at a given by
ϕ : (y, z)→ (y + z ·A(z), z) .
Then the computation
ϕ′ (F ∗(y, z)) = ϕ′ (F (yz, z))
= F ((y +A(z))z, z)
= (F (y + zA(z), z))∗
= (ϕ (F (y, z)))∗
shows that the necessary coordinate changeϕ′ at a′ stems from the coordinate changeϕ
at a and that when applying ϕ and ϕ′ the blowup remains monomial. In other words, if
one realizes slope(f∗) after applying the blowup by slope(ϕ′(F ∗)), then slope(ϕ(F ))
automatically realizes slope(f). And consequently slope(f∗) < slope(f).
1.7 Proof of Corollary 1
Recall that our strategy for improving the singularities of a purely inseparable two-
dimensional hypersurface
G(x, y, z) = xp + F (y, z)
of order equal to the characteristic and where F (y, z) denotes the expansion of an ele-
ment f ∈ Q = R/Rp with respect to subordinate coordinates (y, z), is the following:
As long as f is not monomial in a certain point b = (b1, a) ∈ V (G) ⊂ A3K with
ordb(G) = p, we blow up A3K with center Z = {b}. Due to Theorem 1 this point
blowup pi improves the situation (except in the case that f is a quasi-monomial, which
can be resolved directly, cf. section 1.6.1) in the sense that ia′(f ′) < ia(f) for all points
a′ ∈ E = pi−1(Z) above a, where ia(f) = (heighta(f) − bonusa(f), slopea(f)) de-
notes the local resolution defined in section 1.4. Since heighta(f) = 0 especially
implies that f is monomial, one can hence deduce by induction that f can be locally
transformed by point blowups into a monomial. One is hence left with a combinatorial
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situation. In section 1.8 it is shown that in this case the order of the surface can be
decreased by finitely many further point- and curve blowups.
To ensure that finitely many point blowups suffice to transform f in every point a ∈
V (G) into a monomial, it will be shown in this section that there are only finitely many
closed points b = (b1, a) on V (G) where f is not monomial in a (and ordb(G) = p).
This establishes the termination of the algorithm described above.
The result will be proven in two steps: First it is shown – already for arbitrary di-
mensional purely inseparable hypersurfaces X with order equal to p – that the subset
of X containing those points b where the coefficient ideal is not monomial (and the
order of X in b is equal to p) is Zariski-closed. Afterwards this result will be used to
prove that in the surface case there are only finitely many such points.
Proposition 3. Let G(x, y1, . . . , yn) = xp + F (y1, . . . , yn) with F ∈ K[y1, . . . , yn]
and where F is not a p-th power. Denote by y the n-tuple of variables (y1, . . . , yn).
Then the set of closed points b = (0, a1, . . . , an) ∈ A1+nK such that there exist a
local formal coordinate change ψ at b of the form ψ : (x, y1, . . . , yn) → (x −
H(y), α1(y), . . . , αn(y)), whereH ∈ K[[y]] andϕ : (y1, . . . , yn)→ (α1(y), . . . , αn(y))
is an element of Aut(K[[y]]), and a unit u ∈ K[[y]]∗ with the property that
G(ψ(x, y) + b) = xp + u(y) · yβ
for some vector β ∈ Nn \ p · Nn, is Zariski-open in {0} × AnK .
Proof. The assertion of the lemma is clearly equivalent to the statement that the fol-
lowing set is Zariski-open in AnK :
mon(F ) := {a ∈ AnK ;∃ ϕ ∈ Aut(K[[y]]) ∃ H ∈ K[[y]] ∃ u ∈ K[[y]]∗
such that for some β ∈ Nn \ p · Nn
F (ϕ(y) + a) = u(y) · yβ +H(y)p}.
Note that if a series A ∈ K[[y]] factors into a monomial times a unit U ∈ K[[y]]∗, i.e.,
A(y) = U(y) · yγ ,
where at least one of the components of γ is not a multiple of the characteristic p of the
ground field K, then there exists a coordinate change τ ∈ Aut(K[[y]]) such that
A(τ(y)) = yγ .
This is due to the fact that a unit U ∈ K[[y]]∗ has a r-th root U1/r in K[[y]]∗ if
(r, p) = 1 (and can for example be deduced from Lemma 4.2 in [?]). Since the image
of a p-th power under an automorphism τ ∈ Aut(K[[y]]) is again a p-th power, the set
mon(F ) can be rewritten as
mon(F ) = {a ∈ AnK ;∃ ϕ ∈ Aut(K[[y]]) ∃ H ∈ K[[y]]
such that for some β ∈ Nn \ p · Nn
F (ϕ(y) + a) = yβ +H(y)p}.
We will prove that this set is Zariski-open inAnK by following a construction which will
be explained in detail in the forthcoming article [9] (cf. also chapter 5 of this thesis):
Consider for a fixed point a ∈ An the equation
F (ϕ(y) + a) = yβ +H(y)p. (?)
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By Artin’s Approximation Theorem [3] it follows that if for some vector β ∈ Nn\p·Nn
there exist solutions ϕ(y) = (α1(y), . . . , αn(y)) and H(y) of (?) in the ring K[[y]] of
formal power series, then there already exist solutions ϕ(y) = (α1(y), . . . , αn(y)) and
H(y) of (?) in the henselisation of K[y], i.e., in the ring K〈〈y〉〉 of algebraic power
series in n variables, such that both solutions agree modulo 〈y〉c for a chosen constant
c ∈ N. Note that if one chooses c = 2, then the property for ϕ to be an automorphism is
also ensured for ϕ. Since H and the components αi of ϕ are elements of K〈〈y〉〉, they
are regular functions on an étale neighborhood θa : (V, v) → (AnK , a) of a = θa(v).
Now consider the monomial locus mon(Q, a) of
Q(y) := F (ϕ(y) + a)−H(y)p
in V , i.e., the set of points v′ ∈ V such that there exist local coordinates w =
(w1, . . . , wn) at v′ with Q(w + v′) = wγ in ÔV,v′ = K[[w]] for some γ ∈ Nn. In [9]
it is proven that mon(Q, a) is a Zariski-open subset of V . Due to ÔV,v′ = ÔAnK ,θa(v′),
v′ ∈ mon(Q, a) implies that F (w+ θa(v′)) = wγ +H(w+ θa(v′))p. Note that at first
sight it seems to be possible that γ ∈ p ·Nn, and in this case θa(v′) wouldn’t be an ele-
ment of mon(F ). But if all components of γ are multiples of p then F (w + θa(v′)) =
wγ +H(w+ θa(v′))p would be a p-th power, which contradicts our assumption (since
F (w) ∈ K[w] is a p-th power if and only if F (φ(w)+c) is for all φ ∈ Aut(K[[w]]) and
all c ∈ AnK). Consequently θa(v′) is contained in mon(F ). By the openness of étale
morphisms it follows that θa(mon(Q, a)) is an open subset of mon(F ). This procedure
can be carried out for all points a ∈ mon(F ). Then the set⋃
a∈mon(F )
θa(mon(Q, a))
clearly equals mon(F ) and is as a union of Zariski-open sets itself Zariski-open.
Proposition 4. Let f be an element of R which is not a p-th power. Then the closed
points a ∈ V (f) ⊂ A2K in which f has order orda(f) ≥ p and in which f is, when
considered as an element of R/Rp, not monomial, are isolated (in particular, finite in
number).
Proof. Note that the set of closed points a ∈ A2K in which f ∈ R/Rp \ {0} is mono-
mial, is equal to the set mon(F ) (with n = 2) introduced in the proof of the last
theorem, which which was shown to be Zariski-open. Its complement in A2K – which
equals the set of points of A2K in which f is not monomial – is hence algebraically
closed. We are only interested in those points a ∈ A2K \ Fmon in which the order of
f ∈ R is bigger or equal to p (which clearly implies that a ∈ V (f)), thus in the points
of the intersection
(4) := (A2K \ Fmon) ∩ {a ∈ A2K ; orda(f) ≥ p}.
By the upper-semicontinuity of the order function it is clear that also the second of
these two sets is a Zariski-closed subset of A2K . Consequently, the points a in (4)
form an algebraic subset of A2. Moreover, the set (4) is a subset of the singular locus
Sing(X) of X = V (f) ⊂ A2. And since any algebraic curve has only finitely many
singular points, the set (4) consists of at most finitely many points.
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1.8 Monomial Case
The goal of this section is to decrease the order of the purely inseparable equation
G = xp + F (y, z)
with ord0(G) = p in every point of the singular surface X = V (G) ⊂ A3K by a finite
sequence of blowups to a value which is smaller than p. In section 1.5, especially in
remark 6, we explained why a point blowup of such a surface can be reduced to a point
blowup of the plane curve F (y, z) = 0 modulo p-th powers. Moreover, in section 1.6
it was shown that a finite number of point blowups transforms F in every point b of X
with ordb(G) = p into a monomial times a unit (or makes the order of G drop). This is
done by using a local resolution invariant associated to F . To decrease the order of G
one can therefore assume that G is of form
G(x, y, z) = xp + ymznA(y, z)
with (m,n) ∈ N2 \ p · N2, m + n ≥ p and A(0, 0) 6= 0. After a formal coordinate
change one can furthermore assume that A(y, z) = 1 (for a detailed argumentation of
this, see the proof of Lemma 3 in section 1.5). Once F is monomial, there is an imme-
diate combinatorial way to lower the order of G, which will be described in the sequel.
Let (y, z) and (x, y, z) be regular parameter systems of R̂a and Ŝb, where R̂a and Ŝb
denote the completion of the localization of the coordinate ring R of A2K at the point a
respectively the coordinate ring S of A3K at b = (b1, a). Furthermore let F (y, z) and
G(x, y, z) be the expansions of f ∈ R/RP and g ∈ S with respect to the chosen local
coordinates.
The center of the next blowup is defined by means of the top locus top(G) of X .
Recall that top(G) consists of those points b ∈ X where the local order of G attains its
maximal value. Thus
top(G) = {b ∈ X; ordb(G) = p}.
We may assume that the top locus has no self intersections (otherwise further point
blowups have to be applied to ensure this condition).
Then there are three different cases according to the values ofm and n (for a geometric
description see figure 1.9):
(1) Case m ≥ p: This implies that G ∈ 〈x, y〉p and hence the z-axis is included in
the top locus of V (G). In this case we choose locally the z-axis as the center of the
blowup. This yields in the x-chart a variety which is smooth in all of its points and in
the y-chart G∗(x, y, z) = yp · (xp + ym−pzn) with m− p < m. Hence induction can
be applied until m < p.
(2) Case n ≥ p: Symmetrically, we choose locally the y-axis as center and apply
induction until n < p.
Iterate this process until m,n < p!
(3) Case m < p and n < p: In this situation we choose as center the origin of A3K ,
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Figure 1.9: Choice of center in the monomial case.
which is in this case the only element of the top locus of V (G). This yields in the
x-chart a variety which is smooth in all of its points. In the y-chart, and analogously
in the z-chart, one gets G∗(x, y, z) = yp(xp + ym+n−pzn) with m+ n− p < m, and
therefore induction on (m,n) works.
Altogether this yields that g is after finitely many blowups, where the centers have to
be chosen in the manner described above, locally in every (singular) point of V (G)
given by
G(x, y, z) = xp + F (y, z)
with ord(F ) < p.
Remark 9. In order to achieve an embedded resolution of the purely inseparable two-
dimensional hypersurface X , it is necessary that in every step of the resolution algo-
rithm the chosen center is transversal to the already existing exceptional divisor. In
this section it was shown that the only higher dimensional centers which are possibly
required during our algorithm, are the y- and the z-axis of A3K . If the already existing
exceptional divisor is not yet transversal to one of the chosen axis, then one first has to
apply point blowups in order to achieve transversality.
1.9 A second resolution invariant
In this section we will define a second local resolution invariant which also works for
surfaces in characteristic p. It is a modification of the classical resolution invariant
used in characteristic zero. Furthermore we will prove that this invariant also drops
lexicographically under point blowups (except for a specific quasi-monomial, which
can be resolved directly) and hence can be used alternatively to prove Theorem 1 and
Corollary 1.
1.9.1 Definition of the second invariant
Let R be the coordinate ring of the affine plane A2K over an algebraically closed field
K of characteristic p. Furthermore letRa be the localization ofR at a closed point a of
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A2K and R̂a its completion. We fix for the entire section a local flag F in A2K at a. By
(y, z) we denote local coordinates subordinate to F and by F = F (y, z) the expansion
of an element f ∈ Q = R/Rp in K[[y, z]]. Moreover let N = N(F ) be the Newton
polygon of F and A ⊂ N2 its set of vertices.
Denote by ordz(F ) = min(α,β)∈A β the order of F with respect to z (see figure
1.10). Then the shade of F is defined as
shade(F ) = ord(F )− ordy(F )− ordz(F ).
It is thus the maximal side length of all equilateral axes-parallel triangles which can
be inscribed in ((ordy(F ), ordz(F )) + R2+) \ N(F ) (see figure 1.10). Or in other
words, if ymzn is the maximal monomial which can be factored from F (y, z) and
H(y, z) = y−mz−nF (y, z), then shade(F ) = ord(H). The shade thus measures the
distance of F from being a monomial up to units. It will constitute together with a
correction term the first component of our new resolution invariant.
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Figure 1.10: ordy(F ), ordz(F ) and shade(F ) of F .
The second component of our new resolution invariant will be defined as follows: If N
is not a quadrant, we set the dent of F as the vector
dent(F ) = (α1 − α2, β2 − β1),
where (α1, β1) and (α2, β2) denote those elements of A whose first component have
the highest respectively second highest value among all vertices of A. The first respec-
tively second component of this vector will be denoted by updent(F ) and indent(F )
and called the updent respectively indent of F (see figure 1.11).
It is clear that height(Fd) = shade(Fd). Therefore Lemma 3 of section 1.6.1 tells
us that also the shade can increase in characteristic p > 0 under blowup at most by
1. But the modification of the measure shade(F ) in order to get a deceasing resolu-
tion invariant is more involved. Recall that the adjacency adj(F ) of F is equal to 2,
1 or 0 according to F being adjacent, ordy(F ) = 0, close, ordy(F ) = 1, or distant,
ordy(F ) ≥ 2. The defect of F is defined as follows:
If shade(F ) = degy(F )−ordy(F ), the defect of F is defined to be 1+δ for F being ad-
jacent, ε for F being close and 0 otherwise. If shade(F ) = degy(F )−ordy(f)−1, the
defect of F is set equal to δ for F being adjacent and 0 otherwise. And if shade(F ) ≤
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Figure 1.11: The measures indent(F ), updent(F ) and dent(F ) of F .
degy(F ) − ordy(f) − 2, the defect of F is defined as 0. In all cases ε, δ denote arbi-
trarily chosen positive numbers between 0 and 1 with ε < δ.
This defect is a correction term that takes additionally to the position of the Newton
polygon N(F ) with respect to the z-axis (as the correction term bonus defined earlier
does) also the occurrence of edges in N(F ) whose angle with the horizontal line is
bigger than 45◦ into account. Note that this definition breaks the symmetry between
y and z. In figure 1.12 some possible configurations of N(F ) and the corresponding
values of defect(F ) are illustrated.
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Figure 1.12: Some examples for defect(F ).
Now these measures will be associate in a coordinate independent way to residue
classes f in R/Rp. Denote by C = CF as usual the set of subordinate local coor-
dinates (y, z) in R̂a. Since the highest vertex c = (α, β) of N = N(F ) does not
depend on the choice of the subordinate coordinates, degy(F ) and ordz(F ) take the
same value for all elements in C. Recall that also the value ord(F ) is independent of
the choice of subordinate coordinates and is called the order of f ∈ R/Rp.
For f ∈ R/Rp with expansion F = F (y, z) at a with respect to (y, z) ∈ C we
set
shadea(f) = min{shade(F ); (y, z) ∈ C}
= ord(F )− ordz(F )−max{ordy(F ); (y, z) ∈ C}
and call it the shade of f . This number only depends on f , the point a and the chosen
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flag F.
We say that f is monomial at a if there exists a local (not necessarily subordinate) coor-
dinate change transforming F into a monomial yαzβ times a unit inK[[y, z]]. Note that
this is in particular the case if shadea(f) = 0 (which is equivalent to heighta(f) = 0).
Since adj(F ) takes the same value, say adja(f), for all coordinates realizing shade(f),
it is a simple matter to check that also defect(F ) takes the same value, say defecta(f),
for all these coordinates. Therefore the complicacy
complicacya(f) := shadea(f)− defecta(f)
= min{shade(F )− defect(F ); (y, z) ∈ C}
only depends on f ∈ R/Rp, the point a and the chosen flag F. This will be the first
component of our new local resolution invariant. We will leave out the reference to the
point a when a is fixed and simply write
complicacy(f) = shade(f)− defect(f).
The second component of our new local resolution invariant will be
denta(f) := (updenta(f), indenta(f)),
where updent(F ) is minimized and afterwords indent(F ) is maximized over all sub-
ordinate coordinates (y, z) ∈ C for which the expansion F (y, z) fulfills shade(F ) =
shadea(f). It also only depends on f ∈ R/Rp, the point a and the chosen flag F.
Again we omit the reference to a and simply write dent(f).
The new local resolution invariant of f ∈ R/Rp at a with respect to F is then defined
as
ja(f) = (complicacya(f), denta(f)),
considered with respect to the lexicographic order with (0, 1) < (1, 0). Note that ja(f)
is an element of a well-ordered set.
1.9.2 Non-increase of the complicacy under blowup
In order to prove Theorem 1 for the resolution invariant defined in section 1.9.1, we
start by showing the following theorem:
Proposition 5. Let f be an element ofR/Rp, which is not a (specific) quasi-monomial,
and F ∈ K[[y, z]] its expansion with respect to subordinate coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF
realizing the shade of f . Furthermore let F ∗(y, z) be one of the transformations
F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z) or F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz) and f∗ the corresponding element
in R′/R′p. Then it holds that
complicacy(f∗) ≤ complicacy(f). ()
Moreover, if either the translational move (A) is forced, or there exist subordinate co-
ordinates realizing the height of f such that the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′ is given by move
(C), then
complicacy(f∗) < complicacy(f),
where F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + tz, z) with t 6= 0.
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The theorem above will again be proven separately for the three different moves (A),
(B) and (C) defined in section 1.5.
(A) Translational moves
Assume that there don’t exist subordinate coordinates at a realizing the shade of f
such that the blowup is monomial. In this situation the total transform f∗ of f under
the blowup pi is given as the equivalence class of the total transform F ∗(y, z) = F (yz+
tz, z) where t ∈ K∗, of a representative F (y, z) of f with shade(F ) = shade(f). Fix
such minimizing subordinate coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF and denote by F (y, z) in the
sequel always the expansion of f with respect to these chosen coordinates.
Denote by d the order of f and by fd its tangent cone. The parity par(d) of d is defined
as in section 1.6.1, i.e., set equal to 1 if d ≡ 0 mod p, and 0 otherwise.
Since height(Fd) = shade(Fd), Lemmata 2 and 3 of section 1.6.1 can be immediately
applied to the shade of Fd respectively fd. One hence gets
degy(F
∗) ≤ shade(Fd) + par(d).
Remark 10. Note that the above inequality nevertheless only implies a possible in-
crease of the shade if the Newton polygon N(F ∗) of F ∗ consists only of edges whose
angle with the horizontal line is smaller or equal than 45◦, i.e., if height(F ∗) =
shade(F ∗) (see figures 1.7 and 1.13). And moreover, it for sure decreases in the
case that N(F ∗) contains edges with slope smaller than −2, i.e., if height(F ∗) −
shade(F ∗) > 1.
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Figure 1.13: F (y, z) with shade(F ) = 2 and F ∗(y, z) = F (yz + 1 · z, z) with
degy(F
∗) = 3, but shade(F ∗) = 1 < 2 = shade(F ).
Due to remark 7 of section 1.6.1 it follows that it remains to consider the following
situations
F F ∗
distant → distant
distant → close
distant → adjacent
close → adjacent
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Investigating these four cases in detail, one can show similarly as in the proof of Propo-
sition 2 in section 1.6.1 that
complicacy(f∗) < complicacy(f).
(B, C) Horizontal and vertical moves
The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 5 for the two monomial transformations
F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z) and F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz).
Assume for this purpose throughout this section that (y, z) are subordinate coordi-
nates realizing shade(F ) = shade(f) such that the total transform f∗ of f under
the blowup R̂a → R′a′ is given as the equivalence class of one of the transforms
F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z) respectively F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz) of F .
In section 1.6.1 we already proved the analogous statement for the measure intricacy
defined in section 1.4. And since the argumentation runs here quite similar, we will
skip some computational parts of the proof of Proposition 5.
First note that for both, the horizontal and the vertical move, the inequality shade(F ∗) ≤
shade(F ) holds for all series F ∈ K[[y, z]]. We start by establishing Proposition 5 for
the horizontal move. It is not too hard to check that if N(F ) contains at least one edge
whose angle with the horizontal line is bigger than 45◦, i.e., if (degy(F )− ordy(F ))−
shade(F ) ≥ 1, then defect(F ) ∈ {0, ω} and shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F )− 1. This imme-
diately implies
shade(F ∗)− defect(F ∗) < shade(f)− defect(f) = complicacy(f).
We are hence left with series F whose Newton polygon consists only of edges whose
angles with the horizontal line are smaller or equal than 45◦. Some further, but easy,
considerations show that in this case the inequality
shade(F ∗)− defect(F ∗) ≤ shade(f)− defect(f) = complicacy(f)
is always fulfilled. And since all coordinate changes subordinate to the flag F leave the
highest vertex of N(F ∗) fixed, the inequality () follows.
Now we will turn to the vertical move F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz). We will assume that
N(F ) contains at least one edge whose angle with the horizontal line is bigger than
45◦ (otherwise N(F ∗) is already a quadrant). It can be seen easily that then defect(F )
is either 0 or ω. In the case that defect(F ) = 0, the inequality () follows immedi-
ately. Therefore, let defect(F ) = 1. This implies that F is adjacent and shade(F ) =
(degy(F )−ordy(F ))−1. Furthermore it is a simple matter to check that ifN(F ) con-
tains an edge whose angle with the horizontal line is smaller or equal than 45◦, then
shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F ) − 1, hence no increase of the complicacy can happen. So we
are left with the case that N(F ) contains only edges whose angels with the horizontal
line are bigger than 45◦. It is a simple matter to check that then an increase of the
complicacy is only possible if F is of the form
F (y, z) = zm · (cy2 + dz) +H(y, z)
with m ∈ N, c, d ∈ K∗ and H ∈ K[[y, z]] with N(H) ⊂ N(F ) \ A. Obviously this
series is a special quasi-monomial (see section 1.6.1) and hence can be transformed
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into a monomial times a unit by a finite number of further blowups, indeed here only
one further blowup (and possibly a subsequent coordinate change) is necessary.
Together with the investigation of translational moves in the last section this proves
Proposition 5.
1.9.3 Decrease of the invariant
In order to show that the invariant j(f) = (complicacy(f), dent(f)) decreases for all
f ∈ Q = R/Rp which are not quasi-monomials, it remains due to Proposition 5 to
prove the inequality
(complicacy(f∗), dent(f∗)) <lex (complicacy(f), dent(f)),
where f∗ corresponds to one of the transforms F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z) or F ∗(y, z) =
F (y, yz) of a representative F (y, z) of f with shade(F ) = shade(f) and updent(F ) =
updent(f), in the case that
complicacy(f∗) = complicacy(f) (4).
Fix for this purpose subordinate coordinates (y, z) ∈ CF with shade(F ) = shade(f)
and updent(F ) = updent(f) such that the transform f∗ of f is given as the equivalence
class of one of the series F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z) or F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz).
We will first concentrate on the horizontal transformation F ∗(y, z) = F (yz, z). In
this case one can show similarly as in section 1.6.2 that under the assumption (4) the
inequality
dent(f∗) < dent(f)
holds. Now we will treat the vertical move F ∗(y, z) = F (y, yz). It is easy to see that
(4) can only occur if the Newton polygon N(F ) consists just of edges whose angle
with the horizontal line is bigger than 45◦. But in this case the vertices of N(F ) with
the highest respectively second highest first component transform into vertices of the
Newton polygon N(F ∗) of F ∗ with the same property. Hence it follows easily that
updent(f∗) ≤ updent(F ∗) < updent(F ).
1.10 Alternative approach for surface resolution in pos-
itive characteristic
In this section we will indicate an alternative approach for resolution of surfaces which
are defined by purely inseparable equations over an algebraically closed field K of
positive characteristic. It is based on a theorem which characterizes in any dimension
completely the shape of the tangent cone of those purely inseparable polynomials for
which the shade increases under a translational blowup (see Thm. 1, sec. 5 and Thm.
2, sec. 12 in [20]). We will briefly recall the theorem without giving its proof:
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Theorem 3. Let pi : (W, q′) → (W, q) be a local point blowup of W = A1+m with
center Z = {q} the origin. Let (x,wm, . . . , w1) be local coordinates at q such that
G(x,w) = xp + wr · Fˆ (w) ∈ ÔW,q
has order p and shadeq(wr ·Fˆ ) = ordq(Fˆ ) at q with exceptional divisorwr = 0. LetG′
and F ′ be the strict transforms of G respectively F = wr · Fˆ (w) at q′ ∈ E = pi−1(Z).
Then, for a q′ ∈ pi−1(q) to be a kangaroo point for G, i.e., fulfilling
ordq′(G′) = ordq(G) and shadeq′(F ′) > shadeq(F ),
the following conditions must hold at q:
(1) The order ord(F ) = |r|+ ordq(Fˆ ) is a multiple of p.
(2) The exceptional multiplicities ri at q satisfy
rm + . . .+ r1 ≤ (φp(r)− 1) · p,
where 0 ≤ ri < p denote the residues of the components ri of r = (rm, . . . , r1)
modulo p and φp(r) := #{i ≤ m; ri 6≡ 0 mod p}.
(3) The point q′ is determined by the expansion of G at q. It lies on none of the strict
transforms of the exceptional components wi = 0 for which ri is not a multiple
of p.
(4) The tangent cone of Fˆ equals, up to linear coordinate changes and multiplication
by p-th powers, a specific homogenous polynomial, which is unique for each
choice of p, r and degree.
The point q prior to a kangaroo point will be called antelope point.
Note that for surfaces (m = 2) condition (2) of the last theorem can be reformulates as
r1, r2 6≡ 0 mod p and r1 + r2 ≤ p.
Consequently, condition (3) implies that the point q has to leave both exceptional com-
ponents in order to arrive at a kangaroo point. Together this yields that an increase of
the shade can only occur when applying a translational move subsequent to at least one
horizontal and one vertical move. Therefore we will analyze how the shade changes
under such moves prior to the jump at the kangaroo point:
Suppose that before this increase of the shade at the kangaroo point, already u hori-
zontal and v vertical moves (in a specific order), where u, v > 1, have taken place.
Assume for sake of simplicity further that F (y, z) has at the very beginning of these
series of blowups been a binomial, i.e., has been of the form,
F (y, z) = yrzs · (cyk + dzl) ∈ K[[y, z]]/K[[yp, zp]]
with r, s ∈ N, k, l ∈ N>0 and c, d ∈ K. Clearly a series of u horizontal and v vertical
moves contains at least one subsequence where a horizontal move is followed by a
vertical one or the other way round. Denote by F (c) the transform of F under the
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moves prior to the first of these subsequences, where 0 ≤ c ≤ u+ v. Note that F (c) is
of the form
F (c)(y, z) = yr
′
zs
′ · (c′yk′ + d′zl′)
with r′, s′, k′, l′ ∈ N and c′, d′ ∈ K. Since we are considering moves prior to an
increase at the kangaroo point, it follows that shade(F (c)) = min (k′, l′) > 0. Without
loss of generality assume further that afterwards first an horizontal move and then a
subsequent vertical move is applied to F (c) (clearly the case of applying the moves in
the reverse order works symmetrically). Now consider the transforms of F (c) under
these two moves, i.e., F (c+1)(y, z) = F (c)(yz, z) and F (c+2)(y, z) = F (c+1)(y, yz)
(see figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.14: The transforms of F (c) under a horizontal and a vertical move.
In the case that N(F (c+2)) is not a quadrant, which especially presumes that
shade
(
F (c)
)
= k′ < l′ and l′ − k′ < k′, (?)
the shade of F (c+2) is given by shade(F (c+2)) = min (2k′ − l′, l′ − k′) . But due to
(?) it follows easily (see figure 1.15) that
shade
(
F (c+2)
)
≤ k
′
2
=
1
2
· shade
(
F (c)
)
.
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Figure 1.15: Illustration of the inequalities (?) and the value of shade(F (c+2)).
In the case that shade(F (c)) has already been smaller or equal to the half of shade(F ),
i.e., shade(F (c)) ≤ 12 · shade(F ), we are already done since it is known that the shade
can’t increase under monomial moves and it thus immediately follows that
shade
(
F (u+v)
)
≤ shade
(
F (c)
)
≤ 1
2
· shade(F ),
where F (u+v) denotes the transform after the u horizontal and the v vertical moves
prior to the increase at the kangaroo point. So it remains to consider the case shade(F (c)) >
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1
2 · shade(F ). But in this situation one has
shade
(
F (u+v)
)
≤ shade
(
F (c+2)
)
≤ 1
2
· shade
(
F (c)
)
≤ 1
2
· shade(F ),
since clearly shade(F (c)) ≤ shade(F ).
It is not hard to see that the previous inequalities also hold for an arbitrary series
F (y, z). This proves the following proposition, which is also already indicated in [20]:
Proposition 6. Let pi : (A˜3, b′)→ (A3, b) be a local point blowup with centerZ = {b}
and (x, y, z) local coordinates at b such that G(x, y, z) = xp + F (y, z) has order
p at b. Let b′ be a kangaroo point for G and b its antelope point. Further let be
given a sequence of point blowups prior to pi in a three dimensional ambient space
for which the subsequent centers are equiconstant points (i.e., points of the subsequent
exceptional loci where the shade of the transforms has remained constant). Call the
last point b◦ below the antelope point b where none of the exceptional components
through b has appeared yet, oasis point. Then, the shade has dropped between the
oasis point b◦ and the antelope point b of the kangaroo point b′ at least to its half.
The increase at the kangaroo point by 1 is therefore, except in the case that the shade at
the oasis point is equal to 1 or 2, in the long run dominated by the decrease of the shade
in the prior blowups. By (?), one immediately sees that in the first case no increase of
the shade is possible. If the shade at the oasis point is equal to 2, this is not possible
either. This can be checked by an easy computation using the special shape of F in this
case.

Chapter 2
Threefold resolution in positive
characteristic – some Studies
After having obtained new resolution invariants for the embedded resolution of purely
inseparable surface singularities defined over an algebraically closed field of positive
characteristic (see last chapter), the idea was to generalize these invariants to the purely
inseparable threefold case. However, it turned out that the threefold situation is much
more complicated. Therefore no complete solution to this problem can be given in this
thesis. Nevertheless some ideas and phenomena are presented in this chapter. Espe-
cially a couple of reasonable invariants are investigated. Among these, the classical
resolution invariant used in characteristic 0 seems to be the most promising one. But
it is not completely clear how to modify it by some correction term in order to get a
strictly decreasing resolution invariant.
2.1 Introduction
For a detailed outline of the history of resolution of singularities and the occurring
problems and phenomena in positive characteristic we refer to section 1.2 of chapter 1.
We want to recall once more that the only existing complete proofs for resolution of
threefolds in positive characteristic are up to the present Cutkosky’s paper [13] on Ab-
hyankar’s proof of non-embedded resolution for threefolds (hypersurface case) and the
papers [11, 12] of Cossart and Piltant for the non-hypersurface case.
As in the case of surfaces, the key problem consists of the resolution of purely in-
separable equations (cf. section 1.3 of chapter 1), i.e., equations of the form
G(w, x, y, z) = wp + F (x, y, z) = 0
with ord0(F ) ≥ p and where F is an element of a polynomial ring over an algebraically
closed field K of characteristic p > 0. Therefore ee will restrict our study to this situa-
tion. Again coordinate changes of the form (w, x, y, z) → (w + r(x, y, z), x, y, z),
where r(x, y, z) ∈ K[x, y, z], allow to eliminate all p-th powers from the expan-
sion of F without changing, up to isomorphism, the geometry of the algebraic variety
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X = V (G). Therefore it is reasonable to work in the quotient Q = R/Rp, where Rp
denotes the subring of R containing all p-th powers of elements of R. This implies
that resolution of the threefold X = V (G) can be reduced to resolution of the surface
V (F ) modulo p-th powers.
In the present chapter I will define and examine several different measures for the
complexity of the singularities of F (see sections 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6) gained from its as-
sociated Newton polyhedron. The most promising measure is the (modified) classical
resolution invariant used in characteristic 0, which is treated in detail in section 2.6.
The final goal would be to give a complete proof of the following statement (compare
to Theorems 1 and 2 in chapter 1):
Conjecture 1. Let X be a singular threefold in A4K , defined over an algebraically
closed field K of characteristic p > 0 by a purely inseparable equation of the form
G(w, x, y, z) = wp + F (x, y, z)
with ord0(F ) ≥ p. Denote by f the residue class of F modulo p-th powers and assume
that f is not a (quasi-)monomial. Then finitely many blowups of points and isolated
curves transform f in any point of the exceptional divisor into a monomial or make
ord(G) drop.
As in the last chapter it is intended to prove the above conjecture by defining a local
resolution invariant associated to f (possibly a modification of the classical resolu-
tion invariant used in characteristic 0). Unfortunately it is not completely clear how to
modify the classical resolution invariant from characteristic zero in order to obtain an
invariant which drops in every step of the resolution process. Nevertheless some partial
results are presented in section 2.6 of this chapter.
Once f is monomial, there is – similar to the surface case (see section 1.8 in chapter
1) – an easy combinatorial way to decrease the order of G (see section 2.7) by further
blowups in points, smooth curves and smooth surfaces. If one could prove Conjecture
1, it would hence provide a proof of the following statement:
Corollary 3. The order of any purely inseparable singular three-dimensional hyper-
surface in A4K whose maximum of local orders is less or equal to the characteristic of
the ground field can by decreased by blowups.
2.2 Basic definitions
In this section we will generalize the definitions of sections 1.4 and 1.9.1 of chapter
1 to the present situation of purely inseparable threefold equations. For this purpose
let R be the coordinate ring of A3K , where K denotes an algebraically closed field K
of characteristic p. Further let Ra be the localization of R at a closed point a of A3K
and R̂a its completion with respect to the maximal ideal. A system of regular param-
eters (x, y, z) of R̂a will be called local coordinates of R at a. Any choice of local
coordinates (x, y, z) induces an isomorphism of R̂a with the ringK[[x, y, z]] of formal
power series corresponding to the Taylor expansion of elements of R at a with respect
to x, y and z. For any residue class f ∈ R/Rp, there is hence a unique expansion
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F =
∑
αβγ cαβγx
αyβzγ of f in K[[x, y, z]] with (α, β, γ) /∈ p ·N3. This corresponds
to regarding N3 with holes at the points p · N3. We will distinguish again carefully
between elements f in R/Rp and their representatives F as expansions F (x, y, z) in
K[[x, y, z]] without p-th powers monomials.
A local flag F in A3K at a is a sequence F : M3 = 0 ⊂ M2 ⊂ M1 ⊂ M0 of reg-
ular ideals Mi of height 3 − i of R (cf. [22]). Local coordinates (x, y, z) of R at a
are called subordinate to the flag F if M0 = 〈x, y, z〉, M1 = 〈y, z〉 and M2 = 〈z〉 in
K[[x, y, z]]. By C = CF we denote the set of subordinate local coordinates. Note that
subordinate coordinate changes are automorphisms of K[[x, y, z]] of the form
(x, y, z)→ (x+ c(x, y, z), y + d(y, z), z · u(x, y, z))
with series c(x, y, z), d(y, z) and u(x, y, z) satisfying ∂xc(x, 0, 0) 6= −1, ∂yd(y, 0) 6=
−1 and u(0, 0, 0) 6= 0.
The Newton polyhedron N = N(F ) of an element F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] is defined as
the positive convex hull conv(supp(F ) + R3+) of the support supp(F ) = {(α, β, γ) ∈
N3 \ p · N3; cαβγ 6= 0} of F . Newton polyhedrons will be depicted in the positive
octant of R3, the x-axis chosen vertically and the y- and the z-axis in the horizontal
plane (see figure 2.1).
x
y
z
Figure 2.1: Newton polyhedron N = N(x5y2z + y3z + y2z6).
Denote by A ⊂ N3 \ p · N3 the set of vertices of the Newton polyhedron N of F , i.e.,
the minimal set such that N = conv(A+ R3+). The order of F is defined as
ord(F ) = min
(α,β,γ)∈A
α+ β + γ.
It takes the same value, say d = orda(f), for all coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ C and is said
to be the order of f ∈ R/Rp. Then the initial form fd of f is the residue class of
f modulo md+1, where m denotes the maximal ideal of R. Given local subordinate
coordinates x, y and z it is induced by the homogeneous form Fd of lowest degree d of
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the expansion F of f , say F = Fd + Fd+1 + . . ., with Fd 6= 0.
Further denote by
ordx(F ) = min
(α,β,γ)∈A
α, ordy(F ) = min
(α,β,γ)∈A
β, ordz(F ) = min
(α,β,γ)∈A
γ,
the order of F with respect to x, y respectively z. Moreover we call
ordxy(F ) = min
(α,β,γ)∈A
α+ β and degxy(F ) = max
(α,β,γ)∈A
α+ β
the order respectively the degree of F with respect to x and y.
We define the shade of F as
shade(F ) = ord(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F )− ordz(F ).
If the Newton polyhedron N(F ) of F contains a compact facet, it is thus the max-
imal side length of all equilateral axes-parallel tetrahedra which can be inscribed in(
(ordx(F ), ordy(F ), ordz(F )) + R3+
) \N(F ) (see figure 2.2). The shade can also be
described differently: If xryszt is the maximal monomial which can be factored from
F and H(x, y, z) = x−ry−sz−tF (y, z), then shade(F ) = ord(H).
z
y
x
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the shade of F = yz(x2 + y2 + z).
Now these measures will be defined in a coordinate independent manner for residue
classes f in R/Rp. Let F be a fixed local flag at the closed point a ∈ A2K and C = CF
the set of subordinate local coordinates in R̂a. Note that the vertex c = (α, β, γ) of
A with the highest first component stays invariant under all coordinate changes sub-
ordinate to the flag F. Therefore ordz(F ) takes the same value for all subordinate
coordinates.
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For an element f ∈ R/Rp with expansion F = F (x, y, z) at a with respect to subor-
dinate coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ C we define
shadea(f) = min{shade(F ); (x, y, z) ∈ C}
= d− ordz(F )−max{ordx(F ) + ordy(F ); (x, y, z) ∈ C}
and call it the shade of f . Its value depends only on f , the point a and the chosen flag
F.
An element f ∈ R/Rp is said to be monomial at a if there exists a (not necessarily
subordinate) coordinate change transforming F into a monomial xαyβzγ times a unit
in K[[x, y, z]]. Note that this is especially the case if shadea(f) = 0, whereas the con-
verse is not true.
2.3 Some first observations for threefold resolution
LetG(x, y, z) ∈ K[[x, y, z]] be a series in fixed local coordinates (x, y, z),N = N(F )
the associated Newton polyhedron in R3 and A ⊂ N3 \ p · N3 its set of vertices.
Assumption (∗): N contains a compact facet F, i.e., a 2-dimensional facet whose area
is bounded (or equivalently, whose normal vector is an element of +N3>0 or −N3>0).
Observations
(1) Normal vector – last component of the local resolution invariant
Under a monomial blowup the normal vector n(F) on F decreases with respect to the
lexicographical ordering (see part I of chapter 4 where the behavior of normal vectors
onto facets of the Newton polyhedron under monomial blowups is investigated in de-
tail), if the facet “survives” (i.e., doesn’t flip inside the transformed polyhedron).
But one has to specify one single compact facet (for example the compact facet F
of N(F ) for which the normal vector n(F) is maximal with respect to the lexicograph-
ical ordering among all normal vectors n(G) on compact facets G of N(F )) to use its
normal vector as a measure for the complexity of N(F ). If one achieves to make this
definition coordinate independent, by for example maximizing over all subordinate co-
ordinate changes, the normal vector would be a good candidate for the last component
of the (not yet defined) local resolution invariant (compare to the measure dent(F )
defined in section 1.9.1 of chapter 1).
(2) Preceding components of the local resolution invariant
The components of the local resolution invariant which are preceding the normal vector
have to take care of the following situations:
• Monomial blowups, where the chosen facet doesn’t “survive”.
• Translational blowups (see next section).
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(3) Translational moves with translations in two directions
The most complicated transformation of the Newton polyhedron N(F ) under a point
blowup is the translational move (x, y, z)→ (xz + sz, yz + tz, z) with s, t ∈ K∗ (see
next section). In analogy to the proof of resolution of surfaces, one goal is to exploit
the following phenomena occurring when applying translational moves:
• In order to measure the complexity of the singularities of the total transform F ∗
of F under a translational blowup, the initial form Fd of F plays the main role.
More precisely, the “size” of the initial form Fd of F bounds in some sense the
“size” of the transform F ∗ of F .
• It is known that the usual resolution invariants from characteristic zero may in-
crease under translational moves when used in positive characteristic. Neverthe-
less one should examine whether after such an increase the Newton polyhedron
N(F ∗) of the total transform F ∗ of F is in special position in the positive octant,
for instance always adjacent to the z-axis, i.e., satisfies ordxy(F ∗) = 0 (compare
to Lemma 10 of chapter 1). Such a behavior would indicate to define a correc-
tion term “bonus” in dependence of the value of ordxy(F ) in order to obtain a
monotonously decreasing resolution invariant (compare to section 1.4 in chapter
1).
In section 2.6 these two phenomena are treated in detail.
One problem which arises in this context is how to measure the “sizes” of Fd, F and F ∗
in a convenient way. In sections 2.5 and 2.6 some reasonable measures are discussed.
2.4 First steps towards point blowups of threefolds
Let R be the coordinate ring of A3K over an algebraically closed field K of charac-
teristic p and f a residue class in R/Rp. Let pi : A˜3K → A3K be the blowup with
center Z = V (I), where I ⊂ R denotes some regular ideal (for instance I = 〈x, y, z〉
with Z = V (I) = {0}), and denote by E = pi−1(Z) its exceptional divisor. Fur-
thermore we denote by R′ the respective Rees algebra of R, i.e., R′ = ⊕k≥0 Ik. Let
f∗ ∈ R′/R′p and f ′ ∈ R′/R′p be the total respectively strict transform of f ∈ R/Rp
under pi. It is easy to see that the flag F at a induces in a natural way a flag G : N ′3 =
0 ⊂ N ′2 ⊂ N ′1 ⊂ N ′0 at any closed point a′ of E. In the case of a point blowup, i.e.,
I = 〈x, y, z〉, this is for example
N ′2 :=
{
M ′2 if a
′ ∈ E ∩M ′2,
E if a′ /∈ E ∩M ′2,
N ′1 :=
 M
′
1 if a
′ ∈ E ∩M ′1,
M ′2 ∩ E if a′ ∈ E ∩M ′2 \M ′1,
projective line in E through a′ and M ′1 ∩ E if a′ /∈M ′2,
where M ′1 and M
′
2 denote the strict transforms of M1 respectively M2 under pi (for
details and the induced flag G in the case of a positive dimensional center we refer to
[22]). Having chosen a closed point a in A3K and a local flag F in A3K at a, the shade
is thus defined at all points a′ of E.
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The main step in proving Conjecture 1, i.e., the monomialization of f modulo p-th
powers, is to find a local resolution invariant ia which decreases in every step of the
resolution algorithm in any point of the exceptional divisor of the blowup. Note that
furthermore the strategy of choosing the center of the next blowup (i.e., choosing either
a single point, a (smooth) curve or a (smooth) surface) has to be given. The goal would
be to prove the following result:
Aim. Assume that f ∈ R/Rp is not (quasi-)monomial. Let pi : A˜3K → A3K be the
blowup with center Z given by a specified strategy and exceptional divisor E. Then
one has for any point a′ in E above a ∈ Z
ia′(f ′) < ia(f).
Unfortunately it is not clear up to now how to define a right strategy for choosing the
next center. Therefore we will in the sequel restrict to the examination of point blowups
and try to find a measure which drops under these kind of blowups. We will see that
this task is already very challenging!
Remark 11. Note that under the assumption that one only works with invariants which
do not depend on the position of the Newton polyhedron in the positive octant, one can
use instead of the strict transform f ′ the total transform f∗ of f as well (see also remark
5 in chapter 1). And since computations are simpler when using the total transform f∗,
we will in the sequel work with this transform of f .
Moreover the transformation of our original purely inseparable threefold defined by
G(w, x, y, z) = wp + F (x, y, z) under blowup of A4K in a point b = (b1, a) can be
deduced from the transformation of V (F ) under the point blowup pi of A3K in a (see
analogous remark 6 in chapter 1).
Let us give a brief outline of the search for a resolution invariant which behaves well
under point blowups (compare to section 1.5 of chapter 1). Let a be a closed point of
A3K which satisfies orda(f) ≥ p. Furthermore let F be a fixed local flag inA3K at a. Fix
subordinate coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ CF at a realizing ia(f) (which is not yet defined).
Let a′ ∈ E = pi−1(Z) be a point above a. After localization and completion of R
and R′ at a respectively a′, there then exist constants r, s, t ∈ K such that R̂a → R̂′a′
is given either by (x, y, z) → (xz + sz, yz + tz, z), (x, y, z) → (xy + ry, y, yz) or
(x, y, z) → (x, xy, xz). Depending on the point a′ ∈ E (see figure 2.3 for the corre-
sponding partition of the exceptional divisorE ∼= P2 of the blowup) and distinguishing
between different values of r, s and t, the expansion F ∗ of f∗ in R̂′a′ ∼= K[[x, y, z]],
where (x, y, z) now denote local coordinates subordinate to the induced flag G at a′, is
thus given by one of the following formulas:
(A) Translational move with translations in two directions:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz + tz, z), s, t ∈ K∗,
(B) Translational move with translation in x-direction 1:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz, z), s ∈ K∗,
(C) Translational move with translation in y-direction:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz + tz, z), t ∈ K∗,
(D) Horizontal move in z-direction:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz, z),
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(E) Translational move with translation in x-direction 2:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xy + ry, y, yz), r ∈ K∗,
(F) Horizontal move in y-direction:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xy, y, yz),
(G) Vertical move:
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (x, xy, xz).
The naming of the moves arise from the corresponding transformations of the Newton
polyhedra. The formulas are compatible with the flags F and G at a respectively a′
which is shown in more generality in [22].
=
a’32a’
a’1
E
z=0=
y=0
Figure 2.3: Partition of the exceptional divisor E ∼= P2 into the three locally closed
subsets {z 6= 0}, {z = 0, y 6= 0} and {z = y = 0}.
The difficulty in finding a local resolution invariant associated to f and in proving that
it drops under a (point) blowup in all points a′ ∈ E lies in the fact that the seven moves
(and moves coming from blowups in larger centers) transform the Newton polyhedron
N(F ) in very different manners. Therefore it is a very challenging task to control them
with one (vector of) measure(s).
Consider the three affine charts on E induced by the coordinates (x, y, z) at a in A3K :
The origins of these charts are the intersection points of E with the strict transforms
of the coordinate hyperplanes x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 in A˜3K . The situations where
a′ ∈ E is not one of these origins correspond to the translational moves (A)-(D).
Among these, move (A) is the most complicated one, since here the Newton polyhe-
dron transforms in the most complicated manner. It is hence natural to consider this
case first and try to find a measure which always decreases under move (A) and doesn’t
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increase under the remaining moves. Afterwards this component has to be comple-
mented by an additional measure, which decreases in all cases where the first measure
has remained constant under moves (B)-(G).
It is well-known that the classical resolution invariant used in characteristic zero – order
of ideals and their associated coefficient ideals – can possibly increase when consid-
ered in positive characteristic (see for instance [38] or [20]). In the next section some
reasonable measures are defined and their behavior under blowup is examined. In sec-
tion 2.6 the behavior of the previously defined shade under point blowup is studied in
detail, since it is up to now the most promising measure. One reason for this is that a
result of Moh (cf. [38] and [20]) implies that the shade can increase under translational
moves at most by 1.
A detailed study of this phenomena should detect whether after such an increase the
Newton polyhedron of F ∗ is of a certain special shape or in a certain special position
in the positive octant, which could be used to guarantee that such an increase can’t
happen infinitely many times during the resolution process and that a certain measure
decreases in the long run.
After having found a candidate for a measure (possibly the shade subtracted by some
not yet specified correction term) which always decreases under move (A), one has to
show that this measure doesn’t increase under the remaining 6 moves. Then one should
search for the second component of the resolution invariant and so on.
2.5 Measures which have been studied up to now
In this section I will state the most reasonable measures which I have studied up to
now. Moreover I will give for all of them, with the exception of the shade (see below),
examples which show that these measures are inappropriate to define a local resolution
invariant.
Measure 1: degxy − ordxy
In analogy to the invariant “height” used in the surface case (where height(F ) =
degy(F ) − ordy(F ), see section 1.4 of chapter 1), a first guess for a possible mea-
sure in the threefold case is
degxy(F )− ordxy(F ).
But one can easily see that this measure behaves more or less arbitrarily under mono-
mial moves:
Example 1. Let p = 2 and
F (x, y, z) = x8 + y7 + z
with degxy(F ) − ordxy(F ) = 8 − 0 = 8. Now consider the transform of F under the
monomial move in x-direction, i.e.,
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (x, xy, xz) = x8 + x7y7 + xz.
Then degxy(F
∗)− ordxy(F ∗) = 14− 1 = 13. The measure has hence increased by 5!
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Measure 2: degx + degy − ordx − ordy
Another reasonable measure would be
degx + degy − ordx − ordy.
Nevertheless the next example shows that it doesn’t behave nice under monomial
moves:
Example 2. Let p = 3 and
F (x, y, z) = x4y3 + y4 + z.
Then degx(F ) + degy(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F ) = 4 + 4− 0− 0 = 8. Now consider
the transform of F under the monomial move (x, y, z)→ (x, xy, xz), i.e.,
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (x, xy, xz) = x7y3 + x4y4 + xz.
Thus degx(F
∗) + degy(F
∗)− ordx(F ∗)− ordy(F ∗) = 7 + 4− 1− 0 = 10.
Measure 3: degxy − ordx − ordy
Next we considered the similar, but a little bit more refined measure
ordxy(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F ).
But in the following example it can be seen that it is not suited as a resolution invariant
either:
Example 3. Let p = 2 and
F (x, y, z) = xyz(x+ y + z) + xyz2(x2 + y2 + xy).
Then degxy(F )−ordx(F )−ordy(F ) = 3−1−1 = 1 and F ∗ = F (xz+z, yz+z, z)
equals
F ∗ = z4(x2y + xy2 + xy) + z6(x3 + x2y + xy2 + y3 + x3y + xy3).
Therefore degxy(F
∗)− ordx(F ∗)− ordy(F ∗) = 3− 0− 0 = 3.
One reason for this behavior under translational blowups is that it is impossible to con-
trol degxy after blowup (see for instance Proposition 9 in section 2.3).
Note that this measure also increases under monomial moves (see for instance example
1 above).
Measure 4: ordxy − ordx − ordy
Since degxy is not controllable under translational blowups, whereas ordxy is (see
Proposition 9 in section 2.3), it is reasonable to consider the measure
ordxy(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F ).
But it still isn’t able to measure the improvement of F under translational blowups: In
the last example one would have
ordxy(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F ) = 2− 1− 1 = 0,
ordxy(F ∗)− ordx(F ∗)− ordy(F ∗) = 2− 0− 0 = 2.
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Measure 5: shade = ord− ordx − ordy − ordz
In analogy to the local resolution invariant used for the proof of resolution of singu-
larities over fields of characteristic zero, I started to examine this measure also in the
case of characteristic p > 0. In a first step I examined the purely inseparable surface
case (see section 1.9 of chapter 1). In this situation I was able to find, besides the new
invariant “height–bonus”, an appropriate “correction” of the measure “shade ” which
yields a strictly decreasing resolution invariant. My next goal was to generalize this
measure to threefolds, i.e., set
shade(F ) = ord(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F )− ordz(F ),
and study its behavior (see figure 2.2 for an illustration of the shade of F ). This treat-
ment is done in detail in section 2.6. Though I was up to now not able to find a “correc-
tion term” for it which yields a strictly decreasing invariant, I still believe that it is the
most promising measure which I have considered so far. One reason for this is that the
shade behaves well under monomial moves. A second reason is that a result of Moh
(cf. [38] and [20]) implies that the shade can increase under translational blowups at
most by 1 (see Propositions 9 and Corollary 5 respectively Proposition 11 and Corol-
lary 6). But one possibly needs further insight in the situation after such an increase
and a good idea to define an appropriate “correction term” which ensures the decreas-
ing of the invariant.
2.6 Behavior of the shade under point blowups
The goal of this section is to study the behavior of the shade under point blowups. Let
for this purpose a be a closed point of A3K and F a fixed local flag in A3K at a. Denote
by pi : A˜3K → A3 the blowup of A3K with center Z = {a} and exceptional divisor
E = pi−1(Z) ∼= P2. Furthermore denote by R′ the Rees algebra of the coordinate ring
R of A3K and by f∗ ∈ R′/R′p the total transform of an element f ∈ Q = R/Rp under
pi, which is defined as the equivalence class of the total transform F ∗ of a representa-
tive F of f .
Let f in the sequel be an element of Q = R/Rp. Denote by d the order of f and
by fd its initial form. Further the parity par(e) of an element e ∈ N is defined as 1, if
e ≡ 0 mod p, and 0 otherwise.
Fix throughout this section subordinate coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ CF at a realizing the
shade of f , i.e., satisfying
shade(F ) = shade(f),
where F (x, y, z) denotes the expansion of f ∈ Q with respect to x, y and z. Let
a′ ∈ E be a point above a. Depending on the point a′ ∈ E and s, t = 0 or not, the
expansion of the total transform F ∗ of f∗ in R̂′a′ ∼= K[[x, y, z]] is given by one of the
moves (A)–(G) defined in the last section of this chapter.
Remark 12. Note that there could be several different subordinate coordinates in CF
realizing the shade of f . For sake of simplicity, we will always choose among these
minimizing coordinates a triple (x, y, z) in which the blowup R̂a → R̂′a′ can be de-
scribed with as few translations as possible. This assumption implies for instance, that
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under move (A) the situation ordx(F ∗) + ordy(F ∗) ≥ ordx(F ) + ordy(F ) can not
occur (compare to remark 7 in chapter 1). This is due to the fact that the transformation
(x, y, z) → (xz + sz, yz + tz, z) with s, t 6= 0 can be regarded as the composi-
tion of the translation ϕ : (x, y, z) → (x + sz, y + tz, z) and the monomial move
(D) : (x, y, z) → (xz, yz, z). By the minimality of shade(F ), the first one satisfies
ordx(ϕ(F )) + ordy(ϕ(F )) ≤ ordx(F ) + ordy(F ) and the second clearly leaves the
order with respect to the variable x respectively y invariant. Furthermore the same ar-
guing shows that if ordx(ϕ(F )) + ordy(ϕ(F )) = ordx(F ) + ordy(F ), then there exist
subordinate coordinates realizing the shade of f such that the blowup is monomial.
Similar considerations for the remaining translational moves yield that under the trans-
formations (A), (B), (C) and (E) only the following situations have to be considered:
Move (A): ordx(F ∗) + ordy(F ∗) < ordx(F ) + ordy(F ),
Move (B): ordx(F ∗) < ordx(F ),
Move (C): ordy(F ∗) < ordy(F ),
Move (E): ordx(F ∗) < ordx(F ).
2.6.1 Result of Moh & Consequences – General Case
Before studying the moves (A)–(G) separately in detail, we will first apply a result of
Moh (see Proposition 2, page 989 in [38], or Theorem 3 in [20]) to the general situation
of a homogenous polynomial in m+ n variables and a translation in m− 1 directions:
Proposition 7. Let Fd(x, y) be a homogenous polynomial of degree d in the m + n
variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, . . . , ym). Further let w = (y1, . . . , ym−1)
and t = (t1, . . . , tm−1, 0) ∈ (K∗)m−1 × {0}. Denote by F+d the polynomial
F+d (x, y) = Fd(x, y + t · ym).
Then
ordw(F+d ) ≤ shade(Fd) + par(d),
where for an element H ∈ K[[x, y]] the shade of H is defined as shade(H) :=
ord(H)−∑ni=1 ordxi(H)−∑mj=1 ordyj (H).
Proof. Write the homogenous polynomial Fd as
Fd(x, y) =
d∑
i1=ox1
· · ·
d∑
in=oxn
d∑
j1=oy1
· · ·
d∑
jm−1=oym−1
cij · xi · wj · yd−|i|−|j|m
with i = (i1, . . . , in), j = (j1, . . . , jm−1), |i| = i1 + . . .+ in, |j| = j1 + . . .+ jm−1,
cij ∈ K and where oxi respectively oyj denote ordxi(Fd) respectively ordyj (Fd). Now
decompose Fd in the following way: Fd =
∑d
i1=ox1
· · ·∑din=oxn Fd,i with
Fd,i = xi ·
d∑
j1=oy1
· · ·
d∑
jm−1=oym−1
cij · wj · yd−|i|−|j|m .
We will prove the following assertion, which immediately implies the inequality of the
proposition (for illustrations in the situations n = 1,m = 2 respectively n = 0,m = 3
see figures 2.4 and 2.7):
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Claim (?). Set F+d,i(x, y, z) = Fd,i(x, y + t · ym). Then all polynomials Fd,i 6= 0 in
the expansion of Fd satisfy
ordw(F+d,i) ≤ shade(Fd)−
(
|i| −
n∑
i=1
ordxi(Fd)
)
+ par(i) · par(d),
where par(i) := par(i1) · · · par(in).
x
y
z
y
x
z
Figure 2.4: Geometric illustration of the claim (?) appearing in the proof of Proposi-
tion 7, specialized to the case n = 1,m = 2.
Set u := ordw(F+d,i).
(1) Let us first examine the case par(i) · par(d) = 1, i.e., that i1, . . . , in, d ≡ 0 mod p.
(a) Note first that the term yoy11 · · · y
oym−1
m−1 · yoymm divides Fd,i. Consequently F+d,i ∈
y
oym
m 〈y1 + t1ym〉oy1 · · · 〈ym−1 + tm−1ym〉oym−1 . Thus for 1 ≤ j < m
∂yjF
+
d,i ∈ yoymm 〈y1 + t1ym〉oy1 · · · 〈yj + tjym〉oyj−1 · · · 〈ym−1 + tm−1ym〉oym−1 .
(b) By definition of u = ordw(F+d,i), there exist polynomials Rα(w, ym) such that
F+d,i(x, y) = x
i
∑
|α|=u
Rα(w, ym)wα
with α = (α1, . . . , αm−1) and where at least one tuple α ∈ Nm−1 with |α| = u
satisfies Rα(0, ym) 6= 0 and α /∈ p · Nm−1. Choose such an α. Assume w.l.o.g. that
α1 /∈ p · N. Then ∂y1F+d,i 6= 0 and
∂y1F
+
d,i ∈ 〈y1〉α1−1 · 〈y2〉α2 · · · 〈ym−1〉αm−1 .
Together observations (a) und (b) yield
∂y1F
+
d,i ∈ yoymm 〈y1 + t1ym〉oy1−1 · · · 〈ym−1 + tm−1ym〉oym−1 ∩ 〈w〉u−1.
And since by assumption tj 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ j < m, this yields
∂y1F
+
d,i ∈ yoymm 〈y1 + t1ym〉oy1−1 · · · 〈ym−1 + tm−1ym〉oym−1 · 〈w〉u−1.
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Due to ord(F+d,i) = ord(Fd,i) = d− |i|, it follows that
(ox1 + . . .+ oxn) + (oy1 + . . .+ oym − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=d−shade(Fd)−1
+u− 1− (ox1 + . . .+ oxn) ≤ d− |i| − 1.
Hence ordw(F+d,i) = u ≤ shade(Fd)− (|i| − ox1 − . . .− oxn) + 1 as asserted.
(2) In the same way as in (1) one can deduce that in the case par(i) · par(d) = 0 one
has
F+d,i ∈ yoymm 〈y1 + t1ym〉oy1 · · · 〈ym−1 + tm−1ym〉oym−1 · 〈w〉u
This implies ordw(F+d,i) = u ≤ shade(Fd)− (|i| − ox1 − . . .− oxn).
The last proposition can be used to prove the following relation between the shade of
F respectively F ∗ (compare to Lemma 10 in chapter 1):
Proposition 8. Let F (x, y) ∈ K[[x, y]] with x = (x1, . . . , xn), y = (y1, . . . , ym) and
d = ord(F ). Further let t = (t1, . . . , tm−1, 0) ∈ (K∗)m−1 × {0}. Set F ∗(x, y) =
F (x · ym, y · ym + t · ym). Then
shade(F ∗) +
m−1∑
j=1
ordyj (F
∗) ≤ shade(F ) + par(d).
Proof. Decompose F similarly as in the proof of Proposition 7 into
F (x, y) = Fd(x, y) +H(x, y)
=
d∑
i1=ox1
· · ·
d∑
in=oxn
Fd,i(x, y) +H(x, y)
with
Fd,i(x, y) := xi ·
d∑
j1=oy1
· · ·
d∑
jm−1=oym−1
cij · wj · yd−|i|−|j|m ,
where w = (y1, . . . , ym−1) and ord(H) > d. Applying the transformation (x, y) →
(x · ym, y · ym + t · ym) yields
F ∗(x, y) = F (x · ym, y · ym + t · ym)
=
d∑
i1=ox1
· · ·
d∑
in=oxn
F ∗d,i(x, y) +H(x · ym, y · ym + t · ym)
with
F ∗d,i(x, y) = x
i · ydm ·
d∑
j1=oy1
· · ·
d∑
jm−1=oym−1
cij · (w + t′)j ,
where t′ := (t1, . . . , tm−1). It is obvious that ordym(Fd(x · ym, y · ym + t · ym)) = d
and ordz(H(x ·ym, y ·ym+ t ·ym)) ≥ d+1. Moreover one can deduce from the proof
of Proposition 7 that all Fd,i(x, y) 6= 0 in the expansion of Fd satisfy
ordw(F ∗d,i) ≤ shade(Fd)−
(
|i| −
n∑
i=1
ordxi(Fd)
)
+ par(i) · par(d).
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This immediately implies
ord(F ∗d,i(x, y)) ≤ |i|+ d+
(
shade(Fd)− |i|+
n∑
i=1
ordxi(Fd) + par(i) · par(d)
)
= 2d−
m∑
j=1
ordyj (Fd) + par(i) · par(d).
Hence ord(F ∗) ≤ 2d −∑mj=1 ordyj (Fd) + par(d). Note further that ordym(F ∗) = d
and ordxi(F
∗) = ordxi(F ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Consequently
shade(F ∗) +
m−1∑
j=1
ordyj (F
∗) = ord(F ∗)−
n∑
i=1
ordxi(F
∗)− ordym(F ∗)
≤ d−
n∑
i=1
ordxi(F )−
m∑
j=1
ordyj (Fd) + par(d)
≤ d−
n∑
i=1
ordxi(F )−
m∑
j=1
ordyj (F ) + par(d)
= shade(F ) + par(d).
The last proposition immediately implies the following corollary:
Corollary 4. Let be the setting as in the last proposition. Then
shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F ) + par(d).
2.6.2 Translational moves with translations in two directions
In this section we want to study the behavior of the shade under translation moves of
the form F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz + tz, z) with s, t ∈ K∗ (compare to the similar
treatment in the case of one dimension less in part (A) of section 1.6.1 in chapter 1).
Result of Moh for move (A)
Applying Proposition 7 of section 2.6.1 to the current situation yields:
Proposition 9. Let Fd be a homogenous polynomial of degree d and F+d (x, y, z) =
Fd(x+ sz, y + tz, z) with s, t 6= 0. Then
ordxy(F+d ) ≤ shade(Fd) + par(d).
Remark 13. In the case of par(d) = 0 one can prove the statement of the last propo-
sition also in a more geometric manner, which we will indicate in the sequel. Note
that in this case none of the exponents (α, β, γ) of terms cαβγxαyβzγ occurring in the
expansion of Fd and F+d are elements of p · N3. Therefore one doesn’t have to take
care about “holes” in the Newton polyhedron.
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For a better understanding consider first the situation of a homogenous polynomial Fd
of degree d in only two variables, i.e.,
Fd(y, z) =
a∑
i=0
ciy
n−izm+i
with ci ∈ K, c0, ca 6= 0. Now consider the transformation
ϕ : (y, z)→ (y + tz, z),
where t ∈ K∗ (see figure 2.5).
a
m
n
z
y
Figure 2.5: The transformation of Fd under ϕ : (y, z)→ (y + tz, z), t 6= 0.
This yields
ϕ(F ) =
a∑
i=0
ci(y + tz)n−izm+i =
a∑
i=0
n−i∑
j=0
ci
(
n− i
j
)
tjyn−i−jzm+i+j
=
n∑
i=0
c′iy
izm+n−i,
where the new coefficients c′i of ϕ(F ) are for i = 0, . . . , a given by the following for-
mula:

c′0 · t0
c′1 · t1
...
c′a · ta
 = tn ·

(
n
0
) (
n−1
0
) · · · (n−a−10 ) (n−a0 )(
n
1
) (
n−1
1
) · · · (n−a−11 ) (n−a1 )
... · · · ... · · · · · ·(
n
a
) (
n−1
a
) · · · (n−a−1a ) (n−aa )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M
·

c0 · t−0
c1 · t−1
...
ca · t−a

It can be checked that the matrix M is invertible (see [50]). Or formulated differently,
the relation between the coefficients c0, . . . , ca of Fd and the coefficients c′0, . . . , c
′
a of
F+d is bijective. Since by assumption c0, ca 6= 0, it follows that at least one of the
coefficients c′0, . . . , c
′
a is not equal to 0. This implies in the case d /∈ p ·N immediately
that ordy(F+d ) ≤ a.
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Consider now – as in the last proposition – a homogenous polynomial Fd of degree d
in three variables (see figure 2.6), i.e.,
Fd(x, y, z) =
d−oy−oz∑
i=ox
d−oz−i∑
j=oy
cijx
iyjzd−i−j ,
where ox, oy and oz denote ordx(Fd), ordy(Fd) respectively ordz(Fd), and its trans-
form
F+d (x, y, z) = Fd(x+ sz, y + tz, z) =
d∑
k=0
d∑
l=0
c′klx
kylzd−k−l,
where s, t 6= 0. Recall that we are only considering the case par(d) = 0.
x
y
z
d
d
do
o
o x
y
z
Figure 2.6: Illustration of a homogenous series Fd with degree d.
Then the following statements hold (cf. chapter 11 of [20] for more details): The
transformation matrixM = (Mi,j;k,l) from the coefficients cij of Fd to the coefficients
c′kl of F
+
d is given by
Mi,j;k,l = cijsi−ktj−l
(
i
k
)(
j
l
)
.
Furthermore the matrix (
Mox+i,oy+j;k,l
)
0≤i+j,k+l≤shade(Fd)
is invertible. This implies the assertion of the last proposition, i.e., the inequality
ordxy ≤ shade(Fd).
Note that the main reason for considering the shade instead of a different measure is
that then the relation between the coefficients cij of Fd and the coefficients c′kl of F
+
d
can be described by the invertible matrix Bi,j;k,l. If one uses a different measure, it is
not clear at all how to find a bijective relation between the coefficients of Fd and F+d .
Geometrically the last proposition can be described in the following way (see fig-
ure 2.7): Consider the smallest equilateral triangle which circumscribes the support
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supp(Fd) of Fd. Its vertices are given by (d−oy−oz, oy, oz), (ox, d−ox−oz, oz) and
(ox, oy, d−ox−oy). Then the triangle generated by the three vertices (shade(Fd), 0, d−
shade(Fd)), (0, shade(Fd), d − shade(Fd)) and (0, 0, d) – which has the same size as
the original one – contains at least one point (α, β, γ) ∈ N3 such that the corresponding
monomial xαyβzγ occurs in the expansion of F+d and has a non vanishing coefficient.
x
y
z
x
y
z
Figure 2.7: Geometric description of the phenomenon of Proposition 9.
Examples. In the sequel we will give some examples which illustrate that the bound
of the previous inequality is sharp. Note that series Fd for which the inequality
ordxy(F+d ) = shade(Fd) + 1 (4)
holds, must have a very special form. Before we state some examples fulfilling (4),
we will indicate two necessary conditions for such series Fd. Write Fd as
Fd(x, y, z) = xkylzm ·A(x, y, z)
with k, l,m ∈ N, A ∈ K[x, y, z] with deg(A) = e. Assume for sake of simplicity
that k, l,m < p. Then the invertibility of the transformation matrix Bi,j;k,l (see last
remark) implies that (4) can only occur if the following conditions are satisfied (for
more details we refer to chapter 16 in [20] respectively Theorem 3 in section 1.10 of
chapter 1):
(1) the degree d = k + l +m+ e of Fd is a multiple of p,
(2) k + l +m ≤ (ϕp(k, l,m)− 1) · p,
where ϕp(n1, . . . , nm) := #{i;ni /∈ p · N} and k, l, m denote the residues of k, l, m
modulo p.
Example 4. Let p = 2 and
Fd(x, y, z) = xyz(x+ y + z).
Consider the transform F+d (x, y, z) = Fd(x+ 1 · z, y + 1 · z, z) in R/Rp, i.e.,
F+d (x, y, z) = x
2yz + xy2z + xyz2.
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Then: ordxy(F+d ) = 2 = 1 + 1 = shade(Fd) + 1!
Example 5. Let p = 2, s, t = 1 and
Fd(x, y, z) = xy(x2 + y2)
with shade(Fd) = 2. Then
F+d (x, y, z) = x
3y + xy3 + x3z + y3z + x2yz + xy2z
with ordxy(F+d ) = 3.
Example 6. Let p = 3 and
Fd(x, y, z) = x2y2z(x+ y − z).
Consider its transform F+d (x, y, z) = Fd(x+ z, y + z, z), i.e.,
F+d (x, y, z) = xy · (x2yz + xy2z − x2z2 − xyz2 − y2z2 + xz3 + yz3 − z4).
Then: ordxy(F+d ) = 2 = 1 + 1 = shade(Fd) + 1.
Example 7. Let p = 3, s = 1 and t = 2. Furthermore let
Fd(x, y, z) = xy(x− y)
with shade(Fd) = 1. Then
F+d (x, y, z) = x
2y + 2xy2 + xyz + 2x2z + 2y2z
with ordxy(F+d ) = 2.
Examples. Now we will consider the case par(d) = 0, i.e., d /∈ p · N, and state an
example, where the inequality of the last proposition is strict.
Example 8. Let p = 5 and
Fd(x, y, z) = x2 − 2xy + y2
with shade(Fd) = ord(Fd)− ordx(Fd)− ordy(Fd)− ordz(Fd) = 2− 0− 0− 0 = 2.
Now consider its transform F+d (x, y, z) = Fd(x+ 1 · z, y + 1 · z, z) in R/Rp, i.e.,
F+d (x, y, z) = x
2 − 2xy + y2 = Fd(x, y, z).
Then: ordxy(F+d ) = 2 = shade(Fd)!
Behaviour of the shade under translational moves of type (A)
The next proposition is a specialization of Proposition 8 of section 2.6.1 and establishes
the relation between the shade of Fd and F ∗ under move (A).
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Proposition 10. Let F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz + tz, z) with s, t 6= 0 and d =
ord(F ). Then
shade(F ∗) + ordx(F ∗) + ordy(F ∗) ≤ shade(Fd) + par(d).
Remark 14. The last proposition shows that the shade may, as in the case of one dimen-
sion less, increase at most by 1! Moreover it suggests to define the “correction term”
for an element F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] according to the adjacency of F to the yz-plane and the
xz-plane, i.e., in accordance with the values of ordx(F ) and ordy(F ) (see also remark
16). Further it is worth mentioning that this correction term is only of importance if
ord(F ∗) is given by the order of (Fd)∗ (cf. proof of Proposition 8 in section 2.6.1).
Proposition 10 immediately implies the following corollary:
Corollary 5. Let F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz+ sz, yz+ tz, z) with s, t 6= 0 and d = ord(F ).
Then
shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F ) + par(d).
Examples. The bounds of the previous corollary are sharp too:
Example 9. Let p = 2 and s, t = 1. Consider
F (x, y, z) = xyz(x+ y + z) + xyz2(x2 + y2 + z2)
with shade(Fd) = 1. Then an easy computation yields that
F ∗ = z4(xy + x2y + xy2) + z6(y + x3 + x2y + xy2 + y3 + x3y2 + x2y3 + xy4).
Consequently
shade(F ∗) = ord(F ∗)− ordx(F ∗)− ordy(F ∗)− ordz(F ∗)
= 6− 0− 0− 4 = 2.
Example 10. Let again be p = 2 and s, t = 1. Furthermore let
F (x, y, z) = xyz(x+ y + z) + xyz2(x2 + xy).
Then shade(Fd) = 1 and
F ∗ = z4(xy + x2y + xy2) + z6(x+ y + xy + x3 + x2y + x3y).
Thus shade(F ∗) = 6− 0− 0− 4 = 2 (see figure 2.8).
Example 11. Let p = 2, s, t = 1 and
F (x, y, z) = xy(x2 + y2 + xy) + xy3(x2z2 + z2 + x2y2).
Then a simple computation shows that shade(F ∗) = 7 − 0 − 0 − 4 = 3 = 2 + 1 =
shade(Fd) + 1.
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Figure 2.8: A series F (x, y, z) with shade(Fd) = 1 and shade(F ∗) = 2.
Example 12. Let p = 5 and s, t = 1. Consider
F (x, y, z) = x2 − 2xy + y2 + x3 − 3x2y + 3xy2 − y3
with shade(Fd) = 2. Then
F ∗(x, y, z) = z2(x2 − 2xy + y2) + z3(x3 − 3x2y + 3xy2 − y3)
and shade(F ∗) = ord(F ∗)− ordx(F ∗)− ordy(F ∗)− ordz(F ∗) = 4− 0− 0− 2 = 2.
Remark 15. Consider again the last example, where p = 5 and F (x, y, z) = (x −
y)2 + (x − y)3. It is simple matter to check that successive translation moves of
type (A) in the fixed local coordinates (x, y, z) yield a sequence of transforms F ∗ =
F (xz + 1 · z, yz, z), F ∗∗ = F ∗(xz + 1 · z, yz, z), . . . , which all have the same shade
as F :
F (x, y, z) = (x− y)2 + (x− y)3 shade(F ) = 2− 0− 0− 0 = 2,
F ∗(x, y, z) = z2(x− y)2 + z3(x− y)3 shade(F ∗) = 4− 0− 0− 2 = 2,
F ∗∗(x, y, z) = z4(x− y)2 + z6(x− y)3 shade(F ∗∗) = 6− 0− 0− 4 = 2,
...
...
F (i)(x, y, z) = z2i(x− y)2 + z3i(x− y)3 shade(F (i)) = (2i+ 2)− 0− 2i = 2.
But note that the coordinate change ϕ : (x, y, z)→ (x+ y, y, z) would yield
ϕ(F ) = x2 + x3 = x2(1 + x)
and shade(ϕ(F )) = 2− 2− 0− 0 = 0. Thus f is already monomial!
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Remark 16. As already indicated in remark 14, due to Proposition 10 a first guess
for a “correction term” bonus(F ) for the measure shade would be the following: Set
bonus(F ) equal to 1+δ if ordx(F ) = 0 = ordy(F ), equal to ε if ordx(F )+ordy(F ) =
1 and equal to 0 otherwise, where δ, ε ∈ K∗ with 0 < ε < δ < 1. Note that then the
measure shade(F )−bonus(F ) decreases in all examples (except in example 12, where
a linear coordinate change ϕ would actually yield shade(ϕ(F )) = 0) stated in this sec-
tion. But it is not clear, if this is just a coincidence. Moreover the correction term has
to control the possibly increase under move (A) as well as potentially increases under
the translational moves (B), (C) and (E).
Examination of initial forms without a specific monomial
During intensive investigation of the behavior of the shade under translational moves
of type (A), the following question arised:
Question (♦). Assume that the vertex (ordx(Fd), ordy(Fd), d − ordx(Fd) −
ordy(Fd)) is not contained in the support supp(Fd) of Fd, where d = ord(F )
and Fd denotes the initial form of F . Is then the bound of Proposition 9 not
anymore sharp?
If the answer to the question would be positive, the situations where an increase of
shade happens, could be restricted to series F whose initial form Fd contain the mono-
mial corresponding to the vertex(ordx(Fd), ordy(Fd), d − ordx(Fd) − ordy(Fd)) ∈
N(F ). But unfortunately the answer to the question posed above is negative, which we
will see in the sequel.
To tackle question (♦), we will first to compute the transformation matrix between
the coefficients cij of Fd and the coefficients c′kl of F
+
d for small values of shade (see
remark 13) explicitly.
For this purpose let Fd(x, y, z) be a homogenous polynomial in three variables of de-
gree d and with shade(Fd) = a, i.e.,
Fd(x, y, z) =
a∑
i=0
a−i∑
j=0
cijx
m+iyn+jzd−m−i−n−j ,
where cij ∈ K.
We want to investigate the behavior of Fd under a translational move ϕ : (x, y, z) →
(x + sz, y + tz, z), where s, t ∈ K∗, under the assumption that the corner vertex
(m,n, d−m− n) is not contained in supp(Fd). We will hence assume that
c00 = 0.
Furthermore we will restrict to the case that
d ≡ 0 mod p,
since it is the more delicate one.
Is it possible that in this special configuration the bound of the inequality of Proposition
9 is not sharp, i.e., that
ordxy(ϕ(Fd)) < shade(Fd) + 1
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is fulfilled? To simplify the notation we will dehomogenize the problem by setting
z = 1 and pose the same question for the polynomial
F˜d(x, y) =
a∑
i=0
a−i∑
j=0
cijx
m+iyn+j
with c00 = 0 and shade equal to a (see figure 2.9) and the translation
φ : (x, y)→ (x+ s, y + t),
s, t ∈ K∗.
y
n+an
m
m+a
x
Figure 2.9: The support of an initial form Fd whose corner vertex is missing.
Applying φ yields
φ(F˜d) =
a∑
i=0
a−i∑
j=0
cij(x+ s)m+i(y + t)n+j
=
m∑
k=0
n−i∑
l=0
c′klx
iyj
with coefficients c′kl ∈ K. Note that the assumption d ≡ 0 mod p implies that the
coefficient c′00 (which corresponds in the homogenized situation to the monomial z
d)
is equal to 0.
Case shade(Fd) = 1:
Let the shade of Fd(x, y, z) be equal to 1, i.e., let F˜d be of the form
F˜d(x, y) = xmyn · (c10x+ c01y).
Then the first two coefficients c′10 and c
′
01 of φ(F˜d)) are given by the following matrix:
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(
c′10 · t−1
c′01 · s−1
)
= sm−1tn−1 ·
(
1 +
(
m
1
) (
m
1
)(
n
1
)
1 +
(
n
1
) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M
·
(
c10 · s
c01 · t
)
This immediately implies that
det(M) = 1 +m+ n.
ThereforeM is in general not an invertible matrix! Hence the the bound of Proposition
9 might still be strict. The following example illustrates that this is really the case:
Example 13. Let p, d = 5, s, t = 1 and F˜d(x, y) = x2y2(x+ y) with shade(Fd) = 1.
Then
φ(F˜d) = −x2 + 2xy − y2 + terms of higher order.
One can easily check that ordxy(Fd(x+1·z, y+1·z, z) = ordxy(F˜d(x+1, y+1)) = 2,
so the bound of Proposition 9 is strict!
Case shade(Fd) = 2:
Let the shade of F (x, y, z) be equal to 2, i.e.,
F˜d(x, y) = xmyn · (c10x+ c20x2 + c11xy + c02y2 + c01y).
Then the coefficients c′kl of φ(F˜d) with 0 ≤ k + l ≤ 2 are given by the following
formula:

c′10 · s−1t−2
c′20 · t−2
c′11 · s−1t−1
c′02 · s−2
c′01 · s−2t−1
 = sm−2tn−2 ·M ·

c10 · s1
c20 · s2
c11 · s1t1
c02 · t2
c01 · t1

with M equal to

1 +
(
m
1
)
2 +
(
m
1
)
1 +
(
m
1
) (
m
1
) (
m
1
)(
m
1
)
+
(
m
2
)
1 + 2
(
m
1
)
+
(
m
2
) (
m
1
)
+
(
m
2
) (
m
2
) (
m
2
)(
n
1
)
+
(
m
1
)(
n
1
) (
m
1
)(
n
1
)
+ 2
(
n
1
)
1 +
(
m
1
)
+
(
n
1
)
+
(
m
1
)(
n
1
)
2
(
m
1
)
+
(
m
1
)(
n
1
) (
m
1
)
+
(
m
1
)(
n
1
)(
n
2
) (
n
2
) (
n
1
)
+
(
n
2
)
1 + 2
(
n
1
)
+
(
n
2
) (
n
1
)
+
(
n
2
)(
n
1
) (
n
1
)
1 +
(
n
1
)
2 +
(
n
1
)
1 +
(
n
1
)

Since the determinant of this matrix is given by
det(M) =
1
2
· (m2 + n2) +mn+ 3
2
· (m+ n) + 1 = 1
2
· (m+ n+ 1) · (m+ n+ 2)
it is easy to see that the matrixM is in general not invertible! Here is an example where
the bound of Proposition 9 is really sharp:
Example 14. Let p = 3, d = 6, s, t = 1 and F˜d(x, y) = xy · (2x+x2 +xy+ y2 + 2y)
with shade(Fd) = 2. Then
φ(F˜d) = xy(x+ y + x2 + xy + y2).
Thus ordxy(Fd(x+ 1 · z, y + 1 · z, z)) = ordxy(F˜d(x+ 1, y + 1) = 3.
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Answer. Examples 13 and 14 show that the question (♦) posed in the beginning of
this paragraph can unfortunately not be answered positively.
2.6.3 Translational moves with translations in one direction
We now want to examine the behavior of the shade under the three translational moves
(B), (C) and (E), which involve only translations in one direction:
(B) F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz, z), s ∈ K∗,
(C) F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz + tz, z), t ∈ K∗,
(E) F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xy + ry, y, yz), r ∈ K∗.
We use here the same notations as in section 2.6.2, i.e., f denotes an element of Q =
R/Rp and F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] its expansion with respect to subordinate local coordinates
(x, y, z). Moreover we again denote by d = ord(f) and by fd be the initial form of f .
As before, we define the parity par(e) of e ∈ N as 1, if e ≡ 0 mod p, and 0 otherwise.
Result of Moh for moves (B), (C) and (E)
Specialization of Proposition 7 of section 2.6.1 to the moves (B), (C) and (E) results in:
Proposition 11. LetFd be a homogenous polynomial of degree d. SetF+d,(B)(x, y, z) =
Fd(x + sz, y, z), F+d,(C)(x, y, z) = Fd(x, y + tz, z) and F
+
d,(E)(x, y, z) = Fd(x +
ry, y, z) with r, s, t 6= 0. Then
Move (B): ordx
(
F+d,(B)
)
≤ shade(Fd) + par(d),
Move (C): ordy
(
F+d,(C)
)
≤ shade(Fd) + par(d),
Move (E): ordx
(
F+d,(E)
)
≤ shade(Fd) + par(d).
Remark 17. Due to the proof of Proposition 7 in section 2.6.1 it follows moreover,
that the bounds of the inequalities in Proposition 11 are only sharp, if the homogenous
polynomial Fd(x, y, z) is of very special shape, i.e.,
Move (B): Fd(x, y, z) = yoy ·
d−oy−oz∑
i=ox
cix
izd−oy−i with oy, d ∈ p · N,
Move (C): Fd(x, y, z) = xox ·
d−ox−oz∑
i=oy
ciy
izd−ox−i with ox, d ∈ p · N,
Move (E): Fd(x, y, z) = zoz ·
d−oy−oz∑
i=ox
cix
iyd−oz−i with oz, d ∈ p · N,
where ox, oy , oz denote ordx(Fd), ordy(Fd) respectively ordz(Fd).
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Behavior of the shade under the translational moves (B), (C) and (E)
Applying Proposition 8 of section 2.6.1 to the current moves yields the following
proposition (compare to Proposition 10 of section 2.6.2).
Proposition 12. LetF ∈ K[[x, y, z]] with d = ord(F ). Further denote byF ∗(B)(x, y, z) =
F (xz + sz, yz, z), F ∗(C)(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz + tz, z) and F
∗
(E)(x, y, z) = F (xy +
ry, y, yz) with r, s, t 6= 0. Then
Move (B): shade(F ∗(B)) + ordx
(
F ∗(B)
)
≤ shade(F ) + par(d),
Move (C): shade(F ∗(C)) + ordy
(
F ∗(C)
)
≤ shade(F ) + par(d),
Move (E): shade(F ∗(E)) + ordx
(
F ∗(E)
)
≤ shade(F ) + par(d).
Remark 18. The proposition above shows that the shade may increase under the trans-
lational moves (B), (C) and (E) also at most by 1 (compare to Proposition 10 and remark
14 in section 2.6.2). Further, similarly to the case of move (A), Proposition 12 indicates
to define the “correction term” to the measure shade for an element F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] in
accordance to values of ordx(F ) respectively ordy(F ), i.e., according to the adjacency
of F to the yz- respectively xz-plane. Nevertheless it is not clear at all how to define
for elements F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] one common “correction term” bonus(F ) to the measure
shade(F ) in order to get an invariant which (strictly) decreases for all translational
moves (A), (B), (C) and (E). Note that the correction term defined in remark 16 is for
instance not suitable to adjust increases of the shade under moves (B), (C) and (E). One
possibly needs further insight in the situation after such an increase and a good idea to
define an appropriate “correction term” which ensures the decreasing of the invariant.
The next statement is an immediate corollary to the last proposition:
Corollary 6. Let F ∗(x, y, z) be the transform of F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] under one of the
translational moves (B), (C) or (E) and d = ord(F ). Then
shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F ) + par(d).
2.6.4 Monomial moves
In this section we will investigate the behavior of the shade under the remaining three
moves
(D) F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz, z).
(F) F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xy, y, yz),
(G) F ∗(x, y, z) = F (x, xy, xz),
We will show that the shade can not increase under these transformations.
First note that in these three moves the positive characteristic of the field K does not
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play an important role: Consider for this purpose for example move (D), i.e., the mono-
mial transformation ψ : (x, y, z) → (xz, yz, z). Then the vertices (α, β, γ) of the
Newton polyhedron N(F ) of F transform via ψ in the following way:
(α, β, γ) ∈ N(F )→ (α, β, α+ β + γ) ∈ N(F ∗).
It is a simple matter to check that if the vertex (α, β, γ) ∈ N(F ) is not an element of
p · N3, then neither is (α, β, α + β + γ) ∈ N(F ∗). Thus under the monomial moves
there doesn’t occur the phenomena, as one has in the case of moves (A), (B), (C) and
(E), that certain monomials might vanish when applying the transformation yielding
F ∗. Therefore monomial moves are much simpler to handle than translational moves.
The following proposition shows that the shade can not increase under monomial
moves:
Proposition 13. Let F ∗ be one of the three monomial moves (D), (F) and (G), then
shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F ).
Proof. We will prove the result in the case of move (D), i.e., let
F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz, z).
The proof in the two remaining moves runs completely analogously.
Choose subordinate coordinates (x, y, z) such that shade(F ) = shade(f). It is obvious
that ordx(F ∗) = ordx(F ) and ordy(F ∗) = ordy(F ). Further one can easily see that
ordz(F ∗) = ord(F ). Moreover it is a simple matter to check that
ord(F ∗) ≤ 2 · ord(F )− ordz(F ).
Altogether this yields
shade(F ∗) = ord(F ∗)− ordx(F ∗)− ordy(F ∗)− ordz(F ∗)
≤ 2 · ord(F )− ordz(F )− ordx(F )− ordy(F )− ord(F )
= shade(F ).
Hence shade(f∗) ≤ shade(F ∗) ≤ shade(F ) = shade(f).
2.6.5 Behavior of the shade under two successive blowups
The goal of this section is to discuss the following question:
Is it possible that the shade increases twice in two successive blowups?
The answer to this question is for arbitrary threefolds up to my knowledge not known!
The next proposition will give a partial answer to this question. More precisely, we
will prove in the sequel that this is not possible when applying two successive point
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blowups.
Proposition 14. Let f be an element of Q = R/Rp and F ∈ K[[x, y, z]] its expan-
sion with respect to subordinate coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ CF realizing shade(f). Let
F ∗(x, y, z) be one of the transforms (A)–(G) and f∗ the corresponding element in
R′/R′p. Let (x′, y′, z′) ∈ CF be subordinate coordinates which satisfy shade(F ∗) =
shade(f∗), where F ∗(x, y, z) denotes the expansion of f∗ with respect to x′,, y′ and
z′. Further let F ∗∗(x′, y′, z′) be one of the transforms (A)–(G) and f∗∗ its equivalence
class. Then
shade(f∗∗) ≤ shade(f) + 1.
Especially: It is not possible that the shade increases twice in two successive point
blowups.
Proof. Since an increase of the shade can only occur under translational moves, we
are left with the consideration of moves (A), (B), (C) and (E). Recall that under these
transformations only certain situations have to be considered (see remark 12 at the
beginning of this section).
Assume that the shade has increased in the first blowup, i.e., that
shade(f∗) = shade(F ) + 1 (4)
(otherwise the statement of the result follows immediately from corollaries 5 and 6).
This especially implies that the order d of f has to be a multiple of p.
The rest of the proof falls naturally into four parts corresponding to the different types
of translational moves.
(A) Let F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz + tz, z) with s, t ∈ K∗. Then it follows by the
assumption (4) and Proposition 10 of section 2.6.2 that
ordx(F ∗) = ordy(F ∗) = 0.
Due to remark 12 this immediately implies that there exist subordinate coordinates
(x′, y′, z′) realizing shade(f∗) such that the second blowup is given by one of the
monomial moves (D), (F) or (G).
(B) Assume that F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz + sz, yz, z) with s 6= 0. Due to Proposition 12
of section 2.6.3, the assumption (4) implies that
ordx(F ∗) = 0.
Moreover the proof of proposition 8 in section 2.6.1 applied to move (B) implies that
if shade(F ∗) = shade(F ) + 1, then there exists at least one monomial
M := c · xshade(Fd)−(j−ordy(Fd))+1 · yj · zd,
where c ∈ K∗ and ordy(Fd) ≤ j ≤ d− ordx(Fd)− ordz(Fd), in the expansion of F ∗d
which is not a p-th power and satisfies j ∈ p ·N. Moreover, by the assumption (4) this
monomial fulfills ord(F ∗) = ord(M). Hence
d∗ := ord(F ∗) = (shade(Fd)− (j − ordy(Fd)) + 1) + j + d
= shade(Fd) + d+ ordy(Fd) + 1.
Since M is not a p-th power, i.e., (shade(Fd) − j + ordy(Fd) + 1, j, d) /∈ p · N3, and
d, j ≡ 0 mod p, it follows that shade(Fd)− j + ordy(Fd) + 1 /∈ p · N. Hence
d∗ = d+ shade(Fd) + ordy(Fd) + 1 /∈ p · N
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and thus par(d∗) = 0. Therefore a further increase of the shade under a subsequent
blowup is not possible.
(C,E) Analogously to (B), one can show that after the translational moves (C) and (E)
the order d∗ of f∗ is not a multiple p and hence no further increase of the shade can
occur when applying a subsequent translational move.
Remark 19. The last proposition shows that it is not possible that the shade increases
twice in two successive point blowups. But unfortunately it is not clear if it decreases
in the long run of the resolution process.
2.7 Monomial Case
Once F (x, y, z) is monomial, there is an easy way to lower the order of G (compare
to section 1.8 in chapter 1). We will describe this strategy here more generally for a
purely inseparable equation in n+ 1 variables, i.e., for
G(w, x1, . . . , xn) = wp + F (x1, . . . , xn)
with ord(G) = p. By assumption F (x1, . . . , xn) = xi11 · · ·xinn ·U(x1, . . . , xn), where
(i1, . . . , in) ∈ Nn\p ·Nn and U ∈ K[[x1, . . . , xn]]∗. After a formal coordinate change
one can further assume that G is of the form
G(w, x1, . . . , xn) = wp + xi11 · · ·xinn
with i1 + . . .+ in ≥ p.
Now the center of the next blowup is defined in the following way: Choose a sub-
set J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that∑
j∈J
ij ≥ p and
∑
j∈J\{j0}
ij < p for all j0 ∈ J.
Note that the first restriction ensures that the center is chosen inside the top locus of F .
Then the center of the blowup is set equal to
Z := V (w, xj ; j ∈ J).
In the w-chart one hence gets
G∗(w, x, y, z) = wp
(
1 + xi11 · · ·xinn w
P
j∈J ij−p
)
.
We thus get a variety which is smooth along the exceptional divisor w = 0. Now
consider the remaining charts of the blowup. Without loss of generality we will assume
that 1 ∈ J . Then the total transform of G in the x1-chart of the blowup is given by
G∗(w, x1, . . . , xn) = x
p
1
(
wp + x
P
j∈J ij−p
1 x
i2
2 · · ·xinn
)
.
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By the choice of the set J it follows that∑
j∈J
ij − p = i1 +
∑
j∈J\{1}
ij − p < i1.
Therefore induction can be applied until i1 + . . . + in < p, or in other words until
ord(G) < p!
Chapter 3
Oblique Polynomials
In this chapter we look more closely at those purely inseparable hypersurface equations
for which the classical resolution invariant “shade” of characteristic zero, which was
introduced in chapters 1.9 and 2.2 in the case of surfaces respectively threefolds, might
increase under point blowups when used in characteristic p > 0. Especially, we are
interested in finding characterizations of these equations. First we will give an explicit
description in the surface case. Then we will establish a depiction for the purely in-
separable hypersurface case in arbitrary dimension. Finally several examples will be
stated.
3.1 Definition of oblique polynomials
Let
G(x, yn, . . . , y1) = xp + F (yn, . . . , y1)
be a purely inseparable equation in n+ 1 variables such that F (yn, . . . , y1) /∈ Rp and
d := ord0(F ) ≥ p. Set y = (yn, . . . , y1), l = n− 1 and w = (yl, . . . , y1). Denote by
Fd(y) = yr · F˜d(y)
the tangent cone of F (y), where yr = yr11 · · · yrnn denotes the maximal monomial
which can be factored from Fd, and by e = d − |r| = d − (r1 + . . . + rn) the degree
of F˜d.
Remark 20. It is worth pointing out that a possible increase of the invariant shade does
only depend on the tangent cone Fd(y) of F (y). This can, for instance, be seen in
Lemma 3 of chapter 1.6.1, Propositions 10 and 12 of chapter 2.6 respectively Theorem
1 in section 5 and Theorem 2 in section 12 of [20] (which is also recalled in section
1.10 of chapter 1).
We call Fd(y) an oblique polynomial with parameters (p, r, e), if there exists a vector
t = (0, tl, . . . , t1) with tl, . . . , t1 ∈ K∗ such that
F+d (y) = (y + t · yn)r · F˜d(y + t · yn) ∈ R/Rp
has order e+ 1 with respect to the variables w = (yl, . . . , y1), i.e.,
ordw(F+d ) = e+ 1.
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Remark 21. An important point to note here is that an oblique polynomial is up to
multiplication with p-th powers unique for each choice of p, r and e. Furthermore all
oblique polynomials satisfy that their order d = (r1 + . . .+ rn) + e is a multiple of p.
These two facts are proven in Theorem 1 of section 5 and Theorem 2 of section 12 in
[20].
Example 15. One of the easiest examples of an oblique polynomial is
Fd(z, y) = y3z3(y2 + z2) = y3z3 · F˜d,
where the characteristic p of the ground field is equal to 2. Setting t = (0, 1) yields
F+d (y, z) = Fd(y+ z, z) = y
5z3 + y4z4 + y3z5 + y2z6 and thus after deleting all p-th
powers,
F+d (y, z) = y
3z3(y2 + z2).
Hence: ordy(F+d ) = 3 = deg(F˜d) + 1.
3.2 Oblique polynomials in the surface case
There are various ways to obtain an explicit description of oblique polynomials in 2
variables. One such method is explained in detail in section 5.3 of the thesis [50] of
Zeillinger using similarly as in remark 13 of chapter 2.6 the invertible binomial matrix
between the coefficients of Fd and the |r| + e + 1 coefficients of lowest degree in the
variable y of F+d . In [50] oblique polynomials are called “hydra polynomials”.
Another formula for oblique polynomials is explored in section 12 of [20], where such
polynomials are named “hybrid”. There, first the following candidate for oblique poly-
nomials with parameters (p, (r, s), e) is given
Q(y, z) = yrzsHer(y, tz − y) = yrzs
e∑
i=0
(
e+ r
r + i
)
yi(tz − y)e−i.
Afterwards it is checked that Q(y, z) is an oblique polynomial. By the uniqueness
of oblique polynomials (up to multiplication with p-th powers) it then follows that
all oblique polynomials are of the type above. Note that this formula is only valid if(
e+r
e+1
)
is not a multiple of p. The reason for this will be explained in remark 22 below.
Furthermore in section 12 of [20] it is indicated that Her(y + tz, tz − y) equals after
dehomogenization by setting z = 1 the expansion of te+r(t+ y)−r truncated at degree
e in y. This yields a further explicit description for oblique polynomials in 2 variables:
Fd(y, z) = yrzs ·
e∑
i=0
(−r
i
)
(y − tz)i(tz)e−i.
A similar formula will be deduced for oblique polynomials in n variables in section 3.3.
Here we want to deduce an explicit characterization of oblique polynomials in 2 vari-
ables by using derivatives. Write Fd as
Fd(y, z) = yrzs
e∑
i=0
ciy
ize−i
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with ci ∈ K and c0, ce 6= 0. Recall that the order of any oblique polynomial is divisible
by p (see remark 21 in the last section respectively [20]). This implies that differentiat-
ing Fd with respect to the variable y eliminates only monomials in the expansion of Fd
which are p-th powers and no further ones. Moreover dehomogenizing Fd with respect
to the variable z preserves p-th powers. Therefore we will in the sequel concentrate on
the dehomogenization P (y) of Fd(y, z), i.e.,
P (z) := Fd(y, 1) =
e∑
i=0
ciy
r+i,
from which Fd can easily be reconstructed. Now consider the first derivative of P with
respect to y, i.e.,
P ′ := ∂yP (y) =
e∑
i=0
(r + i)ciyr+i−1.
Clearly ord0(P ′) = r − 1, or in other words, 0 is a zero of multiplicity r − 1 of P ′.
Applying the transformation
ψ : y → y + t,
which corresponds to the linear transformation ϕ : (y, z) → (y + tz, z) for Fd(y, z),
to P ′ yields
ψ(P ′) =
e∑
i=0
(r + i)ci(y + t)r+i−1.
Note that ψ(P ′) = (ψ(P ))′. Furthermore the condition for Fd(y, z) of being oblique
is equivalent to demand that the order of ψ(P ′) is equal to e. Or said differently, that
t ∈ K∗ is a zero of multiplicity e of P ′. Since P ′ is a polynomial of degree r + e− 1
in one variable, this altogether implies that P ′ has to be of the form
P ′(y) = C · yr−1 · (y − t)e,
where C denotes a constant in K∗. By integration with respect to the variable y one
gets the following expansion for P
P (y) =
∫
Cyr−1(y − t)edy
= C ·
∫ e∑
i=0
(
e
i
)
(−t)e−iyr+i−1dy
= C ·
e∑
i=0
(
e
i
)
1
r + i
(−t)e−iyr+i + D,
where D denotes a not yet determined integration constant.
Homogenization of the expression above leads to the following description of Fd(y, z):
Fd(y, z) = yr · zs · C ·
e∑
i=0
(
e
i
)
1
r + i
yize−i + D · zr+s+e
with C,D ∈ K. But due to our assumption that F˜d(y, z) = y−rz−sFd(y, z) is a
homogenous polynomial of order e it follows that D = 0. Altogether this proves the
following proposition:
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Proposition 15. An oblique polynomial Fd(y, z) with parameters (p, (r, s), e) is up to
multiplication with p-th powers of the form
Fd(y, z) = C · yr · zs ·
(
e∑
i=0
(
e
i
)
1
r + i
(−t)e−iyize−i
)
(∇)
with C ∈ K and t ∈ K∗, where the expansion above is considered in R/Rp.
Note that the denominator r + i in (∇) only vanishes if the respective monomial
yr+ize−i is a p-th power. Therefore, the description (∇) of oblique polynomials is
well-defined.
Remark 22. Computation of examples show that the expansions Fd(y, z) of Proposi-
tion 15 and Q(y, z) = yrzsH(y, tz − y) from [20] only coincide in the case that(
e+ r
e+ 1
)
/∈ p · N.
Comparing both expansions over a field with characteristic zero and setting t = 1
would yield the following relation
Fd(y, z) =
(−1)e
e+ 1
· 1(e+r
e+1
) ·Q(y, z).
One sees that here also the “mysterious” factor
(
e+r
e+1
)
appears. The reason for the
difference in the two formulas lies in the fact that the coefficient of Q(y + tz, z) of the
monomial of order e + 1 in the variable y is equal to
(
e+r
e+1
)
(−1)etr−1 and thus might
vanish for certain values of e and r. This would yield that ordy(F+d ) ≥ e + 2, which
is a contradiction to the lemma of Moh (cf. Lemma 2 in chapter 1.6.1). Therefore, in
the case that
(
e+r
e+1
) ∈ p ·N, the expansion Q(y, z) doesn’t yield an oblique polynomial
and one can further show that then Q(y, z) is itself a p-th power of a polynomial.
3.3 Oblique polynomials in dimension n
This section provides a exposition of those purely inseparable polynomials in n+1 vari-
ables for which the classical resolution invariant might increase under point blowups.
It is adapted from [18].
Consider again a purely inseparable equation
G(x, yn, . . . , y1) = xp + F (yn, . . . , y1) ∈ R/Rp
in n+ 1 variables such that d := ord0(F ) ≥ p. Set y = (yn, . . . , y1) and denote by
Fd(y) = yr · F˜d(y)
the tangent cone of F (y) and by e the degree of F˜d.
First dehomogenize – as in section 3.2 – the tangent cone Fd(y) with respect to yn.
Using remark 21 it can be easily checked that this preserves p-th powers and produces
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no new p-th powers. As in the surface case, also oblique polynomials in n+1 variables
are thus completely determined by its dehomogenization. Let t = (0, tn−1, . . . , t1)
with tn−1, . . . , t1 ∈ K∗. Set l = n − 1, w = (yl, . . . , y1), r′ = (rl, . . . , r1) and
t′ = (tl, . . . , t1). Then dehomogenizing Fd(yn, w) by setting yn = 1 yields
P (w) := Fd(1, w) = wr
′ · F˜d(1, w).
Applying the translation
ψ : w → w + t′
corresponding to the transformation ϕ : y → y + t · yn on Fd results in
ψ(P ) = (w + t′)r
′ ·Q(w + t′)
withQ(w) := F˜d(1, w).Again ψ(P ) is considered modulo p-th powers. The condition
ordw(ϕ(Fd)) ≥ e+ 1 can now be reformulated as
ψ(P ) ∈ 〈yl, . . . , y1〉e+1 +K[wp].
Or written differently,
(w + t′)r
′ ·Q(w + t′)−H(w)p ∈ 〈yl, . . . , y1〉e+1
for a polynomial H ∈ K[w]. Note that deg(Q) ≤ e implies that H 6= 0. More-
over it is worth pointing out that the condition ordw(ϕ(Fd)) ≥ e + 1 is stable under
multiplication with p-th powers of homogenous polynomials R(w). More precisely,
ordw(Rp · ϕ(Fd)) ≥ e+ 1 + p · deg(R).
Since by assumption t′ ∈ (K∗)l it immediately follows that the polynomial (w + t′)r′
is invertible in K[[w]]. This provides the following formula for Q(w + t′):
Q(w + t′) = b(w + t′)−r′ ·H(w)pce,
where bu(w)ce denotes the e-jet (i.e., its power series expansion up to degree e) of the
formal power series u(w).
Remark 23. Due to the lemma of Moh (cf. [38] and [20]) we know that (w+t′)·Q(w+
t′) −H(w)p /∈ 〈yl, . . . , y1〉e+2. This implies that if H(w) is a constant, then the ho-
mogenous part of degree e+1 of (w+t′)−r
′
, which is given by
∑
α∈Nl,|α|=e+1
(−r′
α
)
wα,
must be different from 0. And further, if all
(−r′
α
)
with |α| = e+ 1 are zero in K, then
H(w) hasn’t been a constant. This occurs for instance for n = 2, t = (0, 1) and the
parameters (p, r, e) = (2, (3, 3), 2).
By inverting the translation ψ : w → w + t′ one gets the following description for the
dehomogenized tangent cone Fd(1, w):
Fd(1, w) = wr
′ ·Q(w) = wr′ · ψ−1
(
b(w + t′)−r′ ·H(w)pce
)
.
Homogenization of this polynomial with respect to the variable yn and multiplication
with yrnn finally yields the oblique polynomial Fd(y) = y
r · F˜d(y) with parameters
(p, r, e).
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3.4 Examples of oblique polynomials
The intention of this section is to present collected examples of oblique polynomials in
2 and 3 variables. They are partially taken from chapter 5.3 of [50] and chapter 17 of
[20] and complemented with examples which were computed in chapter 1 and 2.
Examples of oblique polynomials in 2 variables
(p, (r, s), e) Fd(y, z) ∈ R/Rp t′
(2, (3, 1), 2) y3z(y2 + z2) 1
(2, (3, 3), 2) y3z3(y2 + z2) 1
(2, (3, 7), 2) y3z7(y2 + z2) 1
(2, (5, 3), 4) y5z3(y4 + z4) 1
(2, (11, 1), 6) y11z(y6 + y4z2 + y2z4 + z6) 1
(2, (13, 5), 8) y13z5(y8 + z8) 1
(3, (1, 1), 1) yz(2z − y) 1
(3, (1, 2), 3) yz2(y3 − z3) 1
(3, (5, 1), 3) y5z(y3 + 2z3) 1
(3, (1, 1), 4) yz(y4 + y3z − yz3 − z4) 1
(3, (1, 2), 6) yz2(y6 + y3z3 + z6) 1
(3, (4, 2), 6) y4z2(y6 − z3y3 + z6) 2
(5, (1, 2), 2) yz2(y2 + 2yz + 3z2) 1
(5, (1, 3), 1) yz3(2z − y) 1
(5, (2, 2), 1) y2z2(3y + 3z) 1
(5, (4, 1), 5) y4z(y5 + z5) 4
(5, (2, 3), 5) y2z3(z5 − y5) 1
(5, (2, 3), 10) y2z3(y10 + y5z5 + 4z10) 2
(7, (1, 5), 1) yz5(2z − y) 1
(7, (2, 4), 1) y2z4(5y + 3z) 1
(7, (1, 4), 2) yz4(y2 + 4yz + 3z2) 1
(7, (1, 3), 3) yz3(6y3 + 4y2z + yz2 + 4z3) 1
(7, (1, 2), 4) yz2(y4 + 2y3z + 3y2z2 + 4yz3 + 5z4) 1
(7, (6, 1), 7) y6z(y7 + z7) 6
Examples of oblique polynomials in 3 variables
(p, r, e) Fd(z, y, x) ∈ R/Rp t′
(2, (1, 1, 1), 1) xyz(x+ y + z) (1, 1)
(2, (0, 1, 1), 1) xy(x2 + y2) (1, 1)
(3, (0, 1, 1), 1) xy(x− y) (2, 1)
(3, (1, 2, 2), 1) x2y2z(x+ y + 2z) (1, 1)
(3, (2, 1, 1), 2) xyz2(2xz + x2 + xy + y2 + 2yz) (1, 1)
(5, (0, 2, 2), 1) x2y2(x+ y) (1, 1)
Chapter 4
On Compact Facets and Normal
Vectors of Newton Polyhedra
This chapter is devoted to the study of normal vectors to facets of Newton polyhedrons
associated to algebraic hypersurfaces. First the behavior of these vectors under Hiron-
aka’s simple polyhedron game (where the characteristic of the underlying field K is
arbitrary) is examined. It will turn out that the main obstacle for using normal vectors
as measure for the complexity of the singularities of the associated algebraic varieties
is given by Newton polyhedra without compact facets. In the second part of the chap-
ter the locus of points on an algebraic variety where the associated Newton polyhedron
has a compact facet with respect to all local coordinates is investigated. For the case
of K = C it will be proven that under the assumption that this set is Zariski–closed, it
consists of at most finitely many points.
This chapter consists mainly of observations and ideas which could be the topic of
further investigations.
Part I – A new approach to the simple
polyhedron game
In the simple polyhedron game the combinatorial part of blowing up singularities of
algebraic varieties over fields of arbitrary characteristic is reformulated in terms of
polyhedra. It was originally introduced by Hironaka in 1970 (cf. [29]). In 1983 Spi-
vakovsky gave in [45] a solution to the game. We will here first indicate a different
solution which was established in the thesis [50] of Zeillinger. Afterwards a new ap-
proach to the game using normal vectors to facets of the Newton polyhedron corre-
sponding to a given algebraic variety is examined. The reason why the search for a
new solution to the simple polyhedron game is of interest, lies in the fact that such a
solution could possibly lead to a different solution to the hard polyhedron game (for its
description see for instance [50] and part II of this chapter), which reflects all details
of resolution of singularities.
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4.1 Description of Hironaka’s simple polyhedron game
The simple polyhedron game reflects the combinatorial part of blowing singularities of
algebraic varieties. Therefore, before giving its description, I want to recall briefly the
process of embedded resolution of singularities using blowups by means of an example:
Let X ⊂ A3K be the algebraic variety defined by F (x, y, z) = x2 − yz = 0, i.e., a
cone. The blowup of X with center Z = {0}, the origin, yields the following total
transforms F ∗ in the respective charts of the blowup:
x-chart: F ∗(x, y, z) = F (x, xy, xz) = x2(1− yz),
y-chart: F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xy, y, yz) = y2(x2 − z),
z-chart: F ∗(x, y, z) = F (xz, yz, z) = z2(x2 − y).
This process is now repeated until the total transform F ∗ is in all charts of the form
F ∗(x, y, z) = xaybzcU(x, y, z)
for some a, b, c ∈ N and U ∈ K[x, y, z] with U(0) 6= 0.
In the example above, this is only the case in the x-chart, so further blowups would be
necessary.
This procedure can now be reformulated as a game: In every step of the resolution
process player 1 has to choose a center Z for the next blowup. Combinatorially, this
center can be described (locally) as a subset J of {1, . . . , n}, where n denotes the num-
bers of variables of the polynomial F (x1, . . . , xn) defining the given algebraic variety
X = V (F ) ⊂ AnK . Afterwards player 2 chooses one of the charts of the blowup
with center Z, or said combinatorially, an element j ∈ J . The goal of the resolution
problem is to obtain after finitely many repetitions of this procedure in every chart a
monomial times a unit. Described in terms of the game, player 1 wins the game if
after finitely many rounds the obtained total transform is – regardless to the choices of
player 2 – a monomial times a unit U(x, y, z) ∈ K[[x, y, z]]. The combinatorial part
of the resolution problem for X is thus equivalent to the question whether there exists
a winning strategy for player 1.
Note further that when applying a blowup, only the exponents of monomials occur-
ring in F =
∑
α∈Nn cαx
α change. It is hence sufficient to consider the support
supp(F ) = {α; cα 6= 0} of the polynomial F (x). In the example above one can
see that the support of F ∗ can easily be deduced from the support of F . In the y-chart
of the blowup for instance
supp(F ∗) = {(a+ b, b, b+ c); (a, b, c) ∈ supp(F )}.
Altogether these observations lead to the following description of the simple polyhe-
dron game:
Rules of the game
Let A ⊂ Nn be a finite subset and denote by N(A) = conv(A + Rn+) the positive
convex hull of A. Furthermore define for a set ∅ 6= J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and an alement
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j ∈ J the map τJ,j as
τJ,j : Nn −→ Nn, p = (p1, . . . , pn)→ p′ = (p1, . . . , pj−1,
∑
k∈J
pk, pj+1, . . . , pn).
Course of the game
(1) Player 1 chooses, taking into account the set A (respectively N(A)), a subset
∅ 6= J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
(2) Player 2 chooses in consideration of the sets A and J an element
j ∈ J
and substitutes A = {a1, . . . , as} by the set
A′ := τJ,j(A) = {τJ,j(a1), . . . , τJ,j(as)}
(and N(A) by N(A′)).
This procedure is now repeated. Denote by (Ai)i∈N the resulting subsets of Zn, where
A0 := A, A1 := A′ and An+1 := (An)′.
End of the game
Player 1 wins the game if after finitely many repetitions, saym, the Newton polyhedron
N(Am) is a quadrant, i.e., if there exists an α ∈ Nn such that
N(Am) = α+ Rn+.
Problem
Show that there exists a winning strategy for player 1!
4.2 One possible solution to the simple polyhedron game
In his thesis [50], Zeillinger developed a new solution to Hironaka’s simple polyhedron
game based on a solution to the easier “vector game”, which will be recalled briefly in
the sequel.
4.2.1 Definition of the vector game
The vector game corresponds to the simple polyhedron game with only two vertices
α and β. Since the important information for solving the problem, is contained in the
relative position of these two points, is suffices to investigate only the vector α − β
connecting the points α and β. The rules of the game can thus be reformulated as:
Let v be a vector in Zn and the map τJ,j defined as in 4.1.
(1) Player 1 chooses, taking into account the vector v, a subset ∅ 6= J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
(2) Player 2 chooses in consideration with v and J an element j ∈ J and substitutes
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the vector v by v′ := τJ,j(v).
Denote by (vi)i∈N the resulting sequence of vectors when repeating the procedure
(where v0 := v and vn+1 = (vn)′).
Player 1 wins the game if there exists an m ∈ N such that
vm ∈ Nn or vm ∈ −Nn.
Problem: Show that there exists a winning strategy for player 1!
4.2.2 A solution to the vector game
First we will describe a possible solution to the vector game in the case of n = 2.
Afterwards we will indicate how this winning strategy can easily be generalized to the
case n > 2. For details we refer to [50].
Proposition 16. Let v ∈ Z2 and v /∈ ±N2 (otherwise the game would already be
over). If player 1 chooses throughout the whole game the set J = {1, 2}, then he will
win the vector game after finitely many rounds.
Proof. The idea is to define a map b : Z2 → N, which measures “how far the vector
v ∈ Z2 is away from being an element of ±N2”. An element w ∈ ±N2 should
thus fulfill b(w) = 0. The map b should moreover have the following property: Let
v /∈ ±N2 and v′ the vector after one round of the game, then it should hold that
b(v′) < b(v).
Since N is a well-ordered set, these properties immediately imply that the sequence
(vn)n∈N becomes stationary, i.e., that there exists an m ∈ N such that vk ∈ ±N2 for
all k ≥ m. In this situation player 1 would win the game.
We will check that the following map satisfies the required conditions:
b : Z2 −→ N, v = (v1, v2)→ b(v) :=
{
0 if v ∈ ±N2,
|v1|+ |v2| otherwise.
Let w ∈ Z2 \ ±N2. Without loss of generality one can assume that
w = (c,−d) with c, d ∈ N \ {0}.
Hence b(w) = c+ d. Further assume that player 2 chooses j = 1. Then
w′ = (c− d,−d).
Now there are two different cases. Either c− d ≤ 0, thus w′ ∈ −N2 and player 1 wins
the game. Or c− d > 0, and consequently b(w′) = (c− d) + d = c < c+ d = b(w).
Analogous argumentation for j = 2 yields the assertion of the proposition.
In the case that the dimension n ∈ N is arbitrary, the following proposition shows that
the right choice of subsets J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with only two elements ensures that player
1 wins the game:
Proposition 17. Let v ∈ Zn and v /∈ ±Nn. Further let k and l such that
vk = min
1≤i≤n
vi and vl = max
1≤i≤n
vi.
Then choosing the set J = {k, l} yields a winning strategy for player 1.
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The proof of this proposition can be found in [50]. Here we will only state the map
b : Zn → N2 which measures – as in the proof of the last proposition – “how far
a vector v ∈ Zn is away from being an element of Nn” and fulfills b(v′) <lex b(v)
for the described strategy of choosing the set J (where v′ denotes the vector after one
round of the game):
b : Zn −→ N2, v → b(v) :=
{
(0, 0) if v ∈ ±Nn,
(L(v), n− V (v)) otherwise.
The measures L(v) and V (v) are defined as
L(v) := max
1≤i≤n
vi − min
1≤i≤n
vi and V (v) := #{j; min
1≤i≤n
vi < vj < max
1≤i≤n
vi}
and called the length and volume of the vector v.
4.2.3 One possible solution to the simple polyhedron game
The solution to the vector game described in section 4.2.2 can now be used to deduce
a winning strategy for the simple polyhedron game. We will here only indicate one
method for player 1 of choosing the set J in order to win the game. The complete
proof that this really yields a winning strategy for player 1 can be found in [50].
Let A = {a1, . . . , as} ⊂ Nn a finite subset and N = N(A) the associated New-
ton polyhedron. Without loss of generality one can assume that A consists only of
vertices of N(A). Now consider the following set of vectors
V := {α− β;α, β ∈ A}.
Let vA ∈ V such that (L(vA), n− V (vA)) is minimal with respect to the lexicograph-
ical ordering among all choices of vectors v ∈ V , where L(v) and V (v) are defined as
in section 4.2.2.
Now let k and l be, as in the vector game, so that
(vA)k = min
1≤i≤n
(vA)i and (vA)l = max
1≤i≤n
(vA)i.
Then choosing J = {k, l} leads to a winning strategy for player 1!
Instead of giving the whole proof of this winning strategy, we will only state the map
b : Nn → N3 which measures similarly as in the vector game “how far the Newton
polyhedron N(A) is away from being a quadrant” and whose value decreases with re-
spect to the lexicographical order in every round of the game if the set J is chosen as
described above:
b(N(A)) :=
{
(0, 0, 0) if N(A) is a quadrant,
(#A,L(vA), n− V (vA)) otherwise.
4.3 A new approach to the simple polyhedron game us-
ing normal vectors
Since – as already indicated in the beginning of this chapter – a differnt solution to the
simple polyhedron game could possibly lead to a new solution of the hard polyhedron
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game, which reformulates the problem of resolution of singularities of algebraic vari-
eties X = V (F ) ⊂ AnK over fields K of arbitrary characteristic, it is interesting to
study the behavior of new measures under the simple polyhedron. In this section we
will in particular investigate the transformation of normal vectors to facets of the New-
ton polyhedron N(A) associated to X under the map τJ,j , which represents the trans-
formation of F (x1, . . . , xn) under the blowup of AnK with center Z = V (xi; i ∈ J) in
the xj-chart. Moreover, it will be illustrated that in the case that the Newton polyhedron
N(A) associated to X = V (F ) doesn’t contain a compact facet, certain phenomena
occur.
Definition. Let N(A) be the Newton polyhedron of a finite set A ⊂ Nn. Denote by
{e1, . . . , en} := {(1, 0, . . . , 0)T , . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1)T } the standard basis of Rn. Each
(n−1)–dimensional facet F of N(A) satisfies an equation∑ni=1 cixi = d with ci, d ∈
N and gcd(c1, . . . , cn) = 1. The normal vector n(F) to the facet F is defined as
n(F) := (c1, . . . , cn)T ∈ Nn.
Clearly the vectors e1, . . . , en are normal vectors to any Newton polyhedron. More-
over, N(A) is an octant if and only if the set of normal vectors to N(A) consists only
of the standard basis vectors e1, . . . , en.
4.3.1 Case: The Newton polyhedron contains a compact facet
The goal of this paragraph is to show that under the assumption that the Newton poly-
hedron N(A) of A ⊂ Nn contains at least one compact facet, point blowups suffice
to transform N(A) into a Newton polyhedron without compact facets. Moreover, the
improvement under blowup can be measured by means of the set of normal vectors to
the compact facets of N(A).
Assumption.
We will assume in this paragraph that the Newton polyhedron N(A) contains at least
one (n−1)–dimensional facet F that is compact, i.e., whose area is bounded, or equiv-
alently, whose normal vector n(F) is an element of Nn>0.
Transformation of normal vectors under point blowups
First we will develop a transformation rule for normal vectors n(F) to compact facets
F of N(A) under point blowups, i.e., under the choice J = {1, . . . , n} of player 1:
Recall the definition of the map τJ,j , which was introduced in section 4.1 and cor-
responds to the transformation of F under blowup with center Z = V (xi; i ∈ J) in the
xj-th chart: τJ,j : Nn −→ Nn, p = (p1, . . . , pn)→ p′ = (p′1, . . . , p′n), where
p′i :=
{ ∑
k∈J pk for i = j,
pi otherwise.
Denote by N(A′) the Newton polyhedron of A′ = τJ,j(A). Further let in the sequel J
always be equal to {1, . . . , n}. Then it is easy to see that the map τJ,j can be rewritten
in matrix form as:
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τJ,j :
 p1...
pn
 ∈ N(A) −→
 p
′
1
...
p′n
 = M ·
 p1...
pn
 ∈ N(A′)
with
M =

1 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 0 0 . . . 0
1 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 1

,
where every entry in the j-th row is equal to 1. Note that M is an invertible matrix.
Now let n = (n1, . . . , nn)T be a vector in Rn, for instance the normal vector n(F)
to a compact facet F of N(A), defining an (n− 1)–dimensional subspace of Rn by:
n1 · α1 + . . .+ nn · αn = 0.
It is well known that n transforms under τJ,j by the dual map of τJ,j , i.e., as follows:
τdualJ,j : n→ n′ = (MT )−1 · n,
where
(MT )−1 =

1 0 . . . 0 −1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0 −1 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 −1 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 −1 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 0 −1 0 . . . 1

.
Or written differently,
τdualJ,j : n −→ n′ = (n1 − nj , . . . , nj−1 − nj , nj , nj+1 − nj , . . . , nn − nj)T .
Remark 24. From this calculation one can see, that the normal vector n(F) to a compact
facet F of N(A) decreases with respect to the lexicographical ordering under point
blowup. Therefore it seems to be natural to use it in order to measure the improvement
of singularities under point blowups. Note that there arises a certain inconvenience if
the transform F′ of the facet F ⊂ N(A) isn’t any more a (compact) facet of N(A′)
since then (n(F))′ is not any more a normal vector of N(A′).
Remark 25. Due to the fact that the normal vector n(F) is dual to F, the following
statement easily follows: The transform F′ = τJ,j(F) is a compact facet of N(A′) if
and only if τdualJ,j (n(F)) ∈ Nn>0. In this situation τdualJ,j (n(F′)) is the normal vector to
F′, i.e.,
τdualJ,j (n(F)) = n(F
′).
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A first step towards a solution to the simple polyhedron game
We will now prove the following proposition, which constitutes a first step towards a
solution to the simple polyhedron game, i.e., in monomializing the Newton polyhedron
N(A) by finitely many blowups:
Proposition 18. Let A ⊂ Nn be a finite subset and N(A) its Newton polyhedron.
Assume that N(A) contains at least one compact facet. Then repeatedly choosing the
set J = {1, . . . , n} yields after finitely steps a Newton polyhedron without compact
facets.
Proof. In order to proof the assertion of the proposition above, we will define a map
b : Nn → N × (Nn>0)c, which measures “how far the Newton polyhedron N(A) is
away from being a polyhedron without compact facets". The number c ∈ Nn will be
specified below. We will show moreover that b(A′) <lex b(A), where A′ denotes the
transform of A under the map τJ,j with J = {1, . . . , n}.
These properties of the map b immediately imply that the sequence (Ai)i∈N of resulting
Newton polyhedra becomes stationary after finitely many rounds of the game. Due to
the definition of b it will follow that in this situation the Newton polyhedron of N(Ai)
doesn’t contain a compact facet.
In order to define the map b, denote by CF = {F;F compact facet of N(A)} the set
of compact facets of N(A). Further let n(CF) = {n(F);F ∈ CF}. Then the map b is
defined as follows:
b : Nn −→ N× (Nn>0)c, N(A)→ b(N(A)) :=
{
(0, 0) if CF = ∅,
(#CF, n(CF)) otherwise,
where c = #CF. Due to the transformation rule of normal vectors under the map
τJ,j determined above and remark 25, one can easily deduce that the transform A′ =
τJ,j(A) of A satisfies the inequality
b(N(A′)) <lex b(N(A)),
where in the case #CF′ = #CF, the set n(CF′) = {n(F′);F′ compact facet of A′}
has to be ordered in the same manner as n(CF), i.e., (n(CF′))i = τdualJ,j ((n(CF)i) for
1 ≤ i ≤ #CF = #CF′. This implies the assertion of the proposition.
4.3.2 Case: The Newton polyhedron doesn’t contain compact facets
In the last paragraph we have seen that a Newton polyhedronN(A) containing compact
facets can be transformed by finitely many point blowups into a Newton polyhedron
without compact facets and during this procedure the set of normal vectors of N(A)
gives a measure for the improvement. We are hence left with the case that the Newton
polyhedron N(A) has no compact facet. Surprisingly, in this situation strange phe-
nomena occur, which will be described in the sequel, and make any kind of induction
via normal vectors in order to solve the simple polyhedron game very challenging.
Phenomenon 1: Transformation rule of section 4.3.1 fails
A first difficulty in solving the simple polyhedron game for Newton polyhedra with-
out compact facets using normal vectors lies in the fact, that normal vectors to non–
compact facets are in general transformed differently to the rule determined in section
4.3.1 of this chapter. This can for instance be seen in the following example:
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Example 16. Let A = {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 1)} ⊂ N3, which corresponds to the Whitney
umbrella x2 − y2z = 0 ⊂ A3K . It is a simple matter to check that the Newton poly-
hedron N(A) doesn’t contain a compact facet and that its normal vectors are given
by
e1 = (1, 0, 0)T , e2 = (0, 1, 0)T , e3 = (0, 0, 1)T , n1 = (1, 0, 2)T , n2 = (1, 1, 0)T
(see figure 4.1).
z
y
x
Figure 4.1: N(A) for A = {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 1)}.
Now we will investigate the transformation ofA and e1, e2, e3, n1 and n2 under a point
blowup, i.e., for the choice J = {1, 2, 3} of player 1. Consider especially the z-chart
of the blowup, i.e., to the choice j = 3 of player 2. The map τ{1,2,3},3 then yields
A′ = {(2, 0, 2), (0, 2, 3)}.
Easy considerations show that the set of normal vectors to N(A′) is the same as for
N(A). But these don’t coincide with the transforms of the e1, e2, e3, n1 and n2 under
the map τdual{1,2,3},3 dual to τ{1,2,3},3:
τdual{1,2,3},3(e1) = (1− 0, 0− 0, 0)T = (1, 0, 0)T = (1, 0, 0)T = e1
τdual{1,2,3},3(e2) = (0− 0, 1− 0, 0)T = (0, 1, 0)T = (0, 1, 0)T = e2
τdual{1,2,3},3(e3) = (0− 1, 0− 1, 1− 0)T = (−1,−1, 1)T 6= (0, 0, 1)T = e3
τdual{1,2,3},3(n1) = (1− 2, 0− 2, 2)T = (−1,−2, 2)T 6= (1, 0, 2)T = n1
τdual{1,2,3},3(n2) = (1− 0, 1− 0, 0)T = (1, 1, 0)T = (1, 1, 0)T = n2
Remark 26. Note further that in the example above the Newton polyhedra N(A) and
N(A′) differ only in a displacement by 2 units in the z-direction. For this reason the
choice J = {1, 2, 3} didn’t improve the Newton polyhedron. At first sight it is not
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clear from the shape of the Newton polyhedron N(A) which choice of a larger center
(for instance J = {1, 2} or J = {1, 3}) would advance the situation. Computing the
singular locus of X : x2 − y2z = 0 results in Sing(X) = {z–axis} and one can easily
check that choosing J = {1, 2} yields for both choices of player 2 an improvement:
For j = 1 the obtained Newton polyhedron N(A′) is already a quadrant; for j = 2 the
polyhedron N(A′) = N({(2, 2, 0), (0, 2, 1)}) is not yet a quadrant, but now only has
one normal vector different from the standard basis vectors. The choice J = {1, 3}
will be treated in the next example.
Phenomenon 2: New normal vectors arise
A further difficulty in measuring the complexity of N(A) by its normal vectors stems
from the fact that not all normal vectors of the transformed Newton polyhedron N(A′)
originate from normal vectors ofN(A). This can already be seen in example 16 above,
where the normal vector (1, 0, 2)T of N(A′) doesn’t correspond to one of the trans-
forms of the normal vectors of N(A). In order to show that this phenomenon can also
occur when choosing a different set J (respectively a different center of the blowup), a
second example is stated:
Example 17. Let again A = {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 1)}. Then the Newton polyhedron N(A)
has two facets which are not parallel to one of the three coordinate planes in R3. They
are parallel to the y– respectively the z–axis. Now consider the transform of A for
J = {1, 3} and j = 3:
A′ = {(2, 0, 2), (0, 2, 1)}.
x
y
z
Figure 4.2: N(A′) for A′ = {(2, 0, 2), (0, 2, 1)}.
One can check that the Newton polyhedron N(A′) has again two facets which are not
parallel to one of the coordinate planes and that its normal vectors are given by
n′1 = (0, 1, 2)
T , n′2 = (1, 1, 0).
But these facets are now parallel to the x– and the y–axis (see figure 4.2). Further the
normal vector n′1 doesn’t stem from a normal vector ofN(A). The example thus shows
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that the direction of the non–compact facets of the Newton polyhedron may change
during the simple polyhedron game. These phenomena make any kind of induction
very challenging.
4.3.3 Summary & Ideas for further investigations
In section 4.3.1 we have proven that any Newton polyhedron containing at least one
compact facet can be transformed by the repeated choice J = {1, . . . , n} ⊂ Nn of
player 1 – independently of the choice of player 2 – in finitely many rounds of the
simple polyhedron game into a Newton polyhedron without compact facets.
Therefore it remains to study Newton polyhedra N(A) without compact facets. But
in section 4.3.2 we have seen that in this situation the behavior of normal vectors under
the simple polyhedron game is more involved. Hence also the choice of a suitable set
J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} according to the normal vectors of N(A) is much more complicated
and is not completely clear up to now. This could be examined further in the future.
For this purpose it will be possibly of great help to explore the relation between the
singular locus of an algebraic variety and the facets of its corresponding Newton poly-
hedron in more details.
A different strategy for solving the simple polyhedron game could be the following:
Let A ⊂ Nn and N(A) its Newton polyhedron. Then the first goal for player 1 could
be to transform N(A) by finitely many (point) blowups into a cartesian product in the
sense that all vertices of N(A) are contained in a plane which is parallel to one of the
coordinate planes. Note that this condition is stronger than not containing compact
facets. If one achieves to transform N(A) into a polyhedron N(A′) satisfying this
condition, then N(A′) can be seen as a Newton polyhedron in one dimension less and
the problem could be solved by induction on the dimension n. Unfortunately it is up to
now not clear how to transform a Newton polyhedron into a Newton polyhedron with
a cartesian product structure.
Part II – Locus of points where the New-
ton polyhedron has a compact facet w.r.t.
all choices of local coordinates
In addition to introducing the simple polyhedron game, Hironaka also established rules
for the hard polyhedron game in Nn, which is intended to not only describe the com-
binatorial part of blowups, but all its details of resolution of singularities is arbitrary
characteristic. Especially, its winning strategy should not depend on any local coor-
dinates. Historically one should mention that the description of the hard polyhedron
game by Hironaka is so general that it doesn’t have a winning strategy (Spivakovsky
could give in [46] a counterexample). Therefore we will give in the sequel a definition
of the hard polyhedron game which includes all details of resolution of singularities
via blowups but where the possibilities of player 2 are limited in such a way that there
exists a winning strategy for player 1.
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Over fields of characteristic zero the hard polyhedron game is well–understood and
there exist various solutions to it, as for instance in [50]. There one main ingredient
is the so–called Tschirnhaus transformation, which has the lack of breaking down in
positive characteristic. In the case of positive characteristic there exist only solutions
for small values of the dimension n of the ambient affine space. For n = 2 there are
various methods to the prove the result (see for instance [23] and [50]). In chapter 1 of
this thesis a new approach for purely inseparable equations in A3K is given. Some ideas
and the occurring phenomena in resolution of purely inseparable equations in A4K are
indicated in chapter 2 of this thesis.
Recall that a new solution to the simple polyhedron game – for instance the method
of using normal vectors examined in section 4.3 of this chapter – could lead to a novel
winning strategy for player 1 in the hard polyhedron game and hence would yield a
new strategy in resolution of singularities of algebraic varieties.
The fact that there are up to now no complete proofs for a solution to the hard polyhe-
dron game for n > 4, although many experts in the field are working on a strategy for
resolution of singularities in positive characteristic, shows that this task is very chal-
lenging. Therefore we will here only deal with a question affecting the termination of
a resolution algorithm using the strategy for the simple polyhedron game developed
in section 4.3 of this chapter. The exact formulation of the problem will be given in
section 4.4. But before posing the question and describing its connection to the hard
polyhedron game in more details, we will state for sake of completeness rules for the
hard polyhedron game. For more details we refer to [50].
The hard polyhedron game
Let K be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic and F (x1, . . . , xn) =∑
α∈Nn cαx
α1
1 · · ·xαnn ∈ K[[x1, . . . , xn]].
Course of the game
(1) Player 1 chooses, taking into account the series F , a subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
(2) Player 2 chooses in consideration of the series F and the set J an element j ∈ J
and parameters ti ∈ K, where i ∈ J \{j}. Afterwards he substitutes F by F ′ := ϕ(F )
with
ϕ(xi) :=
{
xixj + tixj for i ∈ J \ {j},
xi otherwise.
This routine is now repeated, yielding a sequence (Fm)m∈N of series Fm where
F 0 := F and Fm+1 := (Fm)′.
End of the game
Player 1 wins the game if after finitely many, say l, rounds of the game the resulting
series F l is up to a formal coordinate change a monomial.
Problem
Show that there exists a winnings strategy for player 1.
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Remark 27. Note that the simple polyhedron game introduced in part I of this chapter
can be reformulated in the language of power series in the above way as well. It is easy
to see that it corresponds to the hard polyhedron game, where player 2 doesn’t have the
possibility of choosing additionally to the element j ∈ J also parameters ti ∈ K, but
where ti = 0 for all i throughout the game.
4.4 Formulation of the problem
In section 4.3 the behavior of normal vectors to facets of the Newton polyhedronN(A)
of given algebraic hypersurface X was investigated. Further it was shown that under
the assumption that the Newton polyhedron N(A) contains at least one compact facet,
the set of normal vectors to compact facets of N(A) serves as a good measure for
the complexity of the singularities of X . Moreover, it was illustrated that the main
obstacle in the simple polyhedron game is given by Newton polyhedra without compact
facets. Note that the occurrence of compact facets in the Newton polyhedron N(A) of
X : F (x1, . . . , xn) = 0 depends on the choice of the coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) of AnK .
A sub–ordinate target to a solution of the hard polyhedron game could be – similarly as
in Proposition 18 in section 4.3 – to achieve that the Newton polyhedron Na(A) does
in all points a ∈ X not contain a compact facet (with respect to at least one regular
system of parameters (x1, . . . , xn)). According to Proposition 18 of section 4.3 this
can be realized by successive point blowups. But in order to show that this goal can
be achieved by finitely many point blowups, it is of interest “how many” closed points
a ∈ X there exist where the Newton polyhedron Na(A) has with respect to all local
coordinates at a compact facets. Such points will be called blunt points. The intention
of this section is thus to examine the locus Xblunt of closed points a ∈ X where
the corresponding Newton polyhedron Na(A) does contain with respect to all choices
of regular parameter systems (x1, . . . , xn) in a at least one compact facet. We are
especially interested in the questions whether the set Xblunt is Zariski–closed and/or
consists only of finitely many points. (Partial) answers to these two questions will be
given in sections 4.5 and 4.6.
Setting
Let R be the coordinate ring of An over an algebraically closed field K of arbitrary
characteristic. Denote by Ra the localization of R at a closed point a of An and by R̂a
its completion with respect to the maximal ideal. Then any regular system of parame-
ters (x1, . . . , xn) of R̂a will be called local coordinates of R at a. Any choice of such
coordinates induces an isomorphism R̂a ∼= K[[x1, . . . , xn]] corresponding to the Tay-
lor expansion of elements g ∈ R and their expansion G = ∑ cα1...αnxα11 · · ·xαnn ∈
K[[x1, . . . , xn]].
Let in the sequel f be an irreducible element of R. Further let X = V (f) be the
hypersurface defined by f = 0, a a closed point of X and (x1, . . . , xn) local co-
ordinates of R at a. Denote by Na(F ) the Newton polyhedron of the expansion
F ∈ K[[x1, . . . , xn]] of f with respect to the local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) at a.
Furthermore denote by Aa(F ) its set of vertices, i.e., the minimal set Aa(F ) such that
Na(F ) = conv(Aa(F ) + Rn+).
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Definitions
An element g ∈ R is said to be monomial at a if there exists a formal coordinate change
transforming G into a monomial xα11 · · ·xαnn times a unit in K[[x1, . . . , xn]].
A closed point a ∈ X = V (f) is called a blunt point of X if for all local coordi-
nates (x1, . . . , xn) at a the Newton polyhedron Na(F ) contains a compact facet. We
will denote the set of blunt points of X by Xblunt.
Questions
The goal of the next two sections is to find (at least partial) answers to the following
two questions:
(a) Do the blunt points of X form a Zariski–closed subset?
(b) Are there only finitely many blunt points on X?
Since finding an answer to question (b) is easier, we will start with the treatment of
this problem. This is done in the section 4.5. First it will be indicated that Xblunt is a
subset of the singular locus ofX . From this it immediately follows that plane algebraic
curves contain only finitely many blunt points. Afterwards the set of blunt points of al-
gebraic varieties in A3C is examined in concrete examples. Finally it will be proven that
in the case of K = C, and under the assumption that question (a) could be answered
positively, X ⊂ AnC contains only finitely many blunt points.
Section 4.6 is devoted to the study of the algebraicity of the set Xblunt. Unfortunately
I don’t have a definite answer to this problem up to now. Therefore only some remarks
and ideas will be stated.
Remark 28. Note that question (a) above is quite similar to the question whether the
monomial locus Xmon of X , which will be studied in chapter 5 and consists of those
closed points a ∈ X such that there exist local coordinates x = (x1, . . . , xn) at a with
F (x) = xα for some α ∈ Nn, is Zariski–open. In chapter 5 it will be shown by means
of constructions using étale neighborhoods that Xmon is Zariski–open. Obviously for
n = 2 the property for a point a ∈ X to be blunt is equivalent to not being contained in
Xmon. For n > 2 this is not anymore the case; being a blunt point is a much stronger
condition than being not contained in Xmon. Therefore it is much harder to prove that
the set Xblunt is Zariski–closed.
4.5 Are there only finitely many blunt points on X?
4.5.1 Blunt points are contained in the singular locus of X
Let a be a smooth point of X = V (f). Then the linear part F1(x1, . . . , xn) of the
expansion F (x1, . . . , xn) of f with respect to any local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) at a
is not identically zero. Due to Weierstrass’ Preparation Theorem one can thus assume
that F is (up to multiplication by a unit inK[[x1, . . . , xn]]∗) a distinguished polynomial
of degree 1 in xn, i.e., is of the form
F (x1, . . . , xn) = xn +H(x1, . . . , xn−1)
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withH ∈ K[[x1, . . . , xn−1]] of order ord(H) ≥ 1. Now consider the linear coordinate
change φ : (x1, . . . , xn) → (x1, . . . , xn−1, xn −H(x1, . . . , xn−1). Then the Newton
polyhedron of ϕ(F (x1, . . . , xn)) = xn clearly doesn’t contain a compact facet. This
shows that smooth points a ∈ X are not contained in Xblunt. More precisely, f is in
every smooth point a of X monomial, i.e., in such points there always exist local coor-
dinates (x1, . . . , xn) such that the Newton polyhedron of the expansion F (x1, . . . , xn)
of f in a is a quadrant.
4.5.2 Case of algebraic curves in An
Due to the last section blunt points of X are necessarily singular. In the case of alge-
braic curves this immediately implies that there are at most finitely many blunt points
on X .
4.5.3 Some examples in the case of surfaces in A3C
In the sequel some examples of surfaces in A3C are treated. They indicate that blunt
points a ∈ X are quite rare. Nevertheless the last two examples would suggest that
blunt points are not isolated on X .
Dingdong
Let X = V (f) ⊂ A3C, where the Taylor expansion of f with respect to local coordi-
nates (x, y, z) of A3 at the origin is given by
F (x, y, z) = x2 + y2 − z2 + z3
(see figure 4.3 for a picture of Dingdong over the real numbers).
Figure 4.3: X = V (x2 + y2 − z2 + z3).
Clearly, the singular locus of X consists only of the origin. This is hence the only
candidate for a blunt point on X . The Newton polyhedron corresponding to X in
(0, 0, 0) is given by
N0(F ) = conv
({(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)}+ R3+) ,
thus contains a compact facet. But applying the coordinate change ϕ : (x, y, z) →
(x + y, i · (y − x), z), where i = √−1, yields ϕ(F (x, y, z)) = 4xy − z2(1 − z).
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Clearly the corresponding Newton polyhedron N0(ϕ(F )) does not anymore contain a
compact facet.
Summary: Dingdong doesn’t contain a blunt point!
Whitney umbrella
Now consider a surface whose singular locus contains not only isolated points. Take
for instance the Whitney-umbrella X = V (F ) ⊂ A3C (see figure 4.4) with
F (x, y, z) = x2 − y2z.
The singular locus of X consists of a smooth curve, more precisely Sing(X) = {z −
Figure 4.4: X = V (x2 − y2z).
axis}. First consider the Newton polyhedron N0(F ) corresponding to X in the origin:
Since its set of vertices contains only two points, N0(F ) clearly doesn’t contain a
compact facet. Now consider a different point a′ = (0, 0, t), t 6= 0, of Sing(X). The
Taylor expansion of F in a′ is given by
F (x, y, z + t) = x2 − y2z − y2t.
Clearly also the Newton polyhedron Na′(F ) corresponding to X in the point a′ =
(0, 0, t) doesn’t contain a compact facet.
Summary: The Whitney umbrella has no blunt points!
Calyx
Let X = V (F ) ⊂ A3C with
F (x, y, z) = x2 + y2z3 − z4
(see figure 4.5). Then the singular locus of X is given by Sing(X) = {y − axis}. The
Newton polyhedron corresponding to X at the origin is
N0(F ) = conv
({(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 3), (0, 0, 4)}+ R3+) .
Note that the vertices (2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 3) and (0, 0, 4) define a compact facet of N0(F )
since its normal vector is equal to (4, 1, 2). Nevertheless it is not clear if there exists
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Figure 4.5: X = V (x2 + y2z3 − z4).
a coordinate change which transforms N0(F ) into a Newton polyhedron without com-
pact facets. Now consider the Newton polyhedron corresponding to X in a different
point a′ = (0, t, 0), t 6= 0, of the y-axis. The Taylor expansion of F in a′ is given by
F (x, y + t, z) = x2 + y2z3 + 2tyz3 + t2z3 − z4.
Since by assumption t 6= 0, the set Aa′(F ) of vertices of the Newton polyhedron
Na′(F ) is equal to {(2, 0, 0), (0, 0, 3)}, consequently Na′(F ) doesn’t contain a com-
pact facet.
Summary: The only point of Calyx which is possibly a blunt point is the origin!
Plop
Consider the algebraic variety X = V (F ) ⊂ A3C with
F (x, y, z) = x2 + (z + y2)3
(see figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6: X = V (x2 + (z + y2)3).
Its singular locus is given by the curve C = V (x, z + y2) ⊂ X . The set of vertices of
the Newton polyhedron N0(F ) corresponding to X in the origin is equal to
A0(F ) = {(2, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 3)}.
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It of course has a compact facet. But the coordinate change
ϕ : (x, y, z)→ (x, y, z − y2)
yields ϕ(F ) = x2 + z3. It thus transforms the Newton polyhedron N0(F ) into
a Newton polyhedron without a compact facet. Now let a′ be a different point of
Sing(X) = {(0, t,−t2), t ∈ K}. Then the Taylor expansion of F in a′ is equal to
F (x, y + t, z − t2) = x2 + (z + y2 + 2ty)3 . The Newton polyhedron Na′(F ) corre-
sponding to X in a′ = (0, t,−t2) with t 6= 0 is hence given by
Na′(F ) = conv
({(2, 0, 0), (0, 3, 0), (0, 0, 3)}+ R3+)
and thus contains a compact facet. But there again exists a coordinate change ψ at a′,
namely ψ : (x, y, z)→ (x, y, z−y2+2yt), such thatNa′(ψ(F )) has no compact facet.
Summary: Plop doesn’t contain a blunt point!
Daisy
Now consider the more complicated algebraic surface Daisy (see figure 4.7), defined
by X = V (F ) ⊂ A3C with
F (x, y, z) = (x2 − y3)2 − (z2 − y2)3.
Figure 4.7: X = V
(
(x2 − y3)2 − (z2 − y2)3).
It can be checked that the singular locus of X is given by
Sing(X) = V (x2 − y3, y2 − z2),
thus consists of the two singular curves C1 = V (x2 − y3, y − z) and C2 = V (x2 −
y3, y + z). Consider first the Newton polyhedron N0(F ) corresponding to X in
the origin. It is simple task to check that its set of vertices is equal to A0(F ) =
{(4, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 6)}. Since the normal vector of the facet F defined by the
three elements of A0(F ) is an element of N3>0, F is a compact facet of N0(F ). Now
look at the Newton polyhedron Na′(F ) corresponding to X at a different point a′ of
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the curve C1 = {(t3, t2, t2), t ∈ K} (the treatment of points on the curve C2 works
analogously). Then the Taylor expansion of F in a′ is given by
Fa′(x, y, z) = F (x+ t3, y + t2, z + t2)
=
(
x2 + 2t3x− y3 − 3t2y2 − 3t4y)2 − (z2 + 2t2z − y2 − 2t2y)3 .
It can be checked that the set of vertices Aa′(F ) of the Newton polyhedron Na′(F ) is
for all points a′ ∈ C1 equal to
Aa′(F ) = {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 3)}.
Thus Na′(F ) contains for all a′ ∈ C1 a compact facet! It is not clear at all if there
exists a coordinate change transforming Na′(F ) into a Newton polyhedron without
compact facets. Consider for example the point a′ = (1, 1, 1) ∈ X . Applying the
formal coordinate change
ϕ : (x, y, z)→
(
−1 +√1 + x,−1 +
√
1 + y,−1 +
√
1 + y + z
)
at a′ yields ϕ(Fa′) =
(
1 + x−√1 + y − y√1 + y)2 − z3. The corresponding New-
ton polyhedron Na′(ϕ(F )) still has a compact facet, but now its set of vertices is, with
the exception of one element, entirely contained in the x-y-plane. Nevertheless it is
still unclear if there exists a further coordinate change at a′ which transforms ϕ(Fa′)
into a series whose Newton polygon has no compact facet.
Summary: At all points a′ of the two curves C1 ∪ C2 = V (x2 − y3, y2 − z2) ⊂ X
there exist local coordinates such that the Newton polyhedron corresponding to X at
a′ has a compact facet. It is not clear if all these points are contained in Xblunt.
Spitz
Let X = V (F ) ⊂ A3C with
F (x, y, z) = (y3 − x2 − z2)3 − 27x2y3z2
(see figure 4.8). A simple computation yields that the singular locus of X is
Sing(X) = V (x, y3 − z2) ∪ V (y, x2 + z2) ∪ V (x2 − y3, z) ∪ V (x2 − z2, y3 + z2).
The Newton polyhedron N0(F ) corresponding to X in the origin is given by
N0(F ) = conv
({(6, 0, 0), (0, 9, 0), (0, 0, 6)}+ R3+) ,
hence contains a compact facet. Now consider for instance a point a′ on the curve
C = V (x2 − y3, z) = {(t3, t2, 0), t ∈ K} ⊂ Sing(X). Then the Taylor expansion of
F in a′ is
Fa′(x, y, z) = F (x+ t3, y + t2, z)
=
(
(y + t2)3 − (x+ t3)2 − z2)3 − 27(x+ t3)2(y + t2)3z2.
One can check that for all a′ ∈ C \ {(0, 0, 0)} the set of vertices Aa′(F ) of Na′(F ) is
equal to
Aa′(F ) = {(3, 0, 0), (0, 3, 0), (0, 0, 2)}.
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Figure 4.8: X = V
(
(y3 − x2 − z2)3 − 27x2y3z2).
Consequently Na′(F ) does for all a′ ∈ C contain a compact facet! Again it is not
clear if there exists a coordinate change transforming Na′(F ) into a Newton polyhe-
dron without compact facets.
Summary: X contains at least one curve C with the following property: At all points
a′ ∈ C there exist local coordinates such that the Newton polyhedron Na′(F ) does
contain a compact facet. Again it is not clear if all these points are contained inXblunt.
Remark 29. It is conspicuous that the only examples (among a lot of examples, which
were computed) in which possibly non isolated blunt points occur, are examples where
the singular locus contains (cusp–like) singular curves.
4.5.4 Case K = C: X contains only finitely many blunt points
Although the last two examples would indicate that blunt points are not isolated on X ,
we will prove in this section that in the case K = C the opposite is true if one assumes
that the set Xblunt of blunt points in X is Zariski–closed. The limitation of the proof
given below to the case K = C is due to the fact that it uses the Identity Theorem for
analytic power series.
In the proof of the Proposition below we will suppose that the set of blunt points of
X satisfies the following condition:
Assumption (∗). The blunt points of X form an algebraic subset of X .
Remark 30. The question whether the set Xblunt of blunt points of X is algebraic is
treated in section 4.6. Unfortunately the answer to this question is not clear up to now,
but some ideas will be indicated.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following statement:
Theorem 4. Suppose that the assumption (∗) holds. Then any algebraic hypersurface
X = V (f) ⊂ AnC contains only finitely many blunt points.
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Proof. We begin by proving that each (not necessarily smooth) algebraic curve on
X = V (f) contains at most isolated blunt points. Suppose the opposite, i.e., that there
exists an irreducible algebraic curve C ⊂ X containing non–isolated blunt points. Due
to our assumption (∗), this implies that each point onC is a blunt point ofX . Let a ∈ C
be a smooth point of C. Then there exist local analytic coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) at a
such that C is in an euclidean neighborhood Ua of a given by x1 = . . . = xn−1 = 0.
Since a is a blunt point of X , the Newton polyhedron Na(F ) of the expansion Fa of f
with respect to (x1, . . . , xn) does contain a compact facet. Now consider the expansion
Fa′ of f in a different point a′ of C∩Ua (after possibly shrinking Ua in order to ensure
that all series converge). It is given by
Fa′(x1, . . . , xn) = Fa(x1, . . . , xn−1, xn + t)
with t ∈ K∗. Note that the corresponding Newton polyhedron Na′(F ) consists of
points of the Newton polyhedron Na(F ) and of several additional points in the nega-
tive xn–direction from all the points ofNa(F ). See figures 4.9 and 4.10 for illustrations
of Na(F ) and Na′(F ) in the cases n = 2 and n = 3.
y
xx
y
(0,n)
(m,n)(m,n)
Figure 4.9: Na(F ) and Na′(F ) in the case n = 2.
Let cα1...αnx
α1
1 · · ·xαnn be the monomial corresponding to a vertex (α1, . . . , αn) con-
tained in the set of vertices Aa(F ) of the Newton polyhedron Na(F ). Then the coeffi-
cient of the monomial xα11 · · ·xαn−1n−1 x0n occurring in the expansion of Fa′ is a analytic
power series P (t) 6= 0 in the variable t. The Identity Theorem for analytic functions
implies that if the analytic power series P (t) has an accumulation point in C ∩ Ua,
then P would be identically zero, which is a contradiction. It thus follows that P (t)
vanishes at most in isolated points of C ∩ Ua.
Denote the vertices in Aa(F ) by
v1 = (α1,1, . . . , α1,n), . . . , vm = (αm,1, . . . , αm,n).
Then the set of points of C ∩ Ua such that one of the coefficients of the monomials
x
α1,1
1 · · ·xα1,n−1n−1 , . . . , xαm,11 · · ·xαm,n−1n−1 occurring in the expansion of Fa′ vanishes,
consists only of isolated points. In all other cases the set of vertices Aa′(F ) of Na′(F )
is equal to a subset of
Aa′(F ) = {(α1,1, . . . , α1,n−1, 0), . . . , (αm,1, . . . , αm,n−1, 0)} .
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In this situation Na′(F ) clearly doesn’t contain a compact facet! This shows that an
euclidean neighborhood Ua of a smooth point a ∈ C contains at most isolated blunt
points a′ ∈ C ∩ Ua. And since every curve does only have at most finitely many sin-
gular points it follows that the blunt points on the curve C are isolated.
We are now in the position to show that there are only finitely many blunt points on X .
By the observation above it follows that Xblunt does not contain any algebraic curves.
Since Xblunt is by assumption (∗) an algebraic subset of X , this immediately implies
that it consists of at most finitely many blunt points.
z
x
y
x
z
Figure 4.10: Na(F ) and Na′(F ) in the case n = 3.
Remark 31. Note that the proof of the last theorem actually shows more, namely that
the following stronger statement is valid:
Theorem 5. Suppose that the assumption (∗) holds. Consider the subset Y of points
a ∈ X such that for all local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) at a, the set of vertices of the
Newton polyhedron Na(F ) is not entirely contained in one of the coordinate hyper-
planes. Or said differently, the subset Y containing all points a in which there don’t
exist local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) such that the set Aa(F ) of vertices of the Newton
polyhedron Na(F ) is entirely contained in one of the coordinate hyperplanes. Then
the set Y ⊂ AnC consists of at most finitely many points.
Since Xblunt ⊂ Y , it is obvious that the proof of this theorem immediately implies
theorem 4. Maybe it is reasonable to modify the definition of blunt points in the di-
rection of the last theorem. Note that Newton polyhedrons with “product structure”
already appeared in section 4.3.3 of part I of this chapter, where a new strategy towards
a solution to the simple polyhedron game was suggested. Nevertheless also with this
modified definition of blunt points, it is not even in concrete examples (see last sec-
tion, especially the examples Daisy and Spitz) clear how to find a coordinate change
which transforms a given Newton polyhedron with a compact facet into one whose set
of vertices is entirely contained in a coordinate hyperplane.
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4.6 Is the locus of blunt points a Zariski–closed subset?
Unfortunately I haven’t found an answer to this quite difficult question up to to now.
Therefore I will only indicate some ideas and difficulties related to the answer of this
question.
The main problem is that the definition of blunt points is not very handy. Recall that a
closed point a of X = V (f) is called a blunt point, if the Newton polyhedron Na(F )
contains for all expansions F of f with respect to different local coordinates at a a
compact facet.
To tackle the problem one could start by the investigation of the following questions:
Fix a Newton polyhedron Na(F ) with (at least) one compact facet F. Now apply dif-
ferent local coordinate changes ϕ at a to F and explore the transform Na(ϕ(F )) of
the initial Newton polyhedron Na(F ) and especially the transform ϕ(F) of the facet F.
Which facets ϕ(F) do appear when considering all possible local coordinate changes?
In particular, is it possible that there occur only finitely many different facets? Further-
more, is there an algebraic condition on the set of coordinate changes ϕ which yield
again the same compact facet, i.e., coordinate changes ϕ such that ϕ(F) = F? Another
question would be: Under which circumstances does Na(ϕ(F )) not contain anymore
a compact facet?
Perhaps it is reasonable to change the definition of blunt points in the direction in-
dicated in remark 31. More precisely, study Newton polyhedra for which there doesn’t
exist a local coordinate change such that the set of vertices of the transformed Newton
polyhedron is entirely contained in one of the coordinate hyperplanes. Maybe this con-
dition is more natural and easier to handle.
Note that the question whether the set of blunt points of X is Zariski–closed is quite
similar to the questions investigated in chapter 5 of this thesis. There it is shown by
means of constructions in the étale topology that the (algebraic) normal crossing locus
and the monomial locus (for the definitions of these subsets of X we refer to section
5.1 respectively 5.3 of chapter 5) are Zariski–open in X . It is planned to examine more
closely whether this method could also be used to show that the set Xblunt of blunt
points of X (respectively the set Y introduced in remark 31 of the last section) is alge-
braic.

Chapter 5
Constructions using étale
neighborhoods
In algebraic geometry it is often of special interest whether a particular subset of a
given algebraic variety has specific topological properties. For example one might be
interested in the singular locus or the normal crossings locus and ask whether it is
Zariski–open, Zariski–closed or constructible. For the finiteness of the surface reso-
lution algorithm described in chapter 1, it was necessary to answer this question for
the set of points a ∈ A2K in which an element f ∈ R is a monomial (modulo p-th
powers and up to multiplication by a unit in K[[y, z]]). In Proposition 3 of section 1.7
in chapter 1 it is shown that this set is Zariski–closed. The proof is based on general
constructions using étale neighborhoods, which will be described in detail in this chap-
ter. As applications of these constructions, it will be shown that the (algebraic) normal
crossings locus and the monomial locus of an algebraic variety are Zariski–closed. Fur-
ther the property of being a “mikado” point is examined. The content of this chapter
was developed together with C. Bruschek and is planned to be published as a survey
article. Note that the result on the (algebraic) normal crossings locus is well-known
to experts in the field, but we couldn’t find any references and hence proved the result
ourselves.
Setting
Let K be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Denote by K[x] the
polynomial ring in the variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) over K. Its completion with re-
spect to the maximal ideal 〈x〉 is the ring of formal power series K[[x]]. For an ideal
I ⊆ K[x] we will denote by V (I) the algebraic set defined by I , i.e., the set of points
p ∈ An such that f(p) = 0 for all f ∈ I .
5.1 Global Constructions
Let X be a finite union of algebraic varieties over K (i.e., integral separated schemes
of finite type over K). All properties which will be studied here are local, hence we
may assume that all varieties are affine. In fact, we will consider mainly subvarieties
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of some AnK , n ∈ N. We say that X is algebraic normal crossings (in short an) at a
point p ∈ X if there are local coordinates y1, . . . , yn at p such that X is locally at p
given by y1 · · · ye = 0 with e ≤ n (in the literature this property is also referred to as
simple or strict normal crossings). By “local coordinates” we mean a regular system
of parameters for the local ring OAn,p. We say that X is normal crossings (in short nc)
at p if p is an algebraic normal crossings point for X̂p, i.e., if the formal germ of X
at p is defined by y1 · · · ye = 0, where y1, . . . , yn is a formal coordinate system at p.
A formal coordinate system is a regular system of parameters for ÔAn,p. The locus of
points in which X is algebraic normal crossings (resp. normal crossings) is called the
algebraic normal crossings locus of X (resp. normal crossings locus of X) and will be
denoted by Xanc (resp. Xnc).
Example 18. The hypersurface X = Spec K[x, y, z]/〈x2 − y2z2〉 ⊆ A3 is algebraic
normal crossings, thus also normal crossings, at all points except the origin. The origin
is not a normal crossings point. In contrast, the hypersurface Y = SpecK[x, y, z]/〈x2−
y2z〉 is irreducible, thus has no algebraic normal crossings points. Its normal crossings
locus is Ync = Y \ {0} (see figure 5.1), which is open in Y .
Figure 5.1: X = V (x2 − y2z2) and Y = V (x2 − y2z).
Let f ∈ K[x] and p ∈ An. We denote by mp the maximal ideal of OAn,p and by df(p)
the differential of f at p, i.e., the class f¯ ∈ mp/m2p.
Lemma 4. Let X be a union of hypersurfaces Xi = Spec K[x]/〈fi〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, s ∈
N. ThenX is anc at p ∈ An if and only if p 6∈ (Xi)sing for all i and the {dfi(p); fi(p) =
0} are K-linearly independent.
Proof. The “if” part is obvious. For the other direction letX and p fulfill the conditions
above. Since the dfi(p) are K-linearily independent, the fi vanishing at p are part of a
regular system of parameters of OAn,p (see [36], Thm. 14.2) from which the assertion
follows immediately.
Proposition 19. The algebraic normal crossings locus of a finite union of hypersur-
faces is open.
Proof. Let X = ∪1≤i≤sXi with Xi be hypersurfaces defined by fi ∈ K[x]. If p lies
in the intersection Xi ∩Xj of two hypersurfaces and is not an anc point of Xi ∪Xj ,
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then p ∈ Xi ∩ Xj ∩ Xl is not an anc point for any Xl of Xi ∪ Xj ∪ Xl. Define the
following (Zariski–) closed subsets of X . For q ≥ 1:
Aq = ∪(i1,...,iq)
(
Xi1 ∩ · · · ∩Xiq ∩ V (Mq(dfi1 , . . . , dfiq ))
)
,
where Mq(dfi1 , . . . , dfiq ) denotes the ideal generated by all q-minors of the matrix
(dfi1 , . . . , dfiq ) and the union is taken over all q-tuples (i1, . . . , iq) with distinct entries
ij ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Finally, setA = ∪sq=1Aq . ClearlyA is closed and contains by Lemma
4 all non-anc points. Conversely, no point of A is an anc point. Thus Xanc = X \A is
open.
Example 19. Figure 5.2 illustrates Proposition 19. Here X is the union of three plane
curves.
Figure 5.2: The points a and c are not anc, but b and d are.
5.2 Étale and Formal Neighbourhoods
Let X be a Noetherian scheme and Y a closed subscheme of X given by a sheaf of
ideals I. The formal neighbourhood (X̂,O bX) of X in Y is the ringed space defined by
the topological space Y and the sheaf of rings
O bX = lim←−
n
OX/I
n
(see [17], II.9). If X = Spec A is affine and p ∈ X is a closed point, then the formal
neighbourhood of X in p is the one point space {p} together with the sheaf of rings
given by Âp, the completion of the local ring Ap with respect to its maximal ideal.
Example 20. Let X = Spec K[x, y]/〈y2−x2−x3〉 and p = 0. The structure sheaf of
the formal neighbourhood X̂ of X in 0 is given by
K[[x, y]]/〈y2 − x2 − x3〉,
which is not an integral domain. Indeed, y2 − x2 − x3 factors in K[[x, y]] as
y2 − x2 − x3 = (y + x√1 + x)(y − x√1 + x).
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Therefore the formal neighbourhood of X in 0 is reducible.
Let X and Y be varieties over K. For a point p ∈ X we denote by Cp(X) the tangent
cone of X at p. It is given by the associated graded algebra of the local ring of X at p:
gr(OX,p) =
∞⊕
i=0
mi/mi+1,
where m ⊆ OX,p denotes the maximal ideal and m0 = OX,p. More explicit, we may
define C0(X) for an affine variety X ⊆ An given by an ideal I ⊆ K[x1, . . . , xn]
as follows: Denote by I∗ the ideal of initial forms of elements of I , where the ini-
tial form of an element f ∈ K[x] is its homogenous part of lowest degree. Then
C0(X) ∼= K[x]/I∗.
For a point x of a variety (or scheme) X we denote by κ(x) its residue field, i.e.,
κ(x) = OX,x/mx. Let ϕ : X → Y be a morphism of varieties such that the induced
map ϕp : κ(ϕ(p))→ κ(p) is an isomorphism. We call ϕ étale at p ∈ X if the induced
map on the tangent cones dpϕ : Cp(X) → Cϕ(p)(Y ) is an isomorphism. If p ∈ X is
regular then the tangent cone agrees with the tangent space, and an étale morphism is
a morphism whose tangent map is an isomorphism. Especially if ϕ is étale we know
that p ∈ Xreg if and only if ϕ(p) ∈ Yreg.
Example 21. Consider the following simple example. Let X = Spec K[x, y]/〈x−y2〉
and Y = Spec K[x] with ϕ : X → Y induced by the inclusion K[x] ↪→ K[x, y].
Clearly for any p = (px, py) ∈ X \ {0} the map dpϕ gives an isomorphism between
Cpx(Y ) and Cp(X), thus defines an étale map. Note that this is not the case for the
point p = 0. Note further that in the case of K = C we may consider X and Y as
manifolds over C. Then the implicit function theorem is applicable, and states that X
can (Euclidean–) locally at p ∈ X\{0} be parametrized by a neighbourhood of px ∈ Y .
For arbitrary schemes X and Y a morphism ϕ : X → Y is called étale if it is flat and
unramified. It is called étale at p if the induced morphism of local schemes ϕ : Xp →
Yϕ(p) is étale. For the convenience of the reader we summarize some properties of
étale (resp. flat and unramified) morphisms in the next Proposition. Details, especially
proofs, can be found for example in the excellent sources [17], [34] or [37].
Proposition 20. Let X,Y be schemes. For a point x ∈ X we denote by κ(x) its
residue field, i.e., κ(x) = OX,x/mx.
1. A flat morphism of finite type between Noetherian schemes is open.
2. If f : X → Y is locally of finite type, then f is unramified if and only if the sheaf
of relative differentials vanishes, i.e., Ω1X/Y = 0.
3. Open immersions, compositions of étale morphisms and any base changes of
étale morphisms are étale.
4. Let f : X → Y be of finite type, Y locally Noetherian, x ∈ X and y = f(x) so
that κ(x) = κ(y). Moreover, let θ : ÔY,y → ÔX,x be the canonical morphism.
Then f is étale if and only if θ is an isomorphism.
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The last observation especially implies that dimxX = dimy Y . Étale morphisms of
varieties over C are morphisms which are local isomorphisms in the analytic sense, see
example 21. Locally all étale morphisms are of the form
F : Spec R[T1, . . . , Tn]/(f1, . . . , fn)→ Spec R
with det ∂F∂T a unit inR[T ]/(f1, . . . , fn) for some ringR. This is equivalent to F being
flat and unramified (see for example [37] and [41]).
An étale neighbourhood of a point x ∈ X is a pair (U, u) of a scheme U and a point
u ∈ U with an étale morphism ϕ : U → X , ϕ(u) = x.
Example 22. Let X be the node in the plane with coordinate ring A = K[x, y]/〈y2 −
x2 − x3〉. Clearly X is irreducible and so is Spec A(x,y). In the formal neighbourhood
of the origin the germ of X is reducible (see example 20), since
y2 − x2 − x3 = (y + x√1 + x)(y − x√1 + x).
In the case of K = C this factorization holds in an Euclidean neighbourhood of the
origin, since the factors are algebraic power series, thus convergent (see [44], p. 106).
Though we cannot obtain this decomposition in a Zariski-open neighbourhood of 0, it
will be possible in an étale neighbourhood. Consider
U = Spec Aa[T ]/〈T 2 − a〉
where a = 1 + x and the canonical map ϕ : U → X given by
Aa → Aa[T ]/〈T 2 − a〉.
Let us denote the coordinate ring of U by B, and set f = T 2−a. By the remark above
ϕ is (standard) étale if and only if ∂f/∂T = 2T is a unit in B. But 2a is a unit in B,
hence 2T (2a)−1T = 1. Thus ϕ is étale. On U the polynomial y2 − x2 − x3 factors
into y − Tx and y + Tx. Therefore U is an étale neighbourhood which is reducible
with two smooth branches intersecting transversally.
The connected étale neighbourhoods of x ∈ X form a filtered system. The local ring
OX,x¯ of X at x with respect to the étale topology is defined as
OX,x¯ = lim−→
(U,u)
Γ(U,OU ),
where the limit is taken over the system of connected étale neighbourhoods (U, u) of
x. Let (A,m) be a local ring. It is called Henselian with respect to m if it has the
following property: If F ∈ A[T ] with F (0) ∈ m and F ′(0) ∈ (A/m)×, then there
exists an a ∈ m with F (a) = 0. As usual, F ′ denotes here the derivative of F with
respect to T . The Henselization Ah of A is defined to be the smallest Henselian ring
containing A. More precisely this means: The ring Ah is Henselian, there is a local
homomorphism i : A → Ah, and any other local homomorphism θ : A → B, with B
Henselian, factors through i. Important examples of Henselian rings are complete local
rings. Especially K[[x]], the completion of K[x] with respect to 〈x〉, is Henselian. But
it is not the smallest Henselian ring containingK[x]〈x〉. In fact,K[x]h〈x〉 equalsK〈〈x〉〉
the ring of algebraic power series. Recall that a power series f ∈ K[[x]] is called
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algebraic if there exists a non-zero polynomial P (x, t) ∈ K[x, t] with P (x, f) = 0.
The local ring of a schemeX at xwith respect to the étale topology is the Henselization
(with respect to mx) of the local ring with respect to the Zariski-topology:
OX,x¯ = OhX,x.
For further details, including proofs, see [37].
Remark 32. Note that the étale neighbourhoods are not the open sets of a topology,
but take their part in a Grothendieck topology (see for example [16], I.2). Although it
is not a “true” topology on X it is still enough to allow analogous constructions (like
cohomology theories).
Properties of formal and étale neighbourhoods are strongly related via the powerful
Artin Approximation Theorem:
Theorem 6. (see [4], Thm. 1.10) Let K be a field or an excellent discrete valuation
ring, and let Ah be the Henselization of a K-algebra of finite type at a prime ideal.
Let I be a proper ideal of Ah. Given an arbitrary system of polynomial equations in
Y = (Y1, . . . , YN ),
f(Y ) = 0,
with coefficients in Ah, a solution y¯ = (y¯1, . . . , y¯N ) in the I-adic completion Â of A,
and an integer c, there exists a solution y = (y1, . . . , yN ) ∈ Ah with
yi = y¯i mod mc.
5.3 Applications
In this section we give some applications of étale neighbourhoods. The prototype of
questions we study will be the following: Let X be a variety, p ∈ X a closed point.
Moreover, let P be a property of the formal neighbourhood ÔX,p, e.g., normal cross-
ings, reducible, ... . Is the set of points q ∈ X for which ÔX,q has property P open
(resp. closed or locally closed) in the Zariski-topology?
Theorem 7. The normal crossings locusXnc of a hypersurfaceX ⊆ An is open inX .
Proof. (i) We first show that if X is normal crossings at p, then there exists an étale
neighbourhood ϕ : (U, u)→ An of p such that u is an algebraic normal crossings point
of ϕ−1(X). Without loss of generality we may assume p = 0. Since p ∈ Xnc there
exist g¯1, . . . , g¯m ∈ K[[x]], m ≤ n, building part of a regular system of parameters of
ÔAn,0 such that
f = g¯1 · · · g¯m.
By Theorem 6 there exists an étale neighbourhood ϕ : (U, u) → An of p ∈ An with
ϕ(u) = p,
ϕ∗(f) = g1 · · · gm,
on U and gi = g¯i mod 〈x〉c. Note that g1, . . . , gm are regular on U . By choosing
the constant c of Theorem 6 equal to 2 we can assure that the gi are part of a regular
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system of parameters of OU,u. Thus ϕ−1(X) is algebraic normal crossings at u.
(ii) If w ∈ U is an algebraic normal crossings point or normal crossings point, then
ϕ(w) ∈ X is a normal crossings point. This follows immediately from Proposition 20,
(4).
(iii) By (i) every point p ∈ Xnc has an étale neighbourhood
ϕp : (Up, up)→ X
so that ϕ−1p (X) is anc at up. By Proposition 19 we see that (Up)anc ⊆ Up is open.
Openness of étale maps (see Proposition 20, (1)) implies that ϕp((Up)anc) ⊆ X is
open, and so is ⋃
p∈X
ϕp((Up)anc) ⊆ X.
Let X = Spec K[x]/〈f〉 be a scheme defined by a not necessarily reduced polynomial
f ∈ K[x]. Analogous to the normal crossings locus of X we ask for the monomial
locus Xmon of X . This is the locus of points p ∈ X so that there exist formal co-
ordinates y1, . . . , yn with f = yα for some element α ∈ Nn. Denote by Xred the
reduced scheme associated to X . Then Xmon = (Xred)nc. Indeed, let f1, . . . , fs be
the distinct irreducible factors of f in OAn,p defining hypersurfaces Xi. By definition
OXred,p is reduced. Since it is essentially of finite type (see [36], p. 232, 260), we
conclude that ÔXred,p is reduced. The same is true for ÔXi,p. If p ∈ Xmon then
each irreducible component of fi ∈ ÔAn,p corresponds to one of the y1, . . . , yn after a
change of coordinates. Therefore:
p ∈ Xmon ⇔ p ∈ ∩i (Xi)nc ⇔ p ∈ (Xred)nc .
The last theorem thus implies:
Corollary 7. Let X = Spec K[x]/〈f〉 be a hypersurface in An defined by a not nec-
essarily reduced polynomial f ∈ K[x]. Then the monomial locus Xmon of X is open
in X .
5.4 Ideas for further Applications
As already mentioned at the very beginning of this chapter, its content was developed
together with C. Bruschek. In this section two further interesting subsets of algebraic
varieties will be defined and briefly investigated.
5.4.1 Mikado Schemes
Let X be an excellent scheme. Denote by X1p , . . . , X
N
p , N = N(p) ∈ N, the compo-
nents of X passing through p. Then X is said to be mikado at p if p ∈ (Xip)reg for all
1 ≤ i ≤ N and p ∈ (Zp)reg, where Zp = X1p ∩ · · · ∩XNp is the scheme-theoretic in-
tersection of the components at p. The locus of all mikado points of X will be denoted
by Xmik.
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Example 23. LetX = SpecK[x, y]/〈y(y−x2)〉 and Y = SpecK[x, y]/〈xy(y−x2)〉.
Clearly,X is not mikado at 0, but Y is; neither of them is normal crossings at the origin.
In order to successfully apply the étale construction to the locus of “formally mikado
points” completely analogous to the proof for the normal crossings locusXnc, it would
be necessary that Xmik is open in X . The next example gives a counterexample: X \
Xmik is locally closed but not open. Especially in this way we can construct examples
of schemes/varieties which have only constructible Xmik, which is – in the algebraic
category – the worst possible behavior. Therefore the proof of Theorem 7 can’t be
applied directly to the situation of Xmik.
Example 24. Consider X = Spec K[x, y, z]/〈yz(x− z)(y−x2)〉, which is a union of
four hypersurfaces in A3. It’s easy to see that X \Xmik = V (x, y) \ V (x, y, z), which
is locally closed in X (especially not closed!).
5.4.2 Formally Irreducible
Let X = ∪1≤i≤sXi be a union of algebraic varieties (not necessarily hypersurfaces).
We say thatX is irreducible (resp. formally irreducible) at p ∈ X if OX,p (resp. ÔX,p)
is an integral domain. Otherwise X is called reducible (resp. formally reducible) at p.
We denote the locus of reducible resp. formally reducible p ∈ X by Xre resp. Xfre.
Proposition 21. Let X be a finite union of algebraic varieties. Then Xre ⊆ X is
closed.
Proof. This follows from the simple fact that
Xre = ∪i 6=j (Xi ∩Xj) .
One further application of the constructions described at the beginning of this chapter
would be to determine whether the locus Xfre of formally reducible points p ∈ X is
an algebraically closed subset of X . Recall that the proof that the normal crossings
locus Xnc is open in X (cf. Theorem 7) was based on the following two facts: (1) the
algebraic normal crossings locus Xanc is open, (2) étale morphisms are open. These
where used to construct an open cover of Xnc by images of étale neighborhoods. Here
in contrast the subset Xre is Zariski-closed in X . Therefore the method from before
can not be applied analogously to the setXfre. It is not clear how to work withX\Xre
since we don’t know a characterization of this set in the completion. Moreover, it is
not clear whether it is true, that Xfre is an algebraically closed subset of X .
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Kurzfassung englisch
The main objective of this Ph.D. Thesis is to study the occurring phenomena in embed-
ded resolution of singularities over fields of positive characteristic.
In the first part a new and systematic approach to embedded surface resolution in posi-
tive characteristic, which is so natural that it has the chance to be generalized to higher
dimensions, is given. This is achieved by introducing two new invariants for the in-
ductive proof of the resolution by a sequence of blowups. The invariants are more
systematic than the existing ones, and yield a transparent reasoning. This may facil-
itate to study the still unsolved case of embedded resolution of threefolds in positive
characteristic. Moreover the termination of the described algorithm for the embedded
resolution of purely inseparable two-dimensional hypersurfaces of order equal to the
characteristic in finitely many blowups is proven.
In the second part new ideas and attempts for resolution of varieties with dimension
larger than two, especially threefolds, are given. One approach that is examined within
this thesis is to extend the results from the first part to the case of threefolds. Fur-
ther, those situations where the classical resolution invariant from characteristic zero
increases when used in positive characteristic are studied. Moreover new possible res-
olution invariants – both for characteristic zero and positive characteristic – are inves-
tigated.
The last part addresses some basic constructions using étale neighborhoods. They are
for instance used to prove the termination of the resolution algorithm presented in the
first part.
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Kurzfassung deutsch
Das Hauptanliegen dieser Dissertation ist es, die auftretenden Phänomene bei der einge-
betteten Auflösung von Singularitäten über Körpern mit positiver Charakteristik zu un-
tersuchen.
Im ersten Abschnitt wird ein neuer und systematischer Ansatz für die eingebettete
Flächenauflösung in positiver Charakteristik entwickelt, welcher derart natürlich ist,
dass zumindest die Chance besteht ihn auf höhere Dimensionen verallgemeinern zu
können. Dies wird durch die Einführung zweier neuer Invarianten für den induktiven
Beweis der Auflösung durch eine Folge von Explosionen bewerkstelligt. Die Invari-
anten sind systematischer als die bereits bestehenden und ermöglichen eine transpar-
ente Argumentation. Dies könnte dazu dienen den noch immer ungelösten Fall der
eingebetteten Auflösung von Dreivarietäten in positiver Charakteristik zu untersuchen.
Weiters wird die Termination des beschriebenen Algorithmus zur eingebetteten Auflö-
sung von rein inseparablen zwei-dimensionalen Hyperflächen mit Ordnung gleich der
Charakteristik durch endlich viele Explosionen bewiesen.
Im zweiten Abschnitt werden neue Ideen und Herangehensweisen für die Auflösung
von Varietäten mit Dimension größer als zwei, speziell Dreivarietäten, behandelt. Ein
Ansatz, der hierzu untersucht wird, ist die Verallgemeinerung der Resultate aus dem
ersten Abschnitt auf den Fall von Dreivarietäten. Ferner werden jene Situationen, in
denen die klassische Auflösungsinvariante von Charakteristik Null bei Anwendung in
positiver Charakteristik fehlschlägt, studiert. Weiters werden neue Invarianten – für
Charaketristik Null sowie positive Charakteristik – untersucht.
Der letzte Abschnitt befasst sich mit grundlegenden Konstruktionen mittels étaler Umge-
bungen. Diese werden zum Beispiel verwendet um die Termination des im ersten Ab-
schnitt dargestellten Auflösungsalgorithmus zu zeigen.
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